DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN SUBMISSION

115 WINTHROP SQUARE
Response to Boston Redevelopment Authority’s
Request for Proposals
April 21, 2016

April 21, 2016

Boston Redevelopment Authority
Brian P. Golden, Director
One City Hall Square, 9th Floor
Boston, MA 02201-1007
RE: 115 Winthrop Square – RFP Response & Development Vision
Director Golden,
Lendlease Development, Inc., Hudson Group North America, and Eagle Development Partners (MBE) are pleased to submit our response
to the Boston Redevelopment Authority’s Request for Proposals for 115 Winthrop Square. This unique site represents a once-in-a-generation
opportunity for Boston. To be awarded the Winthrop Square site would be an exceptional opportunity and an immense responsibility.
We are committed to partnering with the BRA and the community to ensure that the full potential of this important site is realized.
Creating a project that captures that potential demands an innovative, forward-looking approach. We have assembled a seasoned
team with extensive international and local experience on complex, large-scale urban developments, one that is ideally suited to
collaborate with the City of Boston to deliver an exceptional result.
Our proposal will leverage the possibilities at Winthrop Square to achieve the City’s ambitious economic development, placemaking,
innovation, and sustainability goals.
We see the Financial District becoming a truly mixed-use neighborhood, where employees linger before and after work, thousands
of residents make their homes, and energy is continuously renewed by visitors from near and far. The Winthrop Square site has the
potential to unlock some impactful public realm interventions. Acknowledging this potential, our proposal begins not by filling the void
but by exploiting it, with two levels of independent retail and cultural uses that form the backbone of our public realm experience.
Clustered around a dramatic concourse, these uses sponsor five distinct yet intertwined urban experiences:
•

A Cultural Pavilion – An unprecedented cultural destination in the cultural void of the Financial District. We envision this space
occupied by an established regional arts organization, one we can team with our partners at the Fort Point Arts Community
(FPAC) to reach across all Boston neighborhoods and create opportunities for established and emerging artists alike.
This stand-alone, iconic structure will benefit from long term funding and year round programming. We are excited to have had
discussions with the deCordova Sculpture Park and Museum, a regional powerhouse in Lincoln, Massachusetts, to validate the
strategy and explore a potential partnership. We will be exploring our mutual interest further upon gaining the designation.

•

Winthrop Square Park – Our proposal seeks to adopt the park, creating a flexible, programmable gathering and exhibition space.

•

The Steps – A series of meandering, grand steps and ramps on Devonshire Street serve as both a connection through and
a respite from the surrounding network of streets and alleyways.

•

The Experimental Theater/Education Center– A community space tucked beneath the Devonshire steps, it is designed to
accommodate performances and lectures, to spur experimentation, and to showcase Boston’s innovation economy.

•

Observation Deck / Learning Hub – The public Observation Deck, featuring expansive 360 degree views, is a vertical
extension of the public realm and will reside on the 38th floor of the tower. While there, visitors will be invited to learn about
and experience the technology and systems that drive a LEED Platinum building (“Energy in Action”).

This vibrant, diverse ground plane will give rise to a mix of more conventional uses in a tower that is anything but conventional:
Ten stories of office and innovation space (approximately 200,000 sq. ft.), potentially anchored by WeWork, will help drive the interest and
excitement of the ground plane up the tower and vice versa. Residential uses will comprise the remaining fifty-one stories of the tower,
with 315 apartments over twenty five floors, topped by a twenty-six story condominium component with 221 units.
The site’s design challenge and opportunity is to integrate the new project’s massing with the adjacent streets, incorporating existing
assets such as Winthrop Square Park and the adjacent Winthrop Lane. Our concept focuses on seamlessly blending these two
potentially divergent scales. Success will combine the intimacy, connectivity, and charm of this small-scale urban fabric with the
power and elegance of iconic modern verticality. The promise is a place that is active 18 hours a day, 7 days a week and is a laboratory
and a precedent for other experiences in previously one-dimensional environments. This approach can not only drive positive
outcomes for the physical fabric of the area, but the social and economic composition as well.

Our economic development strategy is simple and ambitious: Create long-term partnerships and participation for three inspirational
neighborhood organizations. We are contemplating a structure where each of these groups benefit from the equivalent of a 0.33% equity
stake in the project, a strategy designed to ensure that monies flowing from Winthrop Square will help fund the essential services they provide:
•

The Boys & Girls Club of Dorchester

•

The South Boston Community Health Center

•

Ladies Involved in Putting a Stop to Inner City Killing (“LIPSTICK”), based in Jamaica Plain

In addition, we will draw on the team’s recent successes in affordable housing creation to promote bold, creative affordable housing solutions.
The significant funds generated by this project through the City’s Inclusionary Development Policy will target the actual creation of affordable
housing where it is needed most, in our changing neighborhoods. This effort will be spearheaded through a partnership with the Chinese
Economic Development Council (CEDC).
The strength of our project team is derived from global strength and local sensibilities.
•

Lendlease brings an international reach, with a proven record of innovative and sustainable urban regeneration projects and
unparalleled expertise in constructing the world’s tallest structures.

•

Hudson Group and Eagle (MBE) will deliver on grassroots community engagement, creative project mitigation, and extensive
local multi-family expertise, leveraging recent success in affordable housing creation.

•

Toronto, Canada based Graziani + Corazza Architects will fuse their trademark, bold tower architecture with Boston-style
invention and sensibility brought by the Boston offices of Perkins Eastman and RODE.

•

Our strategy around cultural partnership follows the same pattern, seeking to team a highly acclaimed, regional arts organization
with the Fort Point Arts Community (FPAC) to drive the City’s dialogue around the arts both at the site and across our neighborhoods.

Sustainability is a critical part of the Lendlease culture. Embedded in our DNA is the notion that creating the best places is our responsibility.
This is underpinned by environmental sustainability, of course, but equal weight are given to social and economic sustainability as well. Our
mission at Winthrop Square is to be sustaining, not just sustainable, and that mission runs squarely through the programming of the public realm.
We have enlisted Graffito SP, a group at the forefront of critical thinking about enhancing the urban public realm, to help curate and oversee our
retail, placemaking and programming strategies. While the tower will get the headlines, the experience of place and its contribution to the
community will ultimately define this project’s success.
Finally, this team’s ability to execute on a project of this scale is unmatched. Lendlease has a global development pipeline of $32.6 billion
(end value) in various stages of delivery, with most deals rivalling Winthrop Square in size and complexity. Leveraging the Lendlease balance
sheet, coupled with a robust global network of capital partners, means our focus is on speed to market rather than certainty of execution.
The Lendlease Project Management and Construction team will ensure this project is built in the most safe and innovative way. As the largest
builder of high-rise, multi-family projects in the nation, we are well schooled in the complexities of mixed use, dense urban projects,
with a particular expertise in super high-rise execution.
Thank you for this exciting opportunity. We look forward to collaborating with the BRA and the community to fully realize the potential
of Winthrop Square.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Iselin
Lendlease Development, Inc.

Ori Ron
Hudson Group North America

Andrew Copelotti
Eagle Development Partners (MBE)
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SECTION 01

SECTION 01

ABOUT OUR TEAM

THE STRENGTH OF
OUR PROJECT TEAM IS
DERIVED FROM GLOBAL
STRENGTH AND LOCAL
SENSIBILITIES.
Lendlease brings an international reach,
with a proven record of innovative and
sustainable urban regeneration projects
and unparalleled expertise in constructing
the world’s tallest structures.
Hudson Group and Eagle (MBE) will
deliver on grassroots community engagement,
creative project mitigation, and extensive
local multi-family expertise, leveraging recent
success in affordable housing creation.
Toronto, Canada based Graziani + Corazza
Architects will fuse their trademark, bold
tower architecture with Boston-style invention
and sensibility brought by the Boston offices
of Perkins Eastman and RODE.
Our strategy around cultural partnership
follows the same pattern, seeking to team a
highly acclaimed, regional arts organization
with the Fort Point Arts Community (FPAC) to
drive the City’s dialogue around the arts both
at the site and across our neighborhoods.

ABOUT LENDLEASE
Lendlease is an Australian based international
property and infrastructure company that has
completed over 10,000 projects worldwide and
has been creating large-scale master planned
urban communities globally for over 50 years.
Lendlease’s global “Urban Regeneration”
strategy seeks to deliver transformational
projects in gateway cities that meet the
Lendlease To Create the Best Places.
Places to be enjoyed and celebrated - both
today and in future generations.

“ THE TIME IS NOT FAR OFF
WHEN COMPANIES WILL
HAVE TO JUSTIFY THEIR
WORTH TO SOCIETY…WITH
GREATER EMPHASIS BEING
PLACED ON ENVIRONMENTAL
AND SOCIAL IMPACT THAN
STRAIGHT ECONOMICS.”
Dick Dusseldorp,

founder of Lend Lease Corporation, 1973

To create a better future for people and
communities to prosper is the reason we do
what we do. For individuals and businesses it
requires a commitment to shared value – shared
opportunity, shared responsibility and shared
prosperity. It’s what we call creating a ‘community
of interest’ between shareholders, employees,
customers and the broader community.
The best demands that equal weighting is
given to environmental, social and economic
outcomes, recognizing the interdependency of
what shapes our future. It requires bold thinking
and acting in partnership to drive innovation, and
an approach from doing ‘less bad’ to ‘more good’.
Places are what we create. Places where people
live, learn, work, play, heal, travel and above all,
connect. We call these places for people.
This is who we are and what we stand for.

CREATING THE BEST PLACES
Our vision is to create places that generate better economic, social and environmental outcomes; places that leave a positive
legacy behind by using the safest methods and providing sustainable results. We aim to build inspiring and enriching places that
contribute to a better society, now and for future generations. At Lendlease, we are motivated to do it differently and do it better.
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WE DREAM, AND DELIVER THEM
Some are just believers, some are doers, but few are both. We believe in our values.
They’re not just words on a page. To us, believing isn’t about hoping or wishing,
it’s making things real. We take them with us as we go places.

902,965,681
85,000 6,542

INVOLVED WITH

OVER

RESIDENTIAL &
MIXED USE UNITS
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PROJECTS &
PROPERTIES

SQUARE FEET

148.4

BILLION
OF PROJECTS

CREATIVE ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
ABOUT HUDSON GROUP & EAGLE (MBE)
Hudson Group is a boutique, privately owned real estate
development firm, active in urban development across select
markets. The principals of Hudson Group North America, LLC
have been in the development and construction business since
1976. Based in Boston,the group has extensive experience in
residential and commercial developments, construction, and
investments in the United States, Canada, Europe, and Israel.
The family owned company played an integral role in
enhancing the Leather District and Chinatown neighborhoods
of Boston by developing nearly 300 units in the area
including residences, offices, and retail.

HUDSON GROUP HAS A
STRONG TRACK RECORD
OF WORKING WITH
CITY AGENCIES AND
NEIGHBORHOOD
ASSOCIATIONS
ON BOTH NEW
CONSTRUCTION
AND ADAPTIVE
REUSE PROPERTIES.
Hudson Group is well positioned to leverage their recent
success and strong relationships in implementing an affordable
housing approach for Winthrop Square. The creative approach
used to satisfy the City’s Inclusionary Housing requirements for
Radian at 120 Kingston Street is a good example of Hudson’s
commitment to Affordable Housing and their ability to design
and execute a creative approach. The creation of 72 affordable
housing units as a direct result of the development’s initiative
yielded an affordable housing creation ratio of approximately
30% within one block of the project.

With a particular passion for retail, Hudson recently ushered
an award winning, chef-driven restaurant (Townsman by Kate
& Matt Jennings) and a world-class coffee shop (Gracenote
Coffee) to the local Boston food scene. The private firm’s
commitment to independent operators is part of an overall
approach to an active and dynamic public realm.
Eagle Development Partners is a dynamic real estate
operating company that specializes in the acquisition,
development and construction management of high
quality real estate assets. Their investment opportunities
that are strategically located in smart-growth, mixed-use
neighborhoods that offer convenient access to mass transit,
popular amenities and employment.
In 2014, Eagle Development Partners was certified as a Minority
Business Enterprise (MBE) by both the State of Massachusetts
and the City of Boston in the following categories:
• Real Estate Development
• Construction Management
• Owners Project Management
Eagle Development Partners offers:
• Project Specific Investments
• An entrepreneurial approach to site and asset selection
• Direct involvement of our principals in every transaction
• A collaborative approach to problem solving
• Unparalleled integrity

HOUSING
Hudson Group developed nearly
300 units in the Leather District
and Chinatown, two blocks from
Winthrop Square

RETAIL
A passion for retail – Hudson recently
ushered an award winning, chef-driven
restaurant (Townsman by Kate & Matt
Jennings) and a world-class coffee
shop (Gracenote Coffee) to the local
Boston food scene.
CREATIVE OFFICE
Hudson is well schooled in the creative
class economy and the tech sector,
having converted, owned, and managed
creative office space in the Leather
District for over twenty years to a variety
of tenants at all stages of growth.
PUBLIC ART
Collaborated with the Rose Kennedy
Greenway on the implementation
of public realm improvements and
the creation of a multi-year public art
program in Chinatown Park.
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ABOUT OUR PARTNERS

OUR COMMUNITY
PARTNERS

ARTS
FPAC brings years of experience in creating opportunities for local and
emerging artists. The possibilities for public art and programming to spill
beyond the traditional building boundaries into spaces such as the Steps,
the Experimental Theater, and Winthrop Square Park are powerful,
and will showcase the local talent that Boston has to offer.

Community Engagement

East Boston
West
End

North
End

Winthrop Square

Chinese
Economic
Development
Allston/
Brighton
Council
Chinatown

Beacon Hill

Downtown

Back Bay

Fenway/
Kenmore

Fort Point Art Community

South End
South
Boston

South Boston Community
Health Center

Leather District Park
Adoption & Enhancement
Roxbury
Jamaica
Operation Lipstick Plain

Jamaica Plain
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North
Dorchester

Boys & Girls Club of Dorchester

Fort Point Arts Community, Inc. of South
Boston (FPAC) was founded in 1980 as a nonprofit community organization. Their mission
is to promote the work of its artists to a broad
and diverse audience; to preserve the artists
community in the Fort Point Channel area;
to ensure the continuance of permanent,
affordable studio space; to build community;
and to increase the visibility of the arts in Fort
Point. FPAC has fulfilled this mission for more
than 35 years through a variety of initiatives that
have served its members, the City of Boston,
and the New England region.
Fort Point is home to over 300 artists who
produce work in a wide array of media, within
a short walking distance to downtown Boston
and Winthrop Square. It is recognized as one
of New England’s largest artists’ communities.
The historic warehouse buildings of Fort
Point house painters, photographers, sculptors,
designers, ceramicists, performance artists,
jewelers, book artists, digital media artists,
and more. FPAC’s reach also extends beyond
the boundaries of its neighborhood.

COMMUNITY
Our economic development strategy is simple and ambitious: Create long-term partnerships and participation for three
inspirational neighborhood organizations. We are contemplating a structure where each of these groups benefit from the
equivalent of a 0.33% equity stake in the project, benefit from the equivalent of a 0.33% equity stake in the project, a
strategy designed to ensure that monies flowing from Winthrop Square will help fund the essential services they provide:

Boys & Girls Clubs
of Dorchester
Established in 1974 as the Colonel Daniel Marr Boys and Girls Club, the
Boys & Girls Clubs of Dorchester is dedicated to making a positive impact
on youths and their families throughout the community. Inside their three
clubhouses is a place for Dorchester’s young people to learn, explore
talents, play and make friends. Today, as always, their members between
ages five and 18 have access to 200+ activities for just $5 a year.
MISSION
To inspire and enable all young people, from diverse circumstances, to
realize their full potential by providing opportunities for personal growth to
become contributing, caring and responsible members of the community.
The Boys & Girls Clubs Provide
• A safe place to learn and grow.
• Ongoing relationships with
caring, adult professionals.

and character development
experiences.
• Hope and opportunity.

• Life-enhancing programs

The South Boston
Community Health Center
A full service health care facility that has been serving
the South Boston community since 1972.
With a staff of over 150, the Health Center provides
over 60,000 service visits a year to almost half of
South Boston’s population. They currently provide
these services from a two building, modern facility
in the heart of the neighborhood.
The South Boston Community Health Center is a
private, 501(c)(3) non-profit corporation, governed by
a community-based board of directors. The mission
of the Health Center is to provide health care to the
entire community while ensuring care to those most
in need. Our governing principle is “all who seek
care are welcome here.”

Ladies Involved in Putting a Stop to Inner City Killing
Operation LIPSTICK is a coalition of faith and civic leaders, elected officials, social service and law enforcement professionals
working to keep guns out of the hands of criminals and youth without abridging the freedoms of law-abiding Americans.

AFFORDABLE HOUSING
Our affordable Housing creation strategy is rooted
in a long standing relationship with the Chinese
Economic Development Council which will soon
be cutting the ribbon on 67 units of affordable
housing in Chinatown made possible by Hudson
Group’s Radian project at 120 Kingston Street.
Chinese Economic Development Council (CEDC) is a Boston
Chinatown based CDC with the mission of developing and managing
affordable housing in the Chinatown neighborhood of Boston. In 2014,
they broke ground on the Oxford Street Affordable Housing project,
which includes 67 units of sorely needed affordable apartments.
Chinatown is in short supply of affordable housing and the new
building, scheduled to open in the spring of 2016 is a welcome addition.
CEDC’s goal is to utilize the Winthrop Square based IDP funds towards
actual affordable housing creation, which will strengthen Chinatown for
many years to come and help keep the original neighborhood residents
in the community that is their center of their daily life.
The Oxford Street Affordable Housing project was made possible in
large part due to Hudson Group’s contribution from the development
of Radian, a 240 unit apartment building located on the edge of
Chinatown, at 120 Kingston Street.

LIPSTICK prevents women from being used to buy, hide or hold guns for those who are legally prohibited from possessing guns.
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INNOVATION
Ten stories of office and innovation space
(approximately 200,000 sq. ft.), potentially anchored
by WeWork, will help drive the interest and excitement
of the ground plane up the tower and vice versa.
WeWork is the platform for creators. They provide everything
members need to make a life, not just a living.
WeWork members are creators who run the gamut from
entrepreneurs, freelancers, and startups, to artists, small
businesses and even divisions of large corporations.
There has been a macro shift towards a new way of
work – one focused on a movement towards meaning.
WeWork is accelerating this movement.
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WE AIM TO BE RENOWNED
FOR THE DELIVERY OF

THE BEST
URBAN
PROJECTS

LOCALLY AND
ACROSS THE GLOBE

URBAN
DESIGN

WIDE URBAN CONDITIONS

Boston’s history as a global leader of innovation and creativity demands a
bold vision for the City’s future. The physical infrastructure of the downtown
core is robust, with transit connections to surrounding neighborhoods and
multi-use density to leverage ambitious visions for the public realm. New
additions to its center must be designed to strengthen and encourage
access to civic spaces that fuel Boston’s reputation as a city that is open for
new businesses and new residents.

2.4

DEVELOPMENT VISION

The city has a wonderfully intricate form. Its lack of a rigid grid system
creates unique patterns of development and circulation that make for a
distinct identity on the skyline and the ground plane. Over time, economic
shifts have created zones of lesser activity within this core. Prevalent in these
zones are many single-use buildings with little or no retail activity, with little
or no encouragement for the public to gather. It is our intent to re-imagine
Winthrop Square as a catalyst to revitalize the Central Business District.

Our approach is focused on the health of the urban fabric as it relates to
environmental, social, and economic opportunities. The vision of Sustainable
Urbanism leverages and enhances the existing world-class amenities the
City is known for: arts, innovation, and public spaces. An analysis of the
5-minute and 10-minute walk radius sheds light on the core elements that we
have to work with and those that are lacking.

FEDERAL & FRANKLIN ST

POST OFFICE SQUARE

EXISTING VICINITY
The immediate vicinity displays a complex web of angles,
curves, and intersections that make up the public realm.
Vehicular movement along the streets generally follows
the logic of one-way travel. Pedestrian flow however, is
more irregular. It floods at certain peak hours, with smaller
paths and cut-throughs revealing desire lines across the
grain of the major streets. We see this minor network
of routes as something to embrace and build upon. The
Winthrop Garage was and is an obstruction in the flow
through the district. By introducing an effective pedestrian
environment, we will help connect a wide range of
destinations through multi-use paths.

DEV
ONS
HIR
E

DEWEY SQUARE

Winthrop Square and the Federal Street corridor has a
diverse sampling of architecture from the 19th century up
to the late 20th. Older buildings tend to conform to the
original grain of the city with strong textures and rhythm.
Many of the older buildings are beautifully preserved, but
do not activate or enhance the environment with their
program. They are opaque. The newer buildings tend to
create vacant foreground plazas which combat this opacity
mainly through the emphasis and celebration of entry
lobbies. The creation of a balanced and dynamic mix of
pathways, uses, and gathering places will form Winthrop
Square’s identity, sponsoring efficient and engaging
movements thought the city as well as both active and
passive uses along the way.

ST
FEDERAL

ST

WINTHROP SQUARE

DEVONSHIRE & SUMMER ST

Currently, there is not enough continuity of street retail in
the immediate vicinity to provide an active and cohesive
retail environment. While the nearby Summer and
Washington street corridors feature a more evolved and
cohesive street retail culture, we feel these districts can
benefit from the retail we envision at Winthrop Square, and
vice versa, as we introduce links between city districts and
promote a web of active commercial corridors.

DEVELOPMENT VISION
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10 minute walk radius
0.5 miles
GREENWAY

5 minute walk radius
0.25 miles

DOWNTOWN CROSSING

FINANCIAL DISTRICT

CHINATOWN

LEATHER DISTRICT
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DEVELOPMENT VISION

FORT POINT

Winthrop Square
Rose Kennedy Greenway
Dewey Square
Rose Kennedy Greenway
Dewey Square

Public Space
FoodPocket
& Retail
parks along Washington
Milk & Kilby Street
FoodFood& Trucks:
Retail
Food
Trucks:
Milk
& Kilby Street
Food
Trucks:
Pearl
& Franklin
Street
Winthrop Square
Food Trucks: Pearl & Franklin Street
115 Winthrop: latent retail opportunity
Rose Kennedy Greenway
Dewey
Square
115 Winthrop: latent retail
opportunity
Food Trucks: Dewey Square

Winthrop Square Park is an
underutilized jewel in the Financial
District. Its size and location offer a
counterpoint to the more established
passive and actively programmed
public spaces within the walk radius.
Its intimate scale and flexibility will
foster unique, custom events and
become a magnet for passive users.

Food Trucks: Dewey Square

Food & Retail
Urban
FoodProgram
Trucks: Milk & Kilby Street
Urban
Program
Commercial
Food
Trucks: Pearl & Franklin Street
Civic & Cultural
Commercial
115 Winthrop: latent retail opportunity
Mixed-Use
Residential
Civic
& Cultural
Industrial Residential
Mixed-Use
Food Trucks: Dewey Square
Industrial

Urban Program
Transit
Nodes & Paths
Commercial
Transit
Nodes & Paths
Civic
& Cultural
Bus Routes
Mixed-Use
Silver
Line Residential
Bus
Routes
Industrial
Red Line
Silver
Line
Orange
Red
LineLine
Commuter
Orange
LineRail
Hubway Rail
Commuter
Hubway

South Station:
Major Transit Hub
South Station:
Major Transit Hub

Transit Nodes & Paths

What’s wrong with this picture?
Many of our city’s downtown
neighborhoods have benefited from
becoming 18-hour environments.
The imbalance of the map
highlights the opportunity to create
a hub in the Financial District
featuring a vibrant mix of uses.

What’s right with this picture?
Winthrop Square benefits from the
web of regional and local transit
modes that traverse the downtown.
Overlaying pedestrian and bicycle
modes intensifies the web. The
blockade of the Winthrop Square
Garage denied multi-directional,
mid-block circulation opportunities
that can now transform the district.

Bus Routes
Silver Line
Red Line

DEVELOPMENT VISION
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PUBLIC SPACES

01 CULTURAL PAVILION
02 EXPERIMENTAL 		
THEATER
03 THE STEPS
04 WINTHROP SQUARE
PARK
05 “WINTHROP WAY”
06 SHARED STREET
07 RETAIL
08 PUBLIC OBSERVATION

7
4

DECK ACCESS

5
2

3
7

6
7
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5

5
1
8

6

7

Connective Public Space
Public space

PUBLIC REALM DETAILS
Our goal in the public realm is to allow for free, multi-directional passage
through the site, uninhibited by doors and enclosed space. This liberates
both street edges on Devonshire and Federal, which have been strained by
dead walls for years, and are generally challenged by built forms abutting
property lines up and down the block. An open connection from Federal
Court means we achieve 360 degrees of openness.
In addition, an ascending path up to an elevated, publicly accessible level
creates a new destination. Both the street and upper levels are anchored by
a key public amenity: A freestanding cultural pavilion curated by our arts
partners. The signature building will create an exciting base from which a
range of indoor and outdoor arts programming can be driven.

Connective Public Space

This cultural amenity will seek to embrace both local and national artists
and will be a platform to extend the arts discussion into the Boston
neighborhoods.
A wide set of steps beneath a canopy will allow for movement up and
through the site, or provide a respite from which to watch the activities in
the plaza. These experiences will cultivate the place we envision, supported
by a mix of shapes and sizes of retail spaces along the edges of the path and
plaza, which accommodate a diverse array of operators.
Winthrop Square is re-imagined as a new plaza for public arts and innovation
programming as an extension of this overall approach. The new design

Vibrant Public Realm

Vibrant Public Realm
Commercial
Food & Retail
Culture

will embrace the peaceful, passive elements of this urban gem, while
incorporating design flexibility to accommodate active uses. Small concerts,
exhibits, markets and other gatherings will be a common occurrence,
reflective of the new building’s daily activities.
The ground floor is almost entirely devoted to publicly accessible uses.
Vehicular access for resident and office parking and loading will be tucked
off of Federal Court. Loading and parking functions happen below grade,
completely hidden from public view. Bicycle parking and storage will be
easily accessed off of the Federal Court drop-off zone.

Multimodal Transit

Public space

Commercial
Food & Retail
Culture

Bus
Car
Pedestrian
Bikeshare

Thoroughfares
extend the
public realm
and commercial
landscape

Diversity of
retail sizes &
adaptable spaces

Unlocking the site
as a downtown
crossroads

Vibrant Public Realm
Commercial
Food & Retail
Culture

17 existing retail units in vicinity
15 new retail units on site
– 12,653 new square feet
Multimodal
Transit
– 436 linear
feet of new retail frontage
Two
Bus levels of publicly accessible
space
Car will more than double reach
of
the public realm
Pedestrian
Bikeshare
DEVELOPMENT VISION
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DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT
Rationale for the Program
The Winthrop Square program is designed to capitalize on the unprecedented
opportunity to knit together disparate, yet vital, places within our city. The Winthrop
Square Garage acts as an impediment to the vitality of the street frontage along
Devonshire and Federal Streets, and has prevented the activation of Winthrop Square
Park. The introduction of an active and porous street frontage on both streets, as
well as a thoughtfully designed and programmed series of internal pathways, will
transform 115 Winthrop Square into an actively used pedestrian corridor and a thriving
18-hour environment. Commercial office and residential uses, both apartments and
condominiums, support that environment and are the economic drivers of the project.
These uses not only capitalize on Boston’s exceptional demographic and economic
profile but also will be the engine that drives a unique and highly sustainable urban
ecosystem. These uses will be instrumental in delivering the promise of the site and
will reflect a changing downtown dynamic and appetite for innovative placemaking.

CONDOS
221 UNITS

PUBLIC
OBSERVATION DECK

While the prospect of a tall, iconic tower at Winthrop Square is an exciting
proposition, the success of the proposal will be determined on the ground. Our
proposal embodies this sentiment in every way and the various ground floor uses
speak to this unprecedented opportunity. The cultural, civic, and retail uses, in
concert with the Observation Deck, will blend to provide a year-round hub of activity,
both passive and programmed, to unlock the potential of the place. The ground floor
and public realm uses break down as follows:

Cultural Pavilion
The Cultural Pavilion will be the centerpiece of the Winthrop Square public realm
experience. Designed to be an architectural icon in its own right, it is conceived
as an urban outpost for an established regional arts organization. It will create the
impetus for a collaboration that also includes FPAC and the Lendlease/Hudson team
to provide access to artwork and programming within the pavilion and throughout
the site, including in the re-imagined Winthrop Square Park. The planning of the
Pavilion encompasses the expansion of the public realm to both its second and third
floors, with a combination of retail and cultural uses on the ground floor, a main
gallery and event space on the second level, and a third floor café and roof garden
which also supports the adjacent multi-level, shared office amenity space via a bridge
connection. Though rooted in Winthrop Square and intertwined with the rest of the
ground floor elements, the Pavilion’s reach will extend to Boston’s neighborhoods by
embracing the arts and inviting participation and interactivity from city residents.
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APARTMENTS
326 UNITS

OFFICES
10 FLOORS

The Experimental Theatre/
The Steps
Critical to the circulation and both passive
and active uses, are the steps which face
Winthrop Square Park. Rather than address
the park with a building, the park is confronted
with a void that creates passive and active
opportunities as well as circulation to the upper
level public realm. With the adoption of the
park, both physically and through the language
of the ground plane, the Winthrop Square
public realm is expanded both vertically and
horizontally, embracing multiple connections
across and within the site. From a programming
perspective, the Steps sponsor activity above
and below, with the Experimental Theater
offering a focal point and gathering place
that supports year-round cultural, civic and
innovation uses on the site and beyond.

Winthrop Square Park

Commercial Uses

Our proposal seeks to adopt and enhance Winthrop Square Park. While
outside the built program, the park will comprise an important part of the
continuum of civic and cultural uses across the site. We propose to redesign the park to become a model for three season programming and a
magnet for events, performances, and an alternative passive recreation
venue that complements other area resources.

COMMERCIAL OFFICE

Retail
Our approach to retail relies on a diversity of sizes that will accommodate
users as small as 150 square feet and up. Lowering the barriers to entry for
local and independent operators will ensure we attract diverse businesses
at all different lifecycle stages. The key to a successful ground floor is a
highly curated retail experience – one that relies not just on commerce,
but changing events and complementary cultural resources to activate the
public realm.

The office space at Winthrop Square will be part of a new generation of advanced office environments.
Highly differentiated from Boston’s existing Class A office stock, it will be characterized by open floor plates
and cutting edge commitments to sustainability and human comfort. In working with WeWork as a potential
signature tenant, the focus of the office will be on heavily amenitized and highly collaborative environments,
catering to individuals and businesses in all stages of development. For today’s commercial tenants, the focus
is no longer on renting bricks and mortar. It’s about solutions that deliver on talent recruitment, retention and
collaboration. These are the tools that will drive innovation at Winthrop Square.
MULTI-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL AND CONDOMINIUM
Winthrop Square will feature a significant residential commitment that includes both rental and condominium
components. Today’s renters and homeowners are interested in culturally unique environments that promote
a sense of community, deliver thoughtful design, and offer services and amenities that support a busy urban
lifestyle. Boston’s downtown residential renaissance has touched the financial district in a modest way,
mostly because of the scarcity of sites. Because of its proximity to transit, parks, and authentic and changing
downtown neighborhoods, Winthrop Square offers an exciting take on downtown living.

ATTRACTS
COMPLIMENTS

AS THESE PRODUCTS
MEET ONE ANOTHER
IN OUR LARGER
URBAN REGENERATION
PROJECTS,
THE VALUE-ADD
INCREASES
EXPONENTIALLY.

ATTRACTS

LIVES
ATTRACTS

RESIDENTIAL:
makes a 24/7 neighborhood

OFFICE:
innovation-focused firms

UTILIZES
UTILIZES

RETAIL:
diverse, creative uses at the ground floor

CIVIC SPACES

DEVELOPMENT VISION
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The project cedes much of its ground plane to the public,
allowing existing pedestrian desire-lines to connect
uninhibited through the site, then drives activation
through a series of powerful anchor elements and edges
of retail frontage. The most public and accessible face
for activity on site is the newly revived Winthrop Square;
the project completes the lost edge of the urban room
and fuels its regeneration. The volume of activity – and
reciprocal bond between the Tower and the Square –
draws over and obscures Devonshire Street, unbinding
the Square and reclaiming it for a multitude of uses. The
blend of hardscape and landscape treatments allows
the space to host a broad spectrum of events, from
celebratory to reflective.

02

04

The Steps

Observation Deck

The surface of the ground plane folds up and over a new
assembly space (see ‘Experimental Theater’ opposite
page) to form THE STEPS, and grants open access to the
upper level spaces. The Steps are an anchor in their own
right, offering host to both casual gatherings and formal
events, and embracing public functions parallel with the
Experimental Theater and education center below. The
Steps also offer the opportunity to see, or be seen, with
the constant buzz of the urban square setting the scene,
energized by the retail fronts along Devonshire and the
pedestrian path.

The public Observation Deck, featuring expansive
360-degree views, is a vertical extension of the public
realm and will reside on the 38th floor of the tower.
While there, visitors will be invited to learn about and
experience the technology and systems that drive a LEED
Platinum building (“Energy in Action”).

04

01
02
03
01
Cultural Pavilion
Anchoring a new plaza on Federal Street, this eyecatching and unique form draws activity up from Dewey
Square, and gives emphasis to the sinuous pedestrian
paths that eddy at its base. The public is able to move
up and through the volume, threading a path through
layers of active program in a twisting spiral that provides
sanctuary for events and exhibitions. Voids open
between the different levels, erasing any distinction
between public and private space, and blurring the roles
of performance and observation. The pavilion will be a
collaboration with our arts partners to provide access to
artwork and programming, as well as the promotion of
local artists, within the pavilion, throughout the site, and
across Boston’s neighborhoods.
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03
Experimental Theater/
Education Center
A public education center lifts up and supports the
Steps above. This assembly hall, available for music,
lectures, theater and film viewings, provides a venue
for the exchange of ideas that is the engine of the City’s
innovation economy. Opening directly onto a bustling
new retail corridor, the Center is purposefully positioned
to interact directly with the public realm.

PUBLIC SPACES

01 CULTURAL PAVILION
02 THE STEPS
03 EXPERIMENTAL
04
05

THEATER/
EDUCATION CENTER
OBSERVATION DECK
WINTHROP SQUARE

05
05
Winthrop Square
Re-imagined as a user-driven landscape, Winthrop Square
Park will become a flexible space that engages the public and
is designed for programmable change. This would include a
“movable forest” – a stand of street trees on underground rails
that can be programmed for multiple needs. On warm, sunny
days, they can be spread out to provide shade. On festival
days they could be cloistered to allow for maximum open
space. Flush water features and lighting integrated into the
paving would contribute to the cultivated sense of “surprise”
in the new Winthrop Square. Tying these and major digital
media walls into smartphone technology would also create
opportunities for user engagement and participation.

MOVEABLE TREES: GROVE

MOVEABLE TREES: STAGE

MOVEABLE TREES: FOREST

DEVELOPMENT VISION
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The Devonshire Street
level promotes both
an expanded and
consolidated public
realm. With a strategy
that reaches beyond
the project boundaries,
movements across
and through the site
on multiple levels are
encouraged.
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The Federal Street level
acts as a connector and
collector for movements
from the south and east,
with the Cultural Pavilion
acting as a focal point
and a guide, defining
multiple pathways
through the site.

DEVELOPMENT VISION
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Level three begins to
drive the public realm
vertically into the
structures, making
connections between
the upper level public
realm and tenant spaces.
The dynamic, amenitized
office space and
restaurant rooftop create
a web of life above the
public circulation paths.
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Level four provides a
bridge connection from
the office amenity space
to the roof of the Cultural
Pavilion, reinforcing the
web of uses that activate
the first four levels and
providing a public perch
above Federal Street.

DEVELOPMENT VISION
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• An unprecedented cultural destination in the cultural void of the Financial District.
Anchored and managed by our arts partners, this self-standing, iconic structure
will benefit from long term funding and year round programming.
• Opportunity for public art and programming to spill beyond the traditional
building boundaries into the public realm will offer a powerful reminder of the
influence that artistic works can bring to their surroundings.
• Though rooted in Winthrop Square and intertwined with the rest of the ground
floor elements, the Pavilion’s reach will extend to Boston’s neighborhoods by
embracing the arts and inviting participation and interactivity from city residents.
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WE DELIVER
TRANSFORMATIONAL
URBAN PROJECTS
THAT CREATE LONG TERM VALUE
AND IMPROVE QUALITY OF LIFE,
ESTABLISHING LEGACIES
FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS

PUBLIC
REALM

WHY FOCUS ON THE PUBLIC REALM?
We pulled data from a variety of sources including a Downtown Crossing Public Realm
Analysis developed by Supernormal. The Downtown Boston BID engaged Supernormal to
look more closely at the real users and use patterns of the district, to understand how to
better serve these citizens and businesses through improvements in the public realm.
They analyzed anonymized mobile device data in aggregate to generate a high resolution
view of the Downtown Boston Business Improvement District. Downtown Boston,
particularly in the blocks surrounding the Downtown Crossing nexus of transit and activity, is
one of the most complex urban conditions in the region.

Actively generated
during an average
weekday.
Downtown
Crossing is most
active during lunch
and late at night.

And the results point overwhelmingly for a need to design new additions to the built
environment from the ground up. A vast majority of activity occurs outside of buildings, in
public spaces – so how can we redefine the traditional boundaries of 115 Winthrop Square?
Secondly, activity spikes during lunch and late at night. How can our commercial, retail, and
civic spaces create new opportunities during these times, while introducing new layers of
activity for 18-hour destinations?

Percentage of data
generated in the
public realm.
The streets and
public realm hold
far more activity
than the buildings
themselves.

Outside: Public Realm
Inside: Buildings

NEIGHBORHOOD REACH
The data also highlighted new insights about the visitors to
downtown Boston.
For the metropolitan Boston region, areas where devices
that appear in Downtown Crossing at least once appear
more frequently.
In a city, many different variables often show similar
patterns either of population density or of inequity and
disparity. This activity analysis of Downtown Crossing
shows the reach of the neighborhood: what areas of the
region and city are places where devices that show up
in Downtown Crossing also show up. The map shows

a slightly different pattern, and its more active regions
are the centers of area neighborhoods, showing that
Downtown Crossing is linked to commercial and cultural
centers across the city.
The diversity in user type and location shows a way
forward in terms of district programming and the
importance of connectivity and public realm design. So
when we think about programming the Cultural Pavilion,
the Hall and the Grand Steps, who should our audience
be? And how can our project be more inclusive of Boston’s
neighborhoods in other aspects?

ABOUT SUPERNORMAL

Supernormal is a new design collaborative built to explore
the implications and potential of big data for the design
of small urban places. They develop replicable methods of
using data and quantitative analysis to make the process of
improving the urban design of spaces more transparent and
rigorous.
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RETAIL APPROACH
• From the tower design to the ground floor program,
the vision for this “place” is inspired by the overlapping
nature of urban space and urban life. Our concept of
“placemaking” therefore extends far beyond the typical
one-dimensional canvass of public realm and expands
the activation site both horizontally and vertically. As
such, we view this not just as a retail project, or an arts
project, or a landscape architecture project, but instead
as a project that embraces the general goal of activation
and vibrancy and from there seeks to blend various uses
and tactics to enliven this Site.
• This approach has taken an approx. 48,000 SF Site and
turned it into a canvass for over 20,000 SF of public
space encompassing retail, cultural, and educational
uses. When accounting for additional open space
between the Steps, the many paths through the site and
the mezzanine level, well over 50% of the site is devoted
to public uses.

Public Space
Pocket parks along Washington

Winthrop Square
Rose Kennedy Greenway
Dewey Square

• With only 17 existing retail units in the immediate vicinity,
the project has the potential to almost double this
amount by introducing as many as 15 new retail units on
site, depending on the ultimate layouts.
• Our strategy for long-term activation extends beyond
designing and leasing, and includes collaborating
with our onsite arts partners, FPAC, and other city
partnerships to create year round programming.
• From a retail perspective alone, the approach creates
a diversity of premises sizes that will accommodate
users ranging from 150 square feet and up, lowering
the barriers to entry for local start-ups and providing
opportunities for a range of uses and businesses of
a variety of sizes in different lifecycle stages of their
growth.
• The project team has completed some of the City’s
best known placemaking and retail projects over the
past several years including District Hall, Containers at
IDB, Midway Studios, Gracenote Coffee, Townsman,
Chinatown Park public art programming and many more.

Food & Retail
Food Trucks: Milk & Kilby Street
Food Trucks: Pearl & Franklin Street
115 Winthrop: latent retail opportunity

Food Trucks: Dewey Square

Urban Program
Commercial

DEVELOPMENT VISION
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We also propose to fund improvements to Leather
District Park, a hardscape plaza two blocks south of
Winthrop Square. This edge of the Leather District is
a heavily trafficked pedestrian crossroads to and from
South Station and a crossing of the Greenway along
Surface Road. We are committed to working with
the Leather District Neighborhood Association, Mass
DOT, and the Rose Kennedy Greenway Conservancy
to catalyze the conversation for these improvements
and fund significant upgrades. Leather District Park
should not only be elevated as a gathering place for
residents, but also be part of the greater dialogue
around Winthrop Square’s neighboring green spaces
and public plazas.
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Winthrop Lane is a charming example of Boston’s
historic alleyways and has great potential to layer
in the storytelling aspect of this project, as well
as further adding connectivity to the site. We are
committed to preserving the Boston Bricks public
art installation by Kate Burke and Gregg Lefevre.
The Winthrop Square Park design will echo this form
with modern pavers that transition into public right
of way. Winthrop Lane will also be beautified with
infrastructure improvements, lighting, and wayfinding
elements.

WINTHROP LANE
L
FEDERA

Reaching beyond the boundaries of the site, our intent
is to adopt and enhance two underutilized urban
gems: Winthrop Lane and Leather District Park.
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LEATHER DISTRICT PARK & WINTHROP LANE
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The Steps would engage Devonshire Street, pulling
the energy of a renewed Winthrop Square upwards
towards the prow extending towards Federal Street.
The Steps would integrate seating, stairs, and planting
while providing universal access to the Federal Street
overlook. Trees, pavers, and water features on this
level would create an open, urban sanctuary while
cut-outs and glass paving allow natural light to the fill
public space below.

LEATHER DISTRICT PARK
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Unit pavers and permeable unit pavers would be
integrated to provide a streamline design that allows
for stormwater infiltration. Targeted “infiltration cell”
planters would expand this effort and contribute to
the achievement of the project’s green imperatives.
Permanent bollards and seat walls would become
armatures for urban planting and lighting explorations.

The proposal effectively extends the space
traditionally known as Winthrop Square to Federal
Street and beyond. The existing square would be
re-imagined as a user-driven landscape; a flexible
space that engages the public and is designed for
programmable change. This would include a “movable
forest” – a stand of street trees on underground rails
that can be programmed for multiple needs. On warm,
sunny days, they can be spread out to provide shade.
On festival days they could be cloistered to allow
for maximum open space. Flush water features and
lighting integrated into the paving would contribute
to the cultivated sense of “surprise” in the new
Winthrop Square. Tying these and major digital media
walls into smartphone technology would also create
opportunities for user engagement and participation.

MILTON

KI

The landscape concept for 115 Winthrop Square
creates a transformative public space in heart of the
city. The goal is to develop dynamic, flexible spaces
– spaces that invite excitement, thought, and urban
experiences that have never been seen in Boston
before. The landscape is defined by a bold paving
pattern that extends throughout and beyond the site,
knitting together a range of disparate spaces and
architectural styles that define the neighborhood.
Portions of Devonshire Street and Federal Court would
be raised to flush-curb level. This move would both
calm traffic and accommodate larger street festivals
and arts events planned throughout the year.

NS

SITE IMPROVEMENTS AND OFF-SITE IMPROVEMENTS
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The diverse public spaces at Winthrop
Square will lend themselves to a variety of
types and sizes of gatherings, events, and
programs. During select days of the year,
the plaza has been designed with the ability
to accommodate road closures and traffic
redirection on Devonshire and Otis Streets for
the ability to host large scale productions.

WINTHROP
SQUARE
PROGRAMMING
IDEAS
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ART

SUSTAINABILITY

• Public Theater in the Square
– Shakespeare in the Park-style event with seating on the Stairs

• Energy in Action @ The Observation Deck:
– Sustainable Building Science Exhibit – “Looking into the building”
– Self-Guided “Greening of Boston Harbor” Exhibit – “Looking out of the building”

• Multi-Sensory Art Experiences
– Engage people in interactive sound projects and unique displays of
topical film shorts as they walk through
• Concerts in the Park
– Local bands playing at lunch and in the evenings in Winthrop Sq Park
• Open Air Holiday Market
– Food & craft vendors lined up throughout Winthrop Sq
• Crowd-Sourced Playlist
– Interactive social experience using sensor technology to curate music
played at certain events

• CSA Pick Up at the Stairs

INNOVATION
• TEDx Events
– Both inside the Education Center and outside with
seating on the Stairs
• TechTicker
– Scrolling digital news ticker highlighting
innovation office tenants & Boston innovation
economy

• Pechakucha in the Square
– Alternative to concerts, short Ted-style talks on
interesting topics
• Company product announcements and
demonstration
• Free WiFi on the Park

DEVELOPMENT VISION
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THE STEPS &
EXPERIMENTAL
THEATER
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A sloped plane is created, extending the Devonshire Street
level from Winthrop Square Park up and through the site to the
Cultural Pavilion. The Steps encompass an Experimental Theatre
below which is seen and accessed through the Federal Street
connection. These movements create open space, retail, and
civic uses in addition to pedestrian connections, resulting in a
doubling of the area of public space on the site.

PODIUM CONCEPT

DEVELOPMENT VISION
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ICONIC FORM
Inspiration comes in many forms. We’ve set out to
elevate the surroundings with a new, sculptural form that
rises boldly to meet a high standard for new buildings.
From all angles this tower will create a daring vision that
echoes the exciting public spaces from which it rises.
Soaring out of a base that fits within its context below,
the tower warps skyward with textures that change
constantly throughout the daylight hours. Primarily a glass
structure, the façade system has different treatments. The
fenestration pattern reinterprets the city’s historic street
pattern for one portion of the tower, and juxtaposes it
with a rectilinear pattern, reflecting the city’s street grid.
The facades also respond to shading needs on the south
and west surfaces.
This image is emblematic of Boston’s future place as a
center of technology, arts, and innovation. It will be one of
the tallest structures in the city, aligning with this district’s
high spine, but reflective of the unique factors that have
generated form over time. The sculptural shape relates to
the multitude of orientations present in this district.
The building program is a mix of residential, collaborative
office, retail, and the arts. The development enhances
local amenities and usher in new residents, jobs, and
retail. The form of the tower reflects the project’s
ambitious goals.
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TOWER CONCEPT
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SHADOW STUDY
Analysis of the new shadows created by 115 Winthrop
indicate that new shadows are anticipated to the north
and east, but the existing density of tall buildings to
the north and west prevents the proposed tower from
introducing new shadows to public spaces such as the
Boston Commons. Limited new shadows are expected on
Post Office Square from the Fall until the Spring, though
extensive building shadows are already present there.
Splitting the façade treatments of 115 Winthrop allows
the building to perform better environmentally, act as
an landmark for orientation, and provide character and
identity for the building. The denser south and west
facing ribbing reduces solar gains throughout the year.
The separate treatments of the exterior allows a viewer to
orient themselves based on which face of the building is in
sight, and draws attention to its iconic twisting form.

STORMWATER CAPTURE
NON-POTABLE WATER FOR
COOLING TOWER MAKE-UP

DAYLIGHT RESPONSIVE
LIGHTING DESIGN

CONDOS
INCREASED VENTILATION FOR
REQUIRED IAQ

HIGH-PERFORMANCE,
LOW-E CURTAIN WALL
OPERABLE WINDOWS

HIGH-SPEED ELEVATORS

NON-POTABLE WATER FOR
COOLING TOWER MAKE-UP

LOW FLOW FIXTURES

CONDOS
NON-POTABLE WATER FOR

RECYCLED & REGIONAL
MATERIALS

INCREASED VENTILATION FOR
REQUIRED IAQ

100% OF SEWAGE XXXXXXXX

LOW-EMITTING
MATERIALS

OPERABLE WINDOWS
NO LANDFILL WASTE

Sustainability

Program
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queris et virtique mo vem nonotem overebatus cont.
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queris et virtique mo vem nonotem overebatus cont.
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la per quemqua mendum consus noc, vered in vivehena,
castris, C. Habereh emoenatque acid nimunte rmachi, C.
Maris hus, nonloca; esulocut is horditi fic fauciem aridiu
quis adenterum aperi fuius. Od inatil ur loccio, nonde fit?
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et; Cat, susquid aurbi cus ore aucio cul con te, non inatis,
qua vis consu iliis cri sent oc, sperebatro ex mant. et opos
la per quemqua mendum consus noc, vered in vivehena,
castris, C. Habereh emoenatque acid nimunte rmachi, C.
Maris hus, nonloca; esulocut is horditi fic fauciem aridiu
quis adenterum aperi fuius. Od inatil ur loccio, nonde fit?

APARTMENTS
TRIGENERATION

LOW FLOW FIXTURES
WASTE HEAT USE FOR
COOLING, HEATING &
SERVICE HOT WATER
GROUND COUPLED HEAT
REJECTION WITH
STRUCTURAL FEATURES
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MINIMAL VEHICLE
PARKING

4-PIPE FAN COILS WITH ELM
METERS IN CONDOS &
APARTMENTS

CHILLED BEAMS FOR HEATING
& COOLING IN OFFICES

NON-POTABLE WATER FOR
100% OF SEWAGE XXXXXXXX

HEALTHY FOODS AS PART OF
THE WELL BUILDING

TOWER LIGHTING
The top section of the tower will be illuminated by
embedding LED strips into select portions of the window
system, ensuring that the effect does not negatively impact
building residents and users. The lighting will outline
the sculptural form of the tower, recalling the non-linear
pattern of the fenestration while engaging with the pavilion
structure at street level.
The LED strips will be programmable, with subtle changes
in color, intensity, and motion marking special occasions,
reflecting the pulse of the city, and mirroring the on-site
activity as the opportunities arise. The dramatic gesture
will celebrate the iconic form of the tower in the City’s
nighttime skyline.

DEVELOPMENT VISION
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THE TIME IS NOT FAR OFF
WHEN COMPANIES WILL
HAVE TO JUSTIFY THEIR
WORTH TO SOCIETY
WITH GREAT EMPHASIS BEING PLACED
ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL
IMPACTS RATHER THAN STRAIGHT
ECONOMICS.”
LENDLEASE FOUNDER DICK DUSSELDORP, 1973.

SUSTAINABILITY

IT’S ABOUT PEOPLE
115 Winthrop Square will be developed as a model for
sustainable design. Delivering a LEED Platinum building
is technically feasible, and our team has developed a
thoughtful approach to the systems and initiatives that are
required to achieve this. But this effort is more than just a
scorecard and an engineering solution.

OBSERVATION DECK
ENERGY IN ACTION (EDUCATION)

To deliver value and prosperity in the places we create
requires focus on what matters along our entire
value chain, to our stakeholders. We have created a
Sustainability Framework, with 12 elements, to describe
where we will focus our efforts on the Winthrop Square
project. The framework has long-term aspirations, with
specific near-term goals for three elements – energy, water,
and waste – where we want to lead performance.

The sustainable aspirations of the City of Boston for
Winthrop Square create a unique alignment of interests
with Lendlease’s longstanding commitments to delivering
sustainable outcomes. The real opportunity is to
create a better future for Boston – to allow its people
and communities to prosper – this is the reason we do
what we do. For individuals and businesses, it requires
a commitment to shared interests and values – shared
opportunity, shared responsibility and shared prosperity.
The opportunity is to create a ‘community of interest’
between stakeholders, employees, customers and the
broader community. In the end, it’s about people!

In the end, it’s places that we create. Places where people
live, learn, work, play, heal, travel and above all, connect.
We see the potential for Financial District to become a
truly mixed-use neighborhood, where employees linger
before and after work, thousands of residents make their
homes, and energy is continuously infused by visitors from
near and far. The Winthrop Square site has the potential to
unlock some impactful public realm interventions and lead
the way for sustainability and innovation for the City of
Boston and the region.

Our vision of creating the best places is underpinned
by a long and proud history of delivering sustainable
solutions, and an approach where environmental and
social outcomes are given equal priority to economic ones.
It allows us to create places where people want to be,
places that contribute to communities, and places that are
productive and valued by all involved.

In a rapidly changing world facing significant global-scale
challenges such as rapid urbanization, climate change,
resource constraints and an aging population, we need to
take a restorative approach where we give back more than
we take out. This rings true in our rapidly changing city
now more than ever.

This is who we are and what we stand for.

Sustainability is about meeting people’s needs for the
future and our mission at Winthrop Square is to be
sustaining, not just sustainable. That mission runs squarely
through the City’s and our mutual aspiration of a model for
sustainable development at Winthrop Square.

WE KNOW THE TOOLS TO GET US THERE…
ENERGY
•
•
•
•
•
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Energy Efficient Design
Renewable Energy
District Energy System
Energy Metering
Public Domain PV lighting

WASTE
• Construction Waste Reduction
• Operating Waste Reduction

HEALTH & WELLBEING
• Safety
• CPTED Strategies
• Health & Wellbeing
Programs & Amenities
• Use of Non Toxic Materials
• Health Building Design
• Operating Waste Reduction

DIVERSITY & INCLUSION
•
•
•
•
•

Affordable Housing
Cultural & Heritage Strategies
Accessibility Strategies
Public Art
Job Training

WE HAVE THE KNOWLEDGE & EXPERIENCE TO MAKE WINTRHOP SQUARE HAPPEN

IN THE AMERICAS, LENDLEASE HAS:

United States Green Building Council (USGBC)

382 1450+

• Global integration of ratings
• Learning and development programs
• Public relations support

GREEN
PROFESSIONALS

RESILIENCE & ADAPTATION
• Climate Change Resilience
• Embodies Carbon Reduction
• Building Carbon Emission
Reductions
• Sustainable Transportation
Strategies
• Severe Weather & Disaster
Preparedness

OUR PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS SUPPORT OUR MISSION BOTH GLOBALLY & LOCALLY

LEED PROJECTS
DELIVERED

• WELL Accredited Professional Task Force
• Global agreement
• Aligns with our health and well-being aspiration

76

5

ACTIVE LEED
PROJECTS

NEIGHBORHOOD
DEVELOPMENT
PROJECTS

INNOVATION
• Innovation Strategies in Both the
Hardware & Software Delivery of
Building & Placemaking

WATER
•
•
•
•

Water Efficient Design
Water Metering
Sewage & Greywater Treatment
Non Potable Water Use for
Irrigation
• Stormwater Treatment

WELL (Focused On Healthy Buildings)

Urban Land Institute (ULI)
• Responsible use of land
• Creating and sustaining
thriving communities worldwide

MATERIALS & CHAIN
•
•
•
•
•

Use of FSC Wood
Buying Local
Recycled Materials
Rapid Renewable Materials
Supply Chain Management

NATURE
•
•
•
•

Biodiversity Enhancement
Tree Planting
Native & Adapted Planting
Green Roofs, Walls,
& Vegetable Gardens
• Biophilic Design
• Natural Habitat & Shoreline
Enhancement
• Light Pollution Reduction

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

TRAINING & EMPLOYMENT

• Community & Stakeholder Plans
& Strategies
• Community Facilities & Amenities
• Community Programming &
Events
• Visible Integrated Sustainability
Strategies

• Training & Job Creation Programs:
Minority, Women, Youth at Risk,
etc.
• Sustainability Training Programs

DEVELOPMENT VISION

RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT
• Green Building Rating
Certification
• Meeting Financial Targets
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COMPETING FOR TALENT & CAPITAL
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DEVELOPMENT VISION

RESIDENTIAL
FOR OUR RESIDENTIAL TENANTS THE EMPHASIS IS NO LONGER
ON LUXURY FINISHES, LARGE UNITS AND VIEW PREMIUMS.
Today’s tenants pay for culturally unique environments that promote a sense of community, deliver thoughtful
design, and offer services ranging from events to food delivery geared to support a busy urban lifestyle.

• DIVERSE AMENITIES & EXPERIENCES
• CONVENIENCE
• SMALLER & FLEXIBLE UNITS
• AMENITY CHOICES
• LOCAL NEIGHBORHOOD SCALE RETAIL
• DESIGN FOR DIVERSITY
• SENSE OF COMMUNITY

DEVELOPMENT VISION
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• TEAM-BASED WORKING
• FREEDOM OF CHOICE
• COLLABORATIVE
• PRODUCTIVE
• COMFORTABLE
• ENGAGING
• EFFICIENT

COMMERCIAL
FOR OUR COMMERCIAL TENANTS,
IT’S NO LONGER ABOUT RENTING BRICKS AND MORTAR.
it’s about solutions that deliver on
talent recruitment, retention and collaboration.
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• FUN
• ENERGETIC
• SUPPORTIVE
• OPEN
• HEALTH & WELLNESS

RETAIL
GONE ARE THE DAYS WHEN BIG BOX DRIVES TRAFFIC.
Today it’s all about curated retail, changing events and cultural
resources as the key components of an active public realm.

• LOCAL ARTISAN & CONTEXTUAL EXPERIENCE
• A SOCIAL HUB & LIFESTYLE ANCHOR
• SELECTIVE OPERATORS WITH SHARED VALUE

DEVELOPMENT VISION
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TENANTING
MAXIMIZE THE VALUE OF THE WHOLE
RATHER THAN INDIVIDUAL PIECES.
Tenant for Community Not “Credit”
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MAKE IT
CUSTOM
THROUGH BEING CONTEXTUAL,
NOT PRICEY. DESIGN
ARCHITECTURE THAT REFLECTS
THE CREATIVITY OF A PLACE.

FINDING CLEVER WAYS TO
ADD CHARACTER AND MAKE
A STREET MORE INVITING

DEVELOPMENT VISION
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AFFORDABLE
HOUSING
OUR GOAL IS TO EXCEED THE CITY’S
AFFORDABLE HOUSING REQUIREMENT
We are partnering with the CEDC in an effort to maximize the
actual creation of affordable housing units.
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DEVELOPMENT VISION

WE HAVE THE SKILLS,
THE PEOPLE AND THE CULTURE

TO MAKE CITIES GREAT –
AND GREAT CITIES
EVEN BETTER

ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGY

DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT AND PROGRAM –
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN
OUR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY HAS 5 PARTS:

01
02
03
04
05
2.46

Affordable housing creation in the adjacent Chinatown
neighborhood in partnership with the Chinese Economic
Development Council. Funds from the Inclusionary
Development Policy dedicated to housing formation.
Contemplating a structure where three community groups
benefit from the equivalent of an equity stake in the project.

Community Engagement

East Boston
West
End

Winthrop Square

Chinese
Economic
Development
Allston/
Brighton
Council
Chinatown

Beacon Hill

Fenway/
Kenmore

DEVELOPMENT VISION

Fort Point Art Community

South End
South
Boston

South Boston Community
Health Center

Leather District Park
Adoption & Enhancement
Roxbury
Jamaica
Operation Lipstick Plain

Catering to the innovation and regional economy
by partnering with WeWork.

Downtown

Back Bay

Commitment to independent retail and space layouts that
accommodate a range of business uses and lifecycle stages.
Preferential treatment to local, independent operators.
Embracing the local arts scene with an infusion of investment
to create connections to the larger regional economy. Creating
opportunities for artists to thrive in Boston neighborhoods
through partnership with FPAC.

North
End

Jamaica Plain

North
Dorchester

Boys & Girls Club of Dorchester

“ RECENTLY WE STRENGTHENED ONE OF OUR MOST SUCCESSFUL POLICIES: INCLUSIONARY DEVELOPMENT . . .
THE NEW POLICY WILL BRING MORE AFFORDABLE HOMES WHERE THEY ARE NEEDED MOST.”
– Mayor Martin J. Walsh

01

03

05

Affordable Housing
Creation Strategy

Commitment to Independent
Retail & Placemaking

Catering To Innovation
& Regional Economy

Our focus is on independent retailers. Chef-owned
restaurant(s) and local producers/makers will be the
driving force behind our retail strategy.
Diversity of premises sizes will accommodate users
ranging from 150 square feet and up, lowering the barriers
to entry for local start-ups and providing opportunities
for a range of uses and businesses of a variety of sizes in
different lifecycle stages of their growth.

The team has engaged with WeWork for a potential space
commitment of 50,000 – 100,000 SF of office space to
anchor the commercial component of the site and cater to
the creative class and growing tech/innovation community.
The balance of the office component will be made up of
flexible floor plates and suite sizes to accommodate users
across multiple business life-cycle stages and ensure
adaptability over time.

The team is targeting market retail rents that will entice
independent, locally owned business to add vitality to the
neighborhood.

WeWork provides: the space, community, and
services for entrepreneurs, emerging companies,
and established businesses:

We are partnering with the Chinese Economic
Development Council (CEDC) in order to create actual
affordable housing units. Members of our team have
a proven record of exceeding the city’s inclusionary
development requirements. Our strategy will aim to
exceed the City’s requirements relative to the percentage
of unit creation.
Hudson played a key role in the development of 67 units
of affordable housing by acquiring and assembling
four parcels of land in the heart of Chinatown. Hudson
partnered with the CEDC, a Chinatown based non-profit
for the purpose of developing the site. Working with the
City, Hudson provided the essential monetary contribution,
site control, and permitting assistance to the CEDC. The
project is expected to open in Spring 2016. The Oxford
Street Affordable Housing Development was an exemplary
collaborative effort between the CEDC, the City of Boston,
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and the private
sector. The land was made available through Hudson
Group’s assemblage of four separate parcels, two of which
were purchased from private owners, with the remaining
two purchased from the Chinese Consolidated Benevolent
Association (CCBA). Once the CEDC was able to secure
site control, Hudson Group worked closely with the
Chinatown community, the BRA and the CEDC on securing
approvals and contributing significant funding to ensure
that this development would be completed.
Hudson Group is well positioned to leverage their recent
success and strong relationships in implementing an
affordable housing approach for Winthrop Square. The
creative approach used to satisfy the City’s Inclusionary
Housing requirements for Radian at 120 Kingston Street
is a good example of Hudson’s commitment to Affordable
Housing and their ability to design and execute a creative
approach. The creation of 72 affordable housing units (67
on Oxford Street and 5 at 120 Kingston Street) as a direct
result of the development’s initiative yielded an affordable
housing creation ratio of approximately 30% within one

block of the project. We look forward to continuing
the partnership with the CEDC for the actual creation
of affordable housing units. Chinatown has witnessed
tremendous and transformative change through an
unprecedented wave of new construction.
Please see attached the CEDC’s letter outlining our
partnership and mutual goals of affordable housing
creation in Chinatown.
We are also exploring the opportunity of incorporating
Workforce Housing and affordable housing units on-site
and look forward to the opportunity of working with the
city of Boston on expanding on the city’s ambitious

02
Long Term Partners
Our economic development strategy is simple and
ambitious: Create long-term partnerships and participation
for three inspirational neighborhood organizations. We
are contemplating a structure where each of these groups
benefit from the equivalent of a 0.33% equity stake in the
project, a strategy designed to ensure that monies flowing
from Winthrop Square will help fund the essential services
they provide:
• The Boys & Girls Club of Dorchester
• The South Boston Community Health Center
• Ladies Involved in Putting a Stop to Inner City Killing
(“LIPSTICK”), based in Jamaica Plain.

SPACE

04

• Beautiful, collaborative, physical spaces for
teams of any size

The Arts

COMMUNITY

“We’re also deepening our commitment to arts and culture.
If Boston is going to be a thriving, healthy, and innovative
city, we need our artists to flourish.”
(Mayor Martin J. Walsh, 2016 State of the City,
Boston Globe, March 1, 2016)
Winthrop Square will create an iconic, one of a kind,
cultural destination in downtown Boston, to be anchored
by our arts partners. The free-standing, iconic “Cultural
Pavilion” will have long term funding and be programmed
year round. The space will be under a long term lease to a
cultural institution for $1.00/year, resulting in over 10,000
SF of indoor and outdoor space dedicated to the arts.
Though rooted in Winthrop Square and intertwined with
the rest of the ground floor elements, the Pavilion’s reach
will extend to Boston’s neighborhoods by embracing the
arts and inviting participation and interactivity from city
residents. We are excited to partner with the Fort Point Art
Community (FPAC) to make this possibility a reality. .

• Over 40,000 members who collaborate in-person
• A digital app that lets you connect and work virtually
with other members around the world
• Events - formal and informal - to encourage connections
SERVICES
• Access to health care, payment processing,
IT support, payroll, legal and much more
• Education and training

In addition:

Exploring the possibility of setting a new minimum
wage standard for all onsite jobs, of $15/ hour

DEVELOPMENT VISION
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CONSTRUCTION JOBS
Based on a $360,000,000 direct trade cost the project will
yield approximately 418 construction jobs, per the below
formula.

FORMULA:
• $360,000,000 ÷ 43.5 months (project duration) =
$8,372,000 per month
• $8,372,000 ÷ $20,000 (per tradesperson per month) =
418 jobs
The development will produce a variety of new jobs with
diverse occupation characteristics, skill levels, and wages.
These may include but not be limited to food & beverage
hospitality, retail operations, educational jobs including
the informational observation deck and cultural pavilion
civic uses, management of the residential and office
components, along with maintenance and up keeping of
the building and the proposed site improvements.
We look forward to working with the City of Boston to
achieve the City’s goals related to employment in all
phases of the project, including strategies for achieving
the community goals related to business development and
subcontracts.
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The unique features of our development such as the
cultural pavilion, the experimental theater, our commitment
to independent retail, and the incorporation of WeWork as
an anchor for innovation and incubation will yield longterm opportunities and benefits for local residents and
businesses.

RETAIL JOBS
We anticipate the creation of approximately 151 jobs from
the retail component of the project.
We’ve assumed approximately 100 jobs from food/
beverage/hospitality use (approximately 10,000 SF at 1 job
per 100 sq. ft.). Other retails opportunities including the
public observation deck and cultural components will yield
approximately 51 jobs (approximately 18,000 sq. ft. at 1 job
per 350 sq. ft.).
These diverse jobs will range in skill level, wages, and
occupational background.

PUBLIC BENEFITS
COMMITMENT TO THE ARTS

“We’re also
deepening our
commitment to
arts and culture.
If Boston is going
to be a thriving,
healthy, and
innovative city, we
need our artists to
flourish.”
(Mayor Martin J. Walsh, 2016
State of the City, Boston Globe,
March 1, 2016)

LONG TERM COMMUNITY
PARTNERS
Contemplating a structure
where three community groups
benefit from the equivalent of
an equity stake in the project.
• Boys & Girls Club of
Dorchester
• South Boston Community
Health Center
• Ladies Involved in Putting
a Stop to Inner City Killing
“LIPSTICK”

COMMITMENT TO
INDEPENDENT RETAIL &
PLACEMAKING
• Our focus is on independent
retailers. Chef-owned
restaurant(s) and local
producers/makers will be the
driving force behind our retail
strategy.
• Diversity of premises sizes
will lower the barriers to
entry for local start-ups and
providing opportunities for a
range of uses and businesses.
• The team is targeting market
retail rents that will entice
independent, locally owned
business to add vitality to the
neighborhood.

SUSTAINABILITY AND
INNOVATION

EXPERIMENTAL THEATER/
EDUCATION CENTER

• We will explore the possibility
of an offsite carbon offset by
installing a solar on available
municipal rooftops.

• An education center able to
accommodate a wide range
of year round events.

• On site Energy-In-Action
learning portal to showcase
and educate about green
building, cogeneration plant,
sewerage treatment facility,
etc.
• LEED Platinum goal

• In the warmer months, the
arts/tech/sustainability
themes can spill into the park
where audiences gather on
and around the Steps
• On select days, the entire
site can be configured to
accommodate large events
by rerouting traffic on
Devonshire and Otis Streets

DIVERSITY

OTHER:

• MBE Partnership – Equity
partnership and direct
development involvement by
Eagle Development, a MBE

• Exploring the
possibility of setting a
new minimum wage
standard for all onsite
jobs, of $15/ hour.

• WBE Partnerships –
Collaboration with Woman
Owned Businesses and
individuals across the entire
team: Landscape, Site and
Civil, Affordable Housing
Consultant, Art Curation, and
Interior Design

DEVELOPMENT VISION
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SECTION 03

SECTION 03

We have assembled a seasoned team with extensive
international and local experience on complex,
large-scale urban developments, one that is ideally
suited to collaborate with the City of Boston to
deliver an exceptional result.
The strength of our project team is derived from
global strength and local sensibilities.
• Lendlease brings an international reach, with a proven
record of innovative and sustainable urban regeneration
projects and unparalleled expertise in constructing
the world’s tallest structures.
• Hudson Group and Eagle (MBE) will deliver on grassroots
community engagement, creative project mitigation,
and extensive local multi-family expertise, leveraging
recent success in affordable housing creation.
• Toronto, Canada based Graziani + Corazza Architects will fuse
their trademark, bold tower architecture with Boston-style
invention and sensibility brought by the Boston offices of
Perkins Eastman and RODE.
• Our strategy around cultural partnership follows the same
pattern, seeking to team a highly acclaimed, regional arts
organization with the Fort Point Arts Community (FPAC) to
drive the City’s dialogue around the arts both at the site
and across our neighborhoods.

THE TEAM

The Team
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TEAM STRUCTURE
JOINT VENTURE

A to be formed, single purpose LLC

AFFORDABLE HOUSING DEVELOPMENT PARTNER
A / Es

Chinese Economic Development Council, Inc.
(Nonprofit)

PERMITTING & DELIVERY

Sharon Loewenthal, Affordable Housing Consultant
(Woman Owned Business)

LEAD ARCHITECT
Graziani + Corazza

ASSOCIATE ARCHITECT
TOWER / CORE / ENVELOPE
Perkins Eastman

INTERIORS / PUBLIC REALM
RODE

LANDSCAPE
Copley Wolff

INTERIORS / FF&E

Montage
(Woman Owned Business)
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GEOTECHNICAL /
ENVIRONMENTAL
Haley & Aldrich

STRUCTURAL

PERMITTING

Epsilon Associates

LEGAL

DeSimone Consulting Engineers

Dain, Torpy, Le Ray,
Wiest & Garner, P.C.

MEP

GOVERNMENT
RELATIONS

R.W. Sullivan

CIVIL

Howard Stein Hudson

TRANSPORTATION
Howard Stein Hudson

MJR Consultants

CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT
Lendlease

DEVELOPMENT
OPERATIONS
Lendlease

PUBLIC
RELATIONS

Solomon McCown &
Company, Inc.

PLACE, CREATION & INNOVATION

PLACEMAKING / RETAIL
Graffito SP

SUSTAINABILITY
Atelier Ten

INNOVATION & CREATIVE
ECONOMY PARTNERSHIP
WeWork

PARTNERS

LENDLEASE RESOURCES

LENDLEASE
PRODUCT,
SUSTAINABILITY &
FOUNDATION

COMMUNITY

ARTS

LENDLEASE
FINANCE & CAPITAL

BOYS & GIRLS CLUB OF
DORCHESTER
(Nonprofit)

FORT POINT ARTS
COMMUNITY
(FPAC)

TREASURY

SUSTAINABILITY

CAPITAL MARKETS

FOUNDATION

FINANCE

PRODUCT

SOUTH BOSTON
COMMUNITY
HEALTH CENTER
(SBCHC)
(Nonprofit)
LADIES INVOLVED IN
PUTTING A STOP TO
INNER CITY KILLING
(LIPSTICK)
(Nonprofit)

KATE GILBERT:
ART CONSULTANT

(Woman Owned Business)

The Team
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LENDLEASE’S INTEGRATED MODEL

SPONSOR:

Creating innovative and
sustainable solutions

PARTNER:

Oversee entire spectrum of
development process including
master planning, acquisition, and
stakeholder engagement.

The trusted guardian of public
assets and investments

FINANCIER:

Providing flexible capital
solutions at the lowest cost

3.4

The Team

DESIGNER:

Bringing all elements and participants
together to deliver enduring public
assets and partnerships

DEVELOPER:

MANAGER:

Sustaining the value and purpose
of assets and investments over
the long term

BUILDER:

Project managing and constructing
high quality public assets

KEY LEADERSHIP

Denis Hickey

Chief Executive Officer, Americas
Denis Hickey, as Chief Executive Officer, Americas oversees all aspects
of the Lendlease businesses in the United States and Mexico.
Lendlease’s 50 year history in development
management has taken us across the world,
from Australia to the Americas, Europe and Asia.
We’re dedicated to delivering the next generation
of sustainable property developments.
These include everything from environmentally-rated
commercial and residential buildings to large
scale, low-carbon communities.
In partnership with governments, private clients,
joint venture partners and investors, and with
investment in design and new technologies,
we have a proven track record invigorating places
and creating and managing complex, mixed-use
property developments. These range from
residential apartments and shopping centers to
commercial precincts and senior living communities.

WE AIM TO BUILD
INSPIRING AND ENRICHING
PLACES THAT CONTRIBUTE
TO A BETTER SOCIETY,
NOW AND FOR FUTURE
GENERATIONS.

Our diverse skills allow us to manage the entire
development process, from master planning and
buying land, consulting with local authorities on
planning, to project management and leasing.
We can even manage the asset once it’s complete.
In between, we’re able to integrate everything
from financial modeling and research analysis to
concept design and marketing.
Understanding local markets is paramount, and we
work closely with each local community to deliver
vibrant and sustainable community developments.
We’re also responsive to the growing trend towards
urban living with a number of exciting urban
regeneration projects. Population growth is an
increasingly pressing issue, and we’re proud to be
addressing it through our low carbon, mixed-use and
community friendly urban developments.

Mr. Hickey joined Lendlease in 2012, and prior to his current role was
Managing Director of Lendlease’s Australian development business,
where he was responsible for all development activities including retail,
communities, commercial, retirement, apartments and the company’s
major urban renewal projects.
He brings more than 20 years’ experience to Lendlease, working across
all aspects of real estate development and investment management.
Prior to joining the Group, Mr. Hickey was chief executive officer at ING
Real Estate – Australia and held senior executive positions at Stockland
and Jennings Group Limited.
Mr. Hickey is a member of the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors
(RICS); he has held positions on the Board of the Property Council of
Australia (PCA) and has served as President of the PCA NSW Division.
Mr. Hickey received a Bachelor of Business degree from Monash
University; he has also completed an AMP at Harvard University.

Nicholas Iselin

General Manager, Development
Nicholas Iselin, General Manager for Development in the
Americas region, is responsible for growing the development business
in the Boston market, as well as pursuing and identifying Urban
Regeneration projects throughout New England.
Mr. Iselin’s 15+ years of senior managerial experience in the
development business includes consulting assignments for the
University of Massachusetts Building Authority and Massachusetts
Convention Center Authority, and executive roles for Intercontinental
Real Estate Corporation and, most recently, as Boston Regional Partner
at Twining Properties, leading the company’s operations and overseeing
the design, entitlement and management of its Boston area projects.
Mr. Iselin, a licensed architect, received a Master in Architecture
degree from Harvard Graduate School of Design and a Bachelor
of Arts degree, cum laude in Visual and Environmental Studies
from Harvard College.
His professional affiliations and associations include the Board of
Governors of the Harvard Club of Boston (Immediate past President),
Heading Home Inc. (Board of Directors, Emeritus and past president),
Cambridge Compact for Sustainability, A Better City (former Board
and Executive Committee Member), Urban Land Institute, North
Bennet Street School (Board of Overseers) and the National
Association of Industrial and Office Properties.
The Team
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CLIPPERSHIP WHARF
BOSTON, MA
Lendlease has secured a 12-acre waterfront parcel in the heart of the burgeoning and highly
sought after East Boston sub-market. The project is located immediately adjacent to Maverick
Square Station on the Blue Line, is one stop to Boston’s central business district, and has
fantastic views of the city skyline.
Lendlease plans to create a two-phase mixed-used waterfront development comprised of
over 500,000 square feet of residential and amenity space (478 units), an additional 120,000
square feet of parking and over 28,000 square feet of retail. Lendlease filed development
plans with the Boston Redevelopment Authority in 2015 and the site is now fully zoned.
The company is aiming to commence construction of the first phase in 2016.
DEVELOPER

Lendlease

COMPLETION

2018

VALUE

Confidential
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AREA

648,000 square feet

ASSIGNMENT

Development, Project Management & Construction

ARCHITECT

The Architectural Team

The Team
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RIVERLINE
CHICAGO, IL
Lendlease has entered into a joint venture master development agreement for a
major 14-acre urban regeneration project in Chicago’s River South neighborhood
that will consist of residential apartments / condos, associated retail, commercial
and public realm improvements.
Lendlease partnered with CMK Companies to be the master developer of the
site and will have the opportunity to invest in all stages of this US$1.5 billion
development. The site, situated on the Chicago River and located on the edge of
the city’s Financial District, is located in an emerging precinct that has easy access
to the city and its surrounding amenities.
The project will be developed over a 10-year period, however, initial master
planning work has already been completed and the project received planning
approval in January 2016. Construction of the first stage is forecast to commence
in mid-2016.
Stage One includes Building D, 29 floors at 543,975 gross square feet and Building
G, 19 floors at 444,889 gross square feet.
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DEVELOPER

Lendlease / CMK Companies

COMPLETION

2018, Stage One

VALUE

US$1.5 billion

AREA

988,864 gross square feet, Stage One

ASSIGNMENT

Development, Project Management &
Construction

ARCHITECT

Perkins+Will

The Team
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281 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY
Lendlease has entered into a joint venture with Victor Group to develop a site located
on the southeast corner of Fifth Avenue and East 30th Street in the emerging residential
neighborhood north of Madison Square Park known as NoMad.
The partnership plans to construct a 650 foot condominium building, with retail at
the base and luxury residences on the upper floors.
281 Fifth Avenue offers an exceptional location along Fifth Avenue, which is recognized as
one of Manhattan’s most prosperous districts for business and retailers. It’s located in the
epicenter of fashion, technology, entertainment and residential living.

DEVELOPER

Lendlease / Victor Group

COMPLETION

2018

VALUE

Confidential

AREA

260,000 square feet

ASSIGNMENT

Development, Project Management & Construction

ARCHITECT

Rafael Vinoly Architects

The Team
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BARANGAROO SOUTH
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

LENDLEASE INVOLVEMENT
Lendlease was selected in December 2009 as the developer
for Barangaroo South by the Barangaroo Delivery Authority
on behalf of the New South Wales Government. Barangaroo
South will enhance Sydney’s position as one of the world’s
most spectacular harbor cities and a must-see destination.

HIGHLIGHTS
Barangaroo South is a vital new development of Sydney’s
central business district and will provide extraordinary
benefits for Sydney, NSW and Australia. It is a once in a 200
year opportunity to create a bold new place to live, work and
visit.
Barangaroo South – the southern 7.5 hectares of the
22-hectare former container port, on the western harbor edge
of Sydney’s CBD, will become the greenest global residential,
shopping and business center in the world and will:
• Deliver a climate positive and low carbon outcome for the
whole of Barangaroo, pioneering a new era in sustainability
and setting new benchmarks for others to follow
• Further develop Sydney’s role as Australia’s financial
capital, increasing its competitiveness in the South East
Asian region and progressing its reputation as a center for
innovation and research and development.
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RETAIL, FOOD & BEVERAGE

It provides room for the city to grow – creating new jobs,
stimulating growth and boosting our economy. It also returns
this previously private industrial space to the community,
including a new naturalistic harbor park.

Up to 33,000sqm of mixed retail & leisure including
convenience, lifestyle and fashion stores, cafes, restaurants,
casual eateries, bars and coffee shops.

Barangaroo South will have a mix of uses, with commercial
and residential buildings as well as shopping, dining,
hospitality and public places. It will be a dynamic and
authentic part of Sydney.

Landmark international hotel, 33,000sqm, function rooms,
bars, restaurants and public space.

3.6 hectares (48%) will be public space, with a new Southern
Cove, adding 0.8 hectares of new waterfront to the harbor, a
waterfront promenade, public pier and new cultural center.
MIXED USE PRECINCT

Approximately 490,000sqm Gross Floor Area of residential,
commercial, retail and leisure.
RESIDENTIAL

Approximately 100,000sqm of mixed high-rise and low-rise
residential arranged over eight buildings providing between
775 and 800 apartments.
COMMERCIAL

Approximately 320,000sqm of unique harbor-front office
space, predominantly located in three high rise office towers
designed by Lord Richard Rogers and his internationally
acclaimed RSH+P architecture practice. Each tower offering
large flexible floorplates (2.300 sqm+), great natural light
and excellent views.

HOTEL

COMMUNITY / PUBLIC

Major new cultural building; 3.6 hectares of public space,
including waterfront square and harbor-side walkways.
Waterfront Promenade All of the waterfront at Barangaroo
South will be fully accessible to the public.
TRANSPORT

Ferry wharfs, pedestrian connection to rail and buses at
Wynyard, new light rail services, bus, taxis, parking for bikes
and cycleways. Improved north / south and east / west
pedestrian links.
SUSTAINABILITY

Barangaroo will be one of the world’s leading sustainable
urban communities. The office towers will be Sydney’s most
sustainable high rise office buildings, targeting 6 Star Green
Star v3 As Built ratings.

COMPLETION

2020

CLIENT

New South Wales Government

PROJECT VALUE

$6 Billion

ASSIGNMENT

Development Management
Project Management

BUILDING THE GREENEST
GLOBAL RESIDENTIAL,
SHOPPING AND BUSINESS
CENTER IN THE WORLD
Barangaroo South provides room for the city
of Sydney grow – creating new jobs, stimulating
growth and boosting our economy. It also
returns this previously private industrial
space to the community, including a
new naturalistic harbor park.

The Team
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REGENERATING A FAILED
HOUSING ESTATE INTO
ONE OF THE MOST
VIBRANT, EFFERVESCENT
QUARTERS OF LONDON.
ELEPHANT AND CASTLE HIGHLIGHTS
• Around 2,800 new homes, new shops
and restaurants.
• New parks and squares.
• Improvements to roads, public transport,
pedestrian and cycle routes.
• Net zero carbon growth
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ELEPHANT AND CASTLE
SOUTHWARK, LONDON
The regeneration of Elephant and Castle presents a truly
exciting opportunity to regenerate a significant area of
Zone 1 London from a failed housing estate into one of the
most vibrant, effervescent quarters of London.
Lendlease’s task is to create a new environment serving
the needs of the existing community and expanding future
population, by way of an integrated approach to living,
shopping, downtime and work.
The challenge is to build on the areas strengths & overcome
its challenges to create a new district of central London
whilst retaining its uniquely diverse South London identity.
The mixed-use scheme is of a scale rarely seen and
includes over 2,500 homes, plus office, retail, community,
leisure and restaurant space. The scheme will re-establish
a new public realm of squares and streets, which mirrors
the old Georgian street network and reintegrates the new
development with its surrounding city context.

SCOPE
The work is split into a number of elements:
• A Regeneration Agreement with Southwark Council, to
develop an outline masterplan for the Heygate phase
comprising over 2250 units; and a detailed design for the
Rodney Road Phase comprising 250 units.
• A separate residential development of circa 300 units
in a circa 30-story building adjacent the council’s new
Leisure Centre
Lendlease is developing a masterplan prior to submitting
planning applications in Spring 2012.

LEADERSHIP IN SUSTAINABILITY
The scheme is one of 17 founding projects from across
the world to be part of a new environmental initiative:
The Climate Positive Development Program. It is also one
of ten low carbon zones identified by the Mayor of London
tasked with local production of cleaner better value energy
to fuel local households and businesses. Lendlease is
developing plans for an on-site combined heat and power
energy center as part of these plans.

‘Healthy living in the heart of London’ is the driving theme
in Lendlease’s sustainability approach. The approach is
long term, considering how the development will be used
and managed to enable sustainable behaviors, such as
enhancing biodiversity, improving public transport and
cycle networks, & maximizing the resource efficiency of
buildings. The approach to development and construction
will also contribute to sustainable outcomes; such as
considering sustainability in interim uses, and leveraging
the scale of the project to engage with the supply chain.
The scheme will achieve a minimum of Code for
Sustainable Homes Level 4, and will continue to be tested
against best practice standards in sustainable design as
these evolve. In addition, the development will meet the
Government’s trajectory towards zero carbon for new
homes (2016).

RELATIONSHIPS

COMPLETION

Expected 2025

DEVELOPER

Lendlease

VALUE

£1.5 billion approx.

AREA

• 10.2 Hectares
• 2,800,000 sq ft residential
• 50,000 sq ft office and workspace
• 150,000 sq ft retail, community, leisure and restaurant

ARCHITECTS

• MAKE Architects – Masterplan
• dRMM – Detailed Design of Rodney Road Phase
• Squire & Partners – Detailed design of 300 unit 30-story development

Lendlease are working in partnership with The London
Borough of Southwark (LBS) to regenerate the area.

The development will demonstrate climate-positive
strategies setting new standards for other cities and
developments.

The Team
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DARLING QUARTER
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

LENDLEASE INVOLVEMENT

COMPLETION

After being awarded preferred proponent for the precinct through a design
competition, Lendlease undertook the development of the site. Not long after the
agreement was gained with SHFA for the development, CBA was engaged as the
anchor tenant.

2011

Darling Quarter is another great example showcasing Lendlease’s integrated
business model with the project being conceived, designed, developed and
constructed by Lendlease. In addition, the project was funded and has been
acquired by the Lendlease managed APPF Commercial in joint venture with one of
its existing institutional investment partners.

A$500 Million

HIGHLIGHTS

Program Management

Setting the benchmark for green precincts Commonwealth Bank Place has
received a 6 Star Green Star – Office As Built v3 rating, the first Australian building
to achieve this significant milestone. 6 Star Green Star certification defines
Commonwealth Bank Place as a ‘World Leader’ in sustainable design.
The buildings’ passive and active design features save 2,500 tons of carbon
emissions per year and reduce main water consumption by 92%. The sustainable
initiatives include:
• Highly efficient building envelope
which optimizes the availability of
natural daylight whilst controlling
solar loads
• Chilled beam technology throughout
office areas
• 100% fresh air provided to office
tenancy, avoiding the recirculation of
stale air
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• Trigeneration plant that generates
electricity, heat and cooling which
significantly reduces carbon
emissions
• Blackwater treatment and reuse for
WC flushing and cooling tower water
supplies.

CLIENT(S)

Australian Prime Property Fund Commercial

CONSTRUCTION VALUE
BUILDING SIZE

203,000 sf

ASSIGNMENT

Development Management

The Team
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LENDLEASE GLOBAL PRESENCE

US

$33.6

BILLION
DEVELOPMENT
PIPELINE

US

$16

BILLION
FUNDS UNDER
MANAGEMENT

US

$13.4

BILLION

CONSTRUCTION
BACKLOG REVENUE

11,900

GLOBAL
EMPLOYEES

Figures as of December 31 2015

LONDON

Operating
since 1991

NEW YORK

Operating
since 1979

INTERNATIONAL
Our operations are centered
around four regions

AMERICAS
AUSTRALIA
ASIA
EUROPE
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SINGAPORE

Operating
since 1973

SYDNEY

Operating
since 1958

TRX

JEM

KUALA LAMPUR, MALAYSIA

JURONG, SINGAPORE

LENDLEASE GLOBALLY

INTERNATIONAL QUARTER
LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM

With over 50 years’ experience, Lendlease is a leading
international company with operations in Australia, Asia,
Europe and the Americas. Our global reach and understanding
of property developed over half a century of market cycles,
enables us to achieve the best property and infrastructure
outcomes for all stakeholders. With capabilities that span
the entire property value chain, from the origination of
opportunities through to the delivery of great property and
infrastructure outcomes, Lendlease can offer investors and
clients one element or an end-to-end solution. Lendlease
is committed to creating and building innovative
and sustainable solutions, forging partnerships
and delivering strong investment returns.

ANZ
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA

The Team
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W HOTEL & RESIDENCES
BOSTON, MA

LENDLEASE IN BOSTON
The Lendlease Boston office provides clients with industry leading
integrated services. Our clients can choose to leverage our strengths
and local expertise at any stage of the property and infrastructure
spectrum from Development, Project Management & Construction,
Investment Management and Asset & Property Management.
Responding to the constantly changing environment with
exceptional people, technology, flexibility and financial strength,
the Boston office is dedicated to serving projects locally
through its full spectrum of integrated services.
Our staff’s knowledge, experience and commitment
are the qualities needed to deliver complex projects.
It is this local experience and expertise that allows
the firm to deliver, the most sophisticated
innovative approaches for our projects.
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W HOTEL & RESIDENCES

THE CLARENDON

33 ARCH STREET

INTERCONTINENTAL BOSTON

ONE CHARLES

BOSTON, MA

BOSTON, MA

BOSTON, MA

BOSTON, MA

BOSTON, MA

COMPLETION

2010

CLIENT

Sawyer Enterprises

VALUE

$143 Million

BUILDING SIZE

425,000 sf

ASSIGNMENT

Construction Management, GMP

ARCHITECT

TRO I Jung Brannen (AOR)
William Rawn Associates (Design)

CLIENT

The Related
Companies LLP
The Beal
Companies LLP

COMPLETION

2010

VALUE

$163 million

AREA

540,000 square feet

ASSIGNMENT

Construction Management, GMP

ARCHITECT

CBT Architects (AOR)
Robert A.M. Stern Architects
(Design

Lendlease provided construction management
services for this new hotel and residential
development located in Boston’s Theatre District.

This $163 million project located in the heart of
Boston was a joint venture between The Related
Companies and The Beal Companies.

Located on a half-acre parcel on the corner of
Stuart and Tremont Streets, this new W Hotel
offers 4-star hotel accommodations and luxury
condominiums. Approximately 46,000 sf of the
building is below grade and 379,000 sf is above
grade. The small amount of square footage below
grade is due to the tall floor-to-ceiling heights and
car stackers that are being utilized.

The 32-story mixed-use building includes a post
office, restaurant, retail space, parking, and
approximately 283 residential units which include
luxury condominiums and apartment units.
This project is located in the Back Bay of Boston
on an existing parking lot at 131 Clarendon Street.
With the John Hancock Tower and the Prudential
Building only blocks away, the developers took
advantage of the fast growing residential market
in the Back Bay.

CLIENT

33 Arch Street
Tower, LLC:
Lendlease Real
Estate Investments,
Congress Group
Ventures,
National Electrical
Benefit Fund
Eastern Development

VALUE

$115 Million

BUILDING SIZE

755,000 sf

ASSIGNMENT

Construction
Management, GMP

COMPLETION

2006

CLIENT

BUILDING SIZE

900,000 gsf

ASSIGNMENT

COMPLETION

2004

CLIENT

Extell Development
Company

Construction
Management, GMP

Millennium Partners

VALUE

ARCHITECT

$116.5 Million

Confidential

Elkus / Manfredi Architects

VALUE

BUILDING SIZE

536,000 sf

ASSIGNMENT

Construction Management, GMP

ARCHITECT

Gary E. Handel & Associates

ARCHITECT

Elkus / Manfredi Architects

Located in historic downtown Boston, 33 Arch
Street is a 33-story, Class-A Office tower that
has added a dramatic new presence to the
Boston skyline.
This 755,000 sf building includes 603,000 sf of
prime office space with floor prints ranging from
19,000 to 25,000 sf. It also includes 150,000 sf
parking garage and back of house loading dock,
utilities, and a 1 level below grade basement area.
This high-rise office building with stone and glass
façade is cantilevered over an adjacent parking
garage. The office building will be connected to
the parking structure on the top three levels.

Lendlease provided construction management
services for the new InterContinental Boston on
Fort Point Channel in Boston, Massachusetts.
This luxury hotel and residential project
was developed along the site of the future
Rose Kennedy Greenway and was labeled
by InterContinental Hotels Group PLC its
flagship model for a new product: “a modern
interpretation of a five-star luxury hotel.”
This 22-story building is structured around two
237-foot-high ventilation stacks from the Central
Artery Tunnel, effectively mitigating the visual
impacts of the Central Artery Project while
creating a world-class harbor front design.

The lack of residential space in the City of
Boston’s downtown was an opportunity for
property owner / developer Millennium Partners
to step forward and answer the call.
Lendlease performed pre-construction and
construction management services for a new
17-story condominium / residential building in
Boston’s Back Bay section, on the corners of
Stuart Street, Charles Street and Park Place.
Prior to construction of One Charles, the site
had been used as a parking lot.
This project included 230 luxury condominiums,
retail space and a restaurant on the main level.

The Team
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TALLEST RESIDENTIAL
BUILDING IN THE
WESTERN HEMISPHERE
432 Park Avenue offers extraordinary
views of Central Park and the entire city,
and provides an unprecedented private
residential experience for
its residents.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
& CONSTRUCTION
Lendlease’s project management & construction business has become
a national leader with over 95 years of experience in the construction
industry. In 1999, the former Bovis Lendlease became a subsidiary of
Lendlease Corporation. The union of these two long-established firms
allowed Bovis to provide project management & construction services
as Lendlease’s construction arm, and to offer tremendous financial
strength and varied property and real estate expertise to clients with
specialized needs. In the past decade alone, within the Americas, the
firm has provided construction services on over 2,500 projects for
1,100 clients nationwide.

INCIDENT & INJURY FREE
Incident & Injury Free’ simply means that we believe anyone who works
for us or visits our assets has the right to go home in the same condition
as they arrived.
Our Incident & Injury Free vision lies at the heart of Lendlease’s
ambition to be a truly socially sustainable company. This ethos is deeply
entrenched across all levels of our operations and activities.
Being Incident & Injury Free is about people, actions and business
relationships, not just numbers. We are focused on embedding our
Global Minimum Requirements for safety, through extensive education,
training and engagement programs, along with compliance oversight
across all sites and assets.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT & CONSTRUCTION
• Ranked the #1 builder in multi-unit residential construction
for 15 consecutive years by Engineering News-Record
• Ranked among the top fifteen construction managers / contractors
for twenty Building Design + Construction (1996 — 2015)
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ONE 57

220 CENTRAL PARK SOUTH

RESIDENCES AT 53 W 53RD ST

432 PARK AVENUE

NEW YORK, NY

NEW YORK, NY

NEW YORK, NY

NEW YORK, NY

CLIENT

AREA

CLIENT

843,866 square feet

COMPLETION

2014

Construction Management,
GMP

2017

Construction Management, GMP

VALUE

ARCHITECTS

VALUE

Confidential

ARCHITECTS

Confidential

ASSIGNMENT

Atelier Christian de

Lendlease managed the construction of Extell’s flagship
hotel and condominium project located at 157 West 57th
Street. The 77-story, 853,000 square foot mixed-use tower
was designed by Pritzker prize winning architect Christian
de Portzamparc and will be home to New York City’s first
Park Hyatt Hotel. Above the five-star hotel is a 135 superluxury condominium residences offering expansive views of
Central Park and midtown Manhattan. Its 1,007 foot elevation
distinguishes it as one of the city’s tallest, residential building.
The hotel will feature 210 guest rooms, fine dining, a
grand ballroom and event space, luxury spa, state-ofthe-art fitness center, indoor swimming pool, conference
center, private garden, landscaped plaza, bar, restaurant
and retail in a three-story aerie at the top of the hotel.

Vornado Realty Trust

AREA

Extell Development
Company

COMPLETION

640,938 square feet

ASSIGNMENT

SLCE Architects, LLP
Robert A. M. Stern Architects, LLP

Lendlease managed the construction of this residential
development located at 220 Central Park South between
Broadway and Seventh Avenue. Rising 70 stories above
grade, this 640,938 square foot residential tower includes
an 18-story villa on the north side of the structure including
160 residences spread out over both, with the villa holding
most full-floor homes. The building is also home to a retail
space on 58th street.
This new project is made from reinforced concrete and
contains two cellar levels with room for amenity space,
storage space, mechanical service space, building facility
spaces and a 62-car garage. The building’s base comprises
both mat and spread footings, the exterior is attired in
curtainwall and the roof is EPDM.

CLIENT

AREA

W2005 / Hines West
Fifty Third Realty LLC

728,109 square feet

COMPLETION

Construction Management, GMP

2018

VALUE

Confidential

ASSIGNMENT

ARCHITECT(S)

Ateliers Jean Nouvel,
AAI Architects, P.C.

Lendease is providing preconstruction and construction
management at risk services for 53W53, a 77-story, 1,050 foot
tall luxury condominium tower located in the area bound by
53rd Street and 54th Street and 5th and 6th Avenues.
The building features 139 luxury condominiums and 29
accessory units ranging from one to four bedrooms and
outfitted with extremely high-end amenities and accessory
units. The Museum of Modern Art will occupy three floors for
use as galleries, accessing the space through their
existing building.
Situated on a 17,713 square foot footprint, the tower consists
of caissons and footings on rock foundations that give way to
a superstructure of reinforced concrete (48,000 cubic yards).

CLIENT

AREA

CIM Group,
Macklowe Properties

844,000 square feet

COMPLETION

Construction Management, GMP

VALUE

Rafael Vinoly Architects
SLCE Architects, LLP

2016

Confidential

ASSIGNMENT
ARCHITECT

Lendlease is managing the construction of 432 Park Avenue. At
1,396 feet tall, the structure is the tallest residential building in
the Western Hemisphere. Located in one of New York’s most
desired neighborhoods, the approximately 35,000 square foot
footprint boasts over 100 contiguous feet of frontage on East
57th Street, alongside some of the most prestigious retail space
in New York.
Situated on the former site of the Drake Hotel, the 96-story
residential tower consists of 106 ultra-luxurious condominiums
featuring 15’-6” slab-to-slab ceiling heights, imported marble
finishes in the kitchens and bathrooms, solid oak floorings and
top of the line interior finishes. Additional building features
include over 30,000 square feet of amenities including a private
restaurant and lounge, large outdoor terrace, 75-foot indoor
swimming pool, fitness center and spa, executive conference
room, screening / performance room, a private porte-cochère
entrance and underground parking.
The Team
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RADIAN
BOSTON, MA

Hudson Group is a boutique, privately owned real
estate development firm, active in urban development
across select markets. The principals of Hudson Group
North America, LLC have been in the development
and construction business since 1976. Based in Boston,
the group has extensive experience in residential and
commercial developments, construction, and investments
in the United States, Canada, Europe, and Israel.
The family owned company played an integral role
in enhancing the Leather District and Chinatown
neighborhoods of Boston by developing nearly 300 units
in the area including residences, offices, and retail.
Hudson Group has a strong track record of working with
city agencies and neighborhood associations on both new
construction and adaptive reuse properties.
Hudson Group is well positioned to leverage their recent
success and strong relationships in implementing an
affordable housing approach for Winthrop Square. The
creative approach used to satisfy the City’s Inclusionary
Housing requirements for Radian at 120 Kingston Street is
a good example of Hudson’s commitment to Affordable
Housing and their ability to design and execute a creative
approach. The creation of 72 affordable housing units as
a direct result of the development’s initiative yielded an
affordable housing creation ratio of approximately 30% within
one block of the project.
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Their reputation for creative economic development
strategies is best exemplified by their commitment to
affordable housing creation on Oxford Street (details
below), as a direct result of the Radian project at 120
Kingston Street.
With a particular passion for retail, Hudson recently
ushered an award winning, chef-driven restaurant
(Townsman by Kate & Matt Jennings) and a world-class
coffee shop (Gracenote Coffee) to the local Boston
food scene. The private firm’s commitment to independent
operators is part of an overall approach to an active and
dynamic public realm.

HUDSON IS WELL SCHOOLED IN THE
CREATIVE CLASS ECONOMY AND THE
TECH SECTOR, HAVING CONVERTED,
OWNED, AND MANAGED CREATIVE
OFFICE SPACE IN THE LEATHER
DISTRICT FOR OVER TWENTY YEARS
TO A VARIETY OF TENANTS AT ALL
STAGES OF GROWTH.

A joint venture between Hudson Group and Forest City Residential, Radian is a 26 story, 240-unit
apartment tower with ground floor retail and above grade parking garage. The boutique sized, upscale
building is located at the intersection of three neighborhoods: the Financial District, Chinatown, and
the Leather District, along the edge of the Rose Kennedy Greenway, approximately two blocks away
from Winthrop Square. It opened in May 2014 and achieved stabilization by May 2015. With 5 affordable
housing units on site and the creation of 67 units off site at 14 Oxford Street (see below) the project yielded
an unprecedented affordable housing creation ratio of 30.6%. Radian achieved LEED Gold certification.

KEY LEADERSHIP

Ori Ron

Hudson Group North America, Managing Partner
Ori has over 30 years of real estate development experience
with an extensive background in construction. He has been
active in the Boston real estate market for over 22 years.
Skilled in the process of land and real estate acquisition,
planning and permitting, construction, and sales, Ori
believes in a hands-on development approach for timely
and efficient delivery. He earned a BA in Economics from
Tel Aviv University and graduated from the Construction
Management program run by the Ministry of Housing and
Development in Tel Aviv, Israel.

Hudson Group managed the acquisition, design, permitting, development, marketing and leasing from
concept through stabilization. The project focused on dramatic public realm improvements including
upgrades to the Chinatown Park section of the Greenway, as well as a transit oriented, bike friendly
approach to transportation demands. A feature wall along the edge of the Greenway ensures that
parking does not detract from the vitality and is respectful of its urban context.
Significant community benefits and mitigation package included onsite and offsite affordable housing,
commitment to independent retail, Greenway public art and infrastructure improvements, upgrades to
sidewalk and lighting, and significant job creation through the restaurant and building management uses.

2014

The local team led a robust public process with the active Chinatown and Leather District
neighborhoods, and worked closely with the IAG, elected officials, and area businesses.

$130 million

YEAR COMPLETED

SIZE

290,000 sf

VALUE

Ori’s experience includes new construction of multifamily
buildings, redevelopment and adaptive reuse of live / work
condominiums in the historic Leather District of Boston,
the renovation of a historic church in Union Square,
Somerville, and most recently the development of a
high rise mixed use project in downtown Boston
known as Radian, 120 Kingston Street.

10 OXFORD STREET
BOSTON, MA
Hudson played a key role in the development of 67 units of affordable housing by acquiring
and assembling four parcels of land in the heart of Chinatown. Hudson partnered with the
Chinese Economic Development Council (“CEDC”), a Chinatown based non-profit for the
purpose of developing the site. Working with the City, Hudson provided the essential cash
contribution, site control, and permitting assistance to the CEDC. The project is expected to
open in Spring 2016.

YEAR COMPLETED

2016

VALUE

$26 million

SIZE

As founder of Hudson Investments, Ori developed and self
performed on the construction of numerous condominium
buildings in downtown Tel Aviv and the surrounding
metropolitan area. The firm also delivered numerous
construction projects for clients in both the private
and public sector.

56,000 sf

Noam Ron

Hudson Group North America, Managing Partner

TOWNSMAN, 120 KINGSTON STREET
BOSTON, MA
Committed to independent retail, Hudson worked closely with Graffito SP on the recruitment,
selection, leasing, and permitting of the restaurant at 120 Kingston Street known as Townsman.
Townsman is a brasserie-inspired, New England restaurant that continues the hallmark food
ethos of award winning Chefs Matt and Kate Jennings. The restaurant sources pristine
ingredients from the surrounding area with menus reflective of sustainability and seasonality,
celebrating the Northeast growing region and waters.

YEAR COMPLETED

2015

SIZE

4,500 sf

Noam joined the Hudson Group family business in 2007. He
oversaw the design, permitting, development, marketing,
and leasing of Radian at 120 Kingston Street. He actively
manages several of the firm’s Boston real estate assets, is a
licensed Real Estate Salesperson in MA, and earned a BA
from the University of Connecticut.
At Radian, he was integral in the implementation of public
realm improvements beyond the building’s front doors and
worked closely with the Rose Kennedy Greenway on park
infrastructure upgrades and the creation of a multi-year
public art program. His experience in the Leather District and
Chinatown has been first hand with restaurants, small-scale
retail operators, and emerging technology companies.

The Team
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GARDEN GARAGE
BOSTON, MA

Eagle Development Partners is a dynamic real estate
operating company that specializes in the acquisition,
development and construction management of high
quality real estate assets. We look for investment
opportunities that are strategically located in
smart-growth, mixed-use neighborhoods that offer
convenient access to mass transit, popular amenities
and employment.
In 2014, Eagle Development Partners was certified
as a Minority Business Enterprise (MBE) by both
the State of Massachusetts and the City of Boston
in the following categories:
• Real Estate Development
• Construction Management
• Owners Project Management
Eagle Development Partners offers our
clients and partners:
• Project Specific Investments
• An entrepreneurial approach to
site and asset selection
• Direct involvement of our principals
in every transaction
• A collaborative approach to
problem solving
• Unparalleled integrity
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OUR GOAL ON EVERY TRANSACTION IS
TO CREATE A SUSTAINABLE COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGE FOR OUR INVESTORS AND
CLIENTS. OUR PRINCIPALS BRING
OVER 40 YEARS OF REAL ESTATE
DEVELOPMENT AND CONSTRUCTION
EXPERIENCE TO THE PROCESS.

450 CAMBRIDGE STREET

KEY LEADERSHIP

BOSTON, MA
ANTICIPATED COMPLETION

2017

SIZE

49,000 sf

VALUE

$16,000,000

This development will consist of a newly constructed four story
building housing 40 residential rental units and commercial
space. The ground floor provides 1,631 sf of commercial space
and the main residential lobby fronting Cambridge Street. Seven
residential units and common areas, including a fitness center
and small management office, comprise the remainder of the
ground floor. An additional three levels provide another 33
residential units. Six of the units on the fourth floor extend to
the roof and provide access to individual roof decks.

WOBURN LANDING
CAMBRIDGE, MA
YEAR COMPLETED

2017

SIZE

147,800 sf

Gosder Cherilus
Managing Partner

As the Managing Partner of Eagle Development Partners, Gosder is responsible for
setting the overall direction of the firm. Prior to starting Eagle in 2010, Gosder graduated
from Boston College where he played on a football team with one of the highest winning
percentages in school history.
As a principal at Eagle Development Partners, Gosder has been involved in the selection
and oversight of the following major projects:
• 270 Third Street Apartments
• 249 Third Street, Cambridge, MA
• Quarry Hills II, Quincy, MA
EDP is a certified MBE firm with both the State of Massachusetts Supplier Diversity
Office as well as the City of Boston Small & Local Business Enterprise Office.
In the off season, Gosder resides in Wakefield, MA and in his spare time oversees the
Gosder Cherilus Foundation (www.gosdercherilusfoundation.com). Gosder established
the foundation in 2009 to seek out populations in need and to provide much needed
resources, funds, and services.

Andrew Copelotti

VALUE

$46 million

Managing Partner
Eagle Development Partners is a JV partner with
Madison Properties in a mixed use retail,
hotel development in Woburn, MA called Woburn Landing
(hotel rendering attached). The project is a 236-key
dual branded hotel containing a Homewood Suites and
Hampton Inn. Within the development are three 20,000 sf
restaurant pads available for lease.

GARDEN GARAGE
BOSTON, MA
ESTIMATED COMPLETION

3rd quarter 2020

SIZE

862,750 sf

VALUE

$370,000,000

A 44 story, 470 unit luxury apartment tower over 842 below
grade parking spaces in Boston’s West End neighborhood
(Received BRA Board approval February, 2016). Eagle serves
as Permitting Consultant to Equity Residential on this project.

Andrew brings extensive expertise in complex high-rise developments in the Boston market.
A principal with Eagle Development Partners, Andrew is a real estate development and
construction management professional with over 6,000 units of multi-family development
and construction experience in the greater Boston market. He has worked in the construction
and development industry for twenty-five (25) years.
At Equity Residential, Andrew was responsible for overseeing the implementation and
construction of large multi-family developments in the Boston area. He was responsible
for assisting the local development partner with project entitlements, selecting the design
and engineering teams, managing pre-construction, selecting the Construction Manager,
negotiating contracts and managing project management activities as they relate to the
construction of EQR’s multi-family apartment communities. In 7 plus years with Equity
Andrew completed 900 luxury rentals and 1,206 underground parking spaces.
Prior to joining Equity Residential, Andrew held a similar position at Roseland Property
Company, managing Roseland’s self perform general contracting operations. During
this time, he was responsible for construction management of the Rowe Quarry project
(721 luxury rentals and 1,000 above grade parking spaces in two pre-cast garages)
as well as pre-construction services on a variety of for rent and for sale projects
throughout eastern Massachusetts. Before getting involved with project development,
Andrew spent almost 10 years with Plumb House, Inc., working in all phases of
subcontracting and general contracting.

The Team
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Graziani + Corazza Architects continually strives to create
spaces and structures of memorable, modern forms that
integrate into the relevant surrounding context while still
satisfying programmatic and urban needs in order to
maximize all aspects of a project’s potential. They combine
Civic, Market, and Development desires to achieve a unique
design style, identity and character for each project.
Established in 1997, G+C Architects fusion of architectural
vision and experience is tailored to create the singular
and iconic. At the core of their architectural practice lies a
corporate philosophy dedicated to viewing each and every
project on its own merits and then pushing the creative
envelope to ensure the most unique and dynamic solution.
Small or large, residential or commercial, mixed use
community, institutional icon or neighborhood infill,
our dedication to achieving a fresh architectural response
to our client’s brief informs our reputation.
In 19 years, G+C Architects has designed and constructed
over 18,000 residential units, with an additional 8,000
currently in varying stages of design, approval and
construction, as well as over 1,000,000 sq. ft. of
commercial, institutional and industrial space. Their
commissions vary in scale and complexity including,
single family residences, commercial, hi-rise residential,
institutional, mixed use developments, mid-rise residential,
and master planned communities.

APPROACH
G+C Architects always aspires to create developments
of memorable, innovative forms that respond to the
surrounding City context, while satisfying programmatic
and social needs.
They combine the civic, market, and development
desires to craft each project resulting in a tailored
design style and character for each development.
Their dedication to achieving a fresh, viable architectural
response to our clients programmatic desires, while
producing a significant integral insertion into the
City context has become the basis for success.
Their design principles are founded in using materials
that complement the urban and natural environment
to produce sustainable settings for those who live,
work and play in the spaces we create. Their ultimate
satisfaction comes in seeing our buildings embraced
by their owners, occupants and local community.
Depending on specialized needs for a particular
project, they are committed to assembling the best
team of professionals possible, working closely and
seamlessly in order to maximize all aspects of a projects
potential.

PUBLIC CHARRETTE EXPERIENCE AND REFERENCES
AURA / YC

Canderel Stoneridge
Ben Rogowski – BRogowski@canderel.com / 416.593.6366
416.593.6366

C+P

Richcraft Developments
Steve Gradmont – Steve@Richcraft.com / 613.739.7111

METROGATE

Tridel
Steve Upton – SUpton@Tridel.com / 416.661.9290

WATERVIEW

Mattamy Homes
Brian Johnston – Brian.Johnston@mattamycorp.com / 905.829.7629
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AURA
TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA
Aura has become a model and catalyst for redevelopment
along Yonge Street. It has fulfilled our design intent,
becoming a positive, urban creation through its integration
into the existing city context. With its powerful, minimalist
sculptural form, Aura has become an identifiable icon for
the City of Toronto.
Aura, Canada’s tallest condominium tower at 78 stories and
994 dwelling units, is a mixed use development located
in downtown Toronto on the northwest corner of Yonge
and Gerrard, totaling 1,200,000 sf of which 208,000 sf is
dedicated to prime retail space up to the 3rd floor, with an
exclusive 40,000 sf fitness center and spa on the 4th.
The limestone and granite clad podium delineates the
animated and inviting public realm on all four frontages.
The retail entry accesses below and above grade shopping,
and frames the entry to Barbara Anne Scott Park from
Yonge street.
The 5th floor with resident amenity rooms is visually and
physically connected to the landscaped roof terrace. The
tower’s unique form begins with its rectilinear massing
transitioning from the podium, terracing at levels 13, 48
and 58, exposing the intersecting curvilinear forms that

extend to the 78th floor. By reversing the curved form from
plan to elevation, a sculpted crown is created. At night,
through lighting which has been discreetly integrated into
the vertical window mullions, the curved form of the tower
seen by day is recalled at night..
All interior spaces and finishes maintain clarity of form.
The residential entry, a 38 ft high volume, incorporates
exterior materials that extend through the lobby, lounge
and elevator core, creating a memorable arrival experience,
showcasing paintings and sculptures commissioned
specifically for Aura.
Aura promotes sustainability initiatives by meeting and
exceeding the City’s Tier 1 Standards through energy
responsive mechanical and electrical, cladding systems,
rain water collection and re-use, and by integration into the
City urban fabric with its direct connection to the subway,
existing public parking, providing public and resident
Bicycle parking facilities, and by extending Toronto’s
P.A.T.H., a below grade pedestrian route.

CLIENT

CANDEREL STONERIDGE

COMPLETION

2015

VALUE

$360 Million

G+C INVOLVEMENT

Full Architectural services including Re Zoning, Masterplan, Design,
Construction Documents, Contract Administration, Interior Design.

AREA

1,200,000 sf

HEIGHT

78 stories

DWELLING UNITS

994

The Team
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KEY LEADERSHIP

Berardo Graziani

Principal, B. Arch., OAA, MRAIC, Architect
Berardo was educated in Europe and Canada.
He studied architecture at the University of
Toronto, graduating with an Honours Bachelor
of Architecture in 1986. His design expertise and
knowledge of global architecture has influenced
many of G+C’s successful residential, commercial
and institutional projects. As a client liaison,
Berardo has extensive experience in dealing with
Design Charettes, Design Review Panel and Public
Working Group meetings. In sync with the fastpaced development currently taking place in urban
centers, Berardo has been sought after in both
the public and private sectors for his extensive
experience with urban issues and development.
• AURA @ COLLEGE PARK: 984 unit,
78-story mixed-use development, 1,200,000 sf
• YC CONDOMINIUMS: 636 unit,
62-story mixed-use development, 600,000 sf
• PARADIGM – TOWERS A, B, C: 632 unit, 2-20,
24-story Residential condominium, 568,000 sf

Enzo Corazza

Principal, B.Arch., OAA, MRAIC, Architect
Enzo studied in Rome and at the University of
Toronto where he received an Honors Bachelor of
Architecture degree in 1986. As a founding partner
of G+C, Enzo’s commitment to design excellence
has played a leading role in establishing the firm’s
high standards of innovative design and on-time,
cost-effective project delivery. Enzo’s experience
has resulted in successful delivery of projects
through Design Review Panel, Design Charettes
and Public Meetings. Using expertise acquired in
Urban Renewal and the Multi-residential Sector,
he has been instrumental in exporting G+C’s
design aesthetic and sensibilities to mixed-use
projects and urban issues.
• CARLING AND PRESTON: 1235 unit, 18, 49,
55-story mixed use development. 905,000 sf
• ON THE PARK: 1400 unit, 24, 28, 34, 39-story
mixed-use development, 1,400,000 sf
• AURA @ COLLEGE PARK: 984 unit,
78-story mixed-use development, 1,200,000 sf
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METROGATE
TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA
The success of this new community is clearly apparent
through the extensive use and participation of the residents
in all the amenities and facilities created, and has become
an example of a successful transformation of a brownfield
into a desirable addition to the City.

The park, with its created sculpted undulating terrain,
provides a collection of passive and active spaces,
including open gathering plazas, walkways and bridges
making it a usable amenity for all the residents from the
new and surrounding communities to use.

MetroGate is a mixed use development that transformed
a 17 acre Brownfield into a vibrant community of over
2300 new homes in various forms. The new 1.63 acre
park provides the focus and organizing element for the 6
residential towers, varying in heights from 30 to 40 stories,
the 3-story back to back townhouses, and the 25-story
office building. Community amenities in the form of retail
space, 2 Daycare facilities and new transit route complete
the new neighborhood.

MetroGate is being developed as a LEED Certified
Neighborhood in addition to having LEED Certified
Buildings, and exceeding Tier 2 of the Toronto Green
Standards.

Elliptical to rectilinear floor plates combined with varied
height, incorporate similar detail elements in order to
provide an underlying continuity to the development. All
the towers express a unique form, which combined with
the varied heights and roof sculpting, create an articulated
skyline that defines this new community from various
vantage points throughout the City. Each pair of Towers
has its own internal amenity facility as well as outdoor
terrace and amenities.
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CLIENT

TRIDEL

COMPLETION

Phase 1 – Solaris 1&2, Daycare, MetroGate Town homes – 2012
Phase 2 – Ventus 1&2, Park – 2014
Phase 3 – Avani 1 – 2016
Phase 4 – Avani 2, Daycare – 2017
Phase 5 – MetroGate Office – 2019

VALUE

$626.75 Million

G+C INVOLVEMENT

Full Architectural services including Re Zoning, Masterplan, Design,
Construction Documents, Contract Administration, Interior Design.

AREA

2,725,000 sf

HEIGHT

25, 30, 35 and 40 stories

DWELLING UNITS

2365

YC
TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA
This design provides a contemporary, elegant composition
of contrasting color, depths and rectilinear forms that
will make YC a unique and identifiable addition to the
downtown core and City’s skyline.
The mixed use development is composed of a 5-story
podium which transitions into a slender residential tower
totaling 62 stories at a height of 650 ft with 637 dwelling
units, 5 levels of underground parking, and over 14,000 sf
of indoor amenity space.
The contextual podium design compliments the vibrant
and eclectic character of Yonge Street through its scale,
materiality, and color. The terracotta colored glazing in the
podium gestures to the adjacent historical building to the
south, while transforming into a glowing back-lit façade at
night.
The entire Yonge street frontage is dedicated to over 9000
sf of street related retail space. The corner of Yonge and
Grenville, defined by the suspended public art installation,
expands into a generous open plaza, signifying the entry to
over 17,000 sf of retail space on the 3rd floor and the 21live
/ work units located on the 5th and 6th floor.

The distinct character of the tower begins to express
itself with the alternating pattern, color, and depths of
the balconies, creating a woven texture of forms climbing
and rotating around the tower. The indoor living spaces
extend to the exterior through center parting sliding glass
doors, enhancing the connection of the living areas to the
outside. The tower is crowned with one final distinctive
glass cube, brightly lit at night, identifying the significance
of this development. The interior space of this cube will
provide additional amenity space on two levels. From
these two spaces, all occupants will enjoy unprecedented,
unobstructed views of the City to the east, south and west.
YC meets and exceeds the City Green Standards Tier 1
sustainability standards through rain water collection and
re-use, ease of access to City Transit, provisions for Car
Sharing and Bicycle facilities for all residents and visitors
and integration into the City urban fabric.

CLIENT

CANDEREL

COMPLETION

2018

VALUE

$186 Million

G+C INVOLVEMENT

Full Architectural services including Re Zoning,
Masterplan, Design, Construction Documents, Contract
Administration.

AREA

600,000 sf

HEIGHT

62 stories

DWELLING UNITS

637

The podium sets back at the 7th floor, creating an
expansive 3500sf terrace with outdoor dining and lounging
areas adjacent to the indoor amenity spaces. The glass
cube form of the exercise space cantilevers out towards
Yonge Street, and anchors the beginning of the rhythm for
the balconies above.

The Team
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RADIAN TOWER
BOSTON, MA

CREATIVITY. HUMANITY. PURPOSE. THESE WORDS SHAPE THE FIRM’S CORE
MISSION AND CREATE A PRACTICAL FRAMEWORK TO FULFIL THEIR ROLE
AS ADVISERS, PLANNERS, ARCHITECTS, AND INTERIOR DESIGNERS.
Perkins Eastman is an architecture, interior design,
and planning firm with over 900 employees and
15 offices around the world.
Established in 2008, their Boston office has greatly
expanded from its original count of 4 staff members
to a current team of 20. Since its establishment, the
Boston team has touched upon a wide variety of
practice areas to include residential design.

By bringing their professional skills and a deep
understanding of clients’ mission, business model, and
operations, they can partner to benefit the quality of life
of the people who live, work, play, learn, age, and heal
within the environments they plan and design. Creative
design guided by humanity, purpose, and innovation
results in a better quality of life and responsible
environmental stewardship.

KEY LEADERSHIP

John R.A. Pears
RIBA

Managing Principal, Board Director
John is managing principal of the Boston Office of Perkins
Eastman with more than 30 years of experience in the design,
planning, and permitting of residential, mixed use, educational
and healthcare projects. He brings particular expertise with
urban design projects — making sure the needs and goals
of clients are balanced with the concerns of community
constituents. A hands-on designer, John works closely with
each client throughout all phases of design and permitting.
In addition to honing these skills, John’s many years of
experience has taught him to “think outside of the box,” explore
“alternative” ideas, and not just follow the obvious. He believes
in seeking creative solutions to one problem that may solve
other problems simultaneously.
• Hudson Exchange West: 20-Acre urban renewal project
that creates a 7-Block, 6,000 unit, high-density
mixed-use neighborhood
• Radian Boston: 26 story, 240-unit apartment tower with
ground floor retail and above grade parking garage
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Roberto Garcia
LEED AP

Associate Principal
Roberto is a associate Principal at Perkins Eastman.
He brings over 19 years of experience as an
architectural designer, graphic designer,
and draftsperson on a variety of commercial and
residential projects. Roberto is currently involved
in the firm’s work with residential projects, office
buildings, interiors, and historic preservation. He is
also fluent in both Spanish and English.
• Radian Boston: 26 story, 240-unit apartment
tower with ground floor retail and above grade
parking garage
• 835 Sixth Avenue – Eventi Hotel and
The Beatrice Residences: 53-story mixed-use
tower comprising 620,000 sf of residences
and 290 key hotel above a podium base with
50,000 sf of retail space and a through-block
urban plaza

RADIAN BOSTON

DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. SCHOOL

DUNBAR SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

BOSTON, MA

CAMBRIDGE, MA

WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

CLIENT REFERENCE

VALUE

Ori Ron –
ori@hudsongroupna.com

$130 million

YEAR COMPLETED

292,000 GSF (27,127 SM)
240 units

2014

SIZE

Based on an original design by Elkus Manfredi, the developer obtained preliminary
approval from the BRA for this key site on the newly emerging Rose F. Kennedy Greenway.
The new 290-foot tower replaces an existing unoccupied six-story brick structure.
Perkins Eastman carried out a fast-track design development process, working
collaboratively with the ownership and the CM to improve building efficiencies and
reduce the construction budget by a targeted 11%. The team embraced this process fully,
and within two months completely redesigned the core, shrinking it by 20% and rotating
it 90 degrees; reduced the number of parking floors from four to three; and completely
eliminated the basement. The elimination of a complete parking floor allows for greater
floor-to-floor heights within the same envelope, thereby allowing the proposed concrete
building structure to be changed to steel. The building skin was re-modularized to
achieve greater prefabrication and erection efficiencies.
Overall, by the end of design development, the team managed to achieve a nearly
9% reduction in construction cost before heading into construction documents.
The core rotation required a complete redesign of all units to improve both the
efficiency and marketability. It also enabled the standardization of bathrooms and
kitchen types within the curved triangular footprint of the building, something that
previously had not occurred. This redesign was a collaborative process with the
ownership group, associated architect RODE Inc, and Perkins Eastman.

CLIENT REFERENCE

VALUE

Michael Black –
mblack@cambridgema.gov

$78,881,000

YEAR COMPLETED

170,000 sf (15,793 gsm)

SIZE

CLIENT REFERENCE

VALUE

Will Mangrum –
wmangrum@ programmanagers.com

$102,000,000

YEAR COMPLETED

280,000 sf (26,000 sm)

SIZE

2016

2013

In support of Cambridge Public Schools’ pursuit of academic excellence and commitment
to promoting an environment of social justice, international design and architecture firm
Perkins Eastman designed a 21st-century technology-rich environment that will be the
center of its community. At 170,000 sf, the complex accommodates 740 students in three
schools.

The new Dunbar High School is inspired by the cherished 1917
building that served the school before its demolition in the 1970’s,
while also looking forward to the future by providing 21st-century
learning environments. The new 280,000 sf (26,000 sm) building’s
entry plaza can be seen from across the Dunbar Recreation Center.
Students, visitors, and staff are welcomed into the plaza designed to
affirm the purpose of the institution.

Each school is organized into neighborhoods to provide team teaching opportunities.
In accordance with City’s goal to provide a Net Zero Energy (NZE) school, the design
team employed an iterative, integrated design process. The design process commenced
with a series of intensive workshops, attended by all stakeholders to outline NZE goals,
constraints, and opportunities. Each workshop focused on one of the following critical
topics: daylighting / lighting, building envelope, HVAC systems, and equipment — AV, IT,
and food service. During this process, the team established an energy budget and reduced
demand for energy by working with users to find alternatives to meet their goals. The
project has an energy performance of only 32 KBTU / sf / YR, which is almost a third of the
average school in New England. Photovoltaic panels on site provides nearly 47 percent of
the required energy. The project also features a ground source heat pump (geothermal)
system. The project is currently on track to achieve LEED® For Schools Platinum
certification and surpass Perkins Eastman’s Dunbar High School, in Washington DC, as the
highest scoring LEED® school in the world.

The armory of the historic Dunbar provides the foundation for the
primary organizing element of the school’s interior: a new atrium like
armory that has become the “heart of the school” connecting the
academic wing, sports fields, gym, pool, auditorium, and cafeteria
seating areas.
Certified as LEED for Schools Platinum, Dunbar is the highest
scoring (“Greenest”) new school in the world. Among its notable
sustainable design features is DC’s largest ground source heat pump
(geothermal) system, a 482kW photovoltaic array, two 20,000
gallon cisterns for reusing rainwater, enhanced acoustics, low VOC
materials, and plentiful daylight and views.

The project was subjected to an extensive approvals process with a very engaged
neighborhood group. In order to balance the needs of the City, Cambridge Public Schools,
and the community, the design team participated in four zoning / planning board meetings,
and 14 public meetings to address community concerns throughout the design and
construction process.

The Team
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RADIAN TOWER
BOSTON, MA

RODE
ARCHITECTS

RODE Architects is a full-service collaborative design firm
led by two principals and owners, Eric J. Robinson and
Kevin S. Deabler. Located in the South End of Boston
and founded in 2005, RODE’s flexible design process is
enriched by an inherent, tight collaboration with clients.
RODE provides a far-reaching range of design services,
from site master planning and feasibility surveys to project
management and innovative architectural solutions.
They are nimble, young and resourceful, and proficient in
navigating zoning approvals in fast changing, inner city
neighborhoods. For Dot Block, their largest project to
date at 380,000 square feet, they led a comprehensive
and complex approval process with City agencies,
with approximately 100 community meetings and
public presentations. The community expressed a strong
desire to create a mixed-use project that will act as a
catalyst for a new destination neighborhood, transforming
the now desolate area. RODE was able to satisfy a
development program narrowly tailored to satisfy
lender requirements, while incorporating the community’s
feedback into a design that creates large urban gestures
integrated into the local scale.
One of RODE’s core competencies is an exceptionally
productive working relationship with the BRA, ISD,
Health Department, and other authorities with jurisdiction
over the 115 Winthrop site. Landmark firm projects like the
Bornstein and Pearl Food Production Center, consisting of
a 36,000 square foot multi-tenanted food incubator
for startup businesses, involved a complex permitting
process with the City to allow for the reinvention of an
existing industrial building. The Bornstein & Pearl project
is the core commercial element within a larger plan
to redevelop 4+ acres of vacant land, and bring more
than $70 million of investment in affordable housing,
commercial development, job creation, job training
and youth arts programming to an under-served inner
city neighborhood.
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“ AND THERE ARE FEW FIRMS MORE
INVOLVED RIGHT NOW IN THIS
TRANSFORMATION THAN RODE
ARCHITECTS…FOR TWO DORCHESTER
GUYS WHO ASPIRE TO SHAPE THE
CITY THEY LIVE IN, WATCHING THIS
AREA’S REVIVAL — THROUGH A
TRANSITION FROM OLD INDUSTRIAL
TO VIBRANT RESIDENTIAL —
IS PARTICULARLY SATISFYING.”
Jon Chesto

The Boston Globe
PUBLIC CHARRETTE EXPERIENCE AND REFERENCES
DOT BLOCK

The Dartmouth Company
Sean Gildea – sgildea@dartco.com

3200 WASHINGTON

Mangiacotti Design + Development
Dan Mangiacotti – dan@mangiacottidevelopment.com /
617.872.0517

HARVARD ART MUSEUMS

Harvard University Art Museums
Peter Atkinson – peter_atkinson@harvard.edu / 617.201.6236

GLENVILLE

Greylock Glenville
Dmitry Baskin – dbaskin03@gmail.com / 786.877.4535

KEY LEADERSHIP

Kevin Deabler, AIA, LEED AP
Principal, Co-Founder

DOT BLOCK

RADIAN TOWER

6-14 WEST BROADWAY

BOSTON, MA (DORCHESTER)

BOSTON, MA (CHINATOWN / LEATHER DISTRICT)

BOSTON, MA (SOUTH BOSTON)

CLIENT REFERENCE

VALUE

Sean Gildea –
sgildea@dartco.com

$100,000,000

YEAR COMPLETED

380,000 sf

SIZE

CLIENT REFERENCE

VALUE

Doug Arsham –
DArsham@NatDev.com

$58,000,000

YEAR COMPLETED

93,000 sf

SIZE

CLIENT REFERENCE

VALUE

Ryan Sillery –
rsiller@citypointcaptial.com

$50 million

YEAR COMPLETED

180,000 sf

SIZE

Approvals complete; construction
starts fall 2016; due complete by 2020

2014

In construction,
due complete by 2017

380,000SF, 5-building apartment complex with 360 units,
ground-floor retail, and a 450 vehicle parking structure on
4 acres. The project introduces large-scale transit oriented
development and pedestrian-centric design, including one
acre of landscaped space open to the public, to a desolate
area along Dorchester Avenue. The parking structure is
buried within the center of the site, alternately wrapped
by residential units and by living armature of plant life.
At the base of the garage, planting beds, walls, and
benches help to fuel the retail and pedestrian environment
with texture and vibrancy.

242-unit, 25-floor apartment building on an irregular lot
fronting on the Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy Greenway. RODE
performed full design of all the common spaces and unit
layouts through multiple stages of design, leveraging 3D
modeling as an essential part of the discovery process.

165-room, 15-floor hotel with ground-floor activation;
49-unit, 12-floor condo building with ground-floor retail.
This project site is located within a highly commercialized
area of South Boston and is in the midst of a very active
transportation node. Playing a pivotal role in the continued
urban revitalization of South Boston, the projects design
addresses multiple scales and the different edge conditions
of the surrounding neighborhood context, different ways
of reacting to public space, and accompanying material
and façade articulations to reinforce the scales of these
interactions. The tall, open entrance is defined by a two story
volume that smoothly connects the hotel (6) and adjacent
condo building (14), creating an overhang to direct circulation,
bring people into the space, allow for an activated presence
off the sidewalk.

Dot Block’s design satisfies an aggressive development
program, while incorporating the community’s feedback
into a plan that creates large urban gestures integrated
into the local scale. RODE developed planning principles
in accordance with Article 80 review and related Boston
Zoning Code requirements for large projects; guided the
development team through a comprehensive approval
process with City agencies, with approximately 100
community meetings and public presentations. The design
team is committed to an integrated design approach and
is using 3 LEED Rating Systems to evaluate the project
sustainability criteria through design.

Podium-style parking accommodates 70 vehicles within a
compact floor plate on 3 levels above grade, reducing private
vehicle dependency and minimizing the visual impact of the
parking program on the street wall.
Active programing of residential common spaces and
retail tenants at the grade plane maintains a vibrant urban
streetscape. Regular updates were required with the
community and the Greenway Conservancy as progress
was made on different phases of design. Building massing
responds to site constraints with a graceful urban gesture that
respects view corridors along the Greenway and introduces
no significant new shadows on the park.

The Project will provide parking spaces in an underground
garage with additional spaces located in a porte-cochère,
which would be accessed from Athens Street. The parking
level will be accessed by a vehicle elevator.

As Principal and Co-Founder, Kevin’s commitment to the design
process has helped lead RODE Architects through complex
projects for institutions, commercial developers, businesses,
non-profits, and industrial clients. He has a passion for the
collaborative, multidisciplinary team effort needed to succeed
in fast-paced urban environments. Kevin believes in the
transformative power of design and how it can be employed on
diverse project types. His dedication to the practice comes out
of an education at North Carolina State University’s College of
Design, and Northeastern University’s D’Amore-McKim School
of Business.
• Dot Block Residences: 380,000 sf, 5-building apartment
complex with 360 units, ground-floor retail,
and a 450 vehicle parking structure
• Radian Boston: 26 story, 240-unit apartment tower with
ground floor retail and above grade parking garage
• 3200 Washington: 76-units, a restaurant and
retail location

Eric Robinson, AIA, LEED AP
Principal, Co-Founder

Eric graduated from North Carolina State University’s College
of Design with a Bachelor’s degree in Environmental Design
in 1994. After a two-year internship, he received his Master of
Architecture degree from the University of Virginia in 1999.
For nine years before founding RODE Architects, Eric was
a senior designer at Charles Rose Architects (formerly
Thompson and Rose). Many of his projects have received
multiple professional awards. Eric is a LEED Accredited
Professional and brings to the firm an integrated, designoriented approach to the profession.
• Dot Block Residences: 380,000 sf, 5-building apartment
complex with 360 units, ground-floor retail, and a
450 vehicle parking structure
• Radian Boston: 26 story, 240-unit apartment tower with
ground floor retail and above grade parking garage
• 6-14 West Broadway: 165-room, 15-floor hotel with
ground-floor activation and a 49-unit, 12-floor condo
building with ground-floor retail

The Team
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TRANSBAY TRANSIT CENTER
SAN FRANCISCO, CA

Atelier Ten is a collaborative, interdisciplinary and
innovative firm of environmental design consultants and
lighting designers focused on delivering sustainability to
the planned and built environment.
They bring to the team the experience of sustainability
planning and analysis for a wide range of commercial,
institutional, and residential projects that are noted for
their achievement of energy, comfort, atmospheric, and
other environmental targets. Their portfolio spans from
the first LEED Platinum condominium building in New
York City to the LEED Double Platinum National Grid
Headquarters Building. Our internationally acclaimed
work in 33 countries on six continents includes hundreds
of award-winning projects and LEED certified buildings.
They work with architects, urban planners, economists,
developers and authorities to ensure that environmental
sustainability is achieved at the site and building level,

ensured over time, and communicated to the wider
region or urban community. Their goal is to develop
and integrate creative, pragmatic and enduring design
strategies that embrace environmental integrity,
economic viability, and social wellbeing by minimizing
resource use and carbon emissions.
As international firm, they provide integrated, full-service
consulting on environmental design, building systems
performance analysis, lighting and daylighting design,
benchmarking, sustainable master-planning, and interrelated services, marked by accessibility, reliability and
efficiency at every level. Founded in 1990 in London
by a team of progressive engineers, they have since
expanded, with offices in Glasgow, Edinburgh, New York,
New Haven, San Francisco, Doha, Bangkok, Singapore,
Melbourne, and Sydney.

KEY LEADERSHIP

Larry Jones

Michael Tillou

Associate Director

Associate

As Atelier Ten’s environmental design practice leader, Larry works
to advance and expand the technical proficiency and research
acumen of the practice. He provides environmental and LEED
consulting services to a portfolio of ultra-high-performance
projects and has particular experience managing LEED, Estidama,
and Living Building Challenge green building certifications.

Atelier Ten’s energy analysis practice leader, Mike
brings his extensive experience in energy modeling,
analysis, and design. He is an expert at HVAC and
control system analysis, commissioning, optimization
and troubleshooting, and specializes in energy auditing,
benchmarking, and demand-side energy planning.

LEED AP BD+C
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LEED AP BD+C, PE, BEMP

WATERMARK KENDALL EAST RESIDENTIAL BUILDING
CAMBRIDGE, MA
CLIENT REFERENCE

Bob Flack –
bob.flack@twiningproperties.com

YEAR COMPLETED

2013

VALUE

$41 million

SIZE

112,000 sf

Watermark Kendall East exceeds the aggressive energy efficiency requirement of the Massachusetts Stretch Code.
Atelier Ten’s energy analysis pinpointed the most cost-effective combination of design measures to meet this energy
target.
The new Watermark Kendall East residential building is designed to promote and facilitate a sustainable and healthy
lifestyle for all residents. Atelier Ten led the project team to ensure that this 17-story high rise building conserves
energy and other resources, while creating a healthy and clean living environment.
New construction projects in Cambridge are obligated to meet the Massachusetts Stretch Code requirement of
being 20% more energy efficient. Atelier Ten worked rigorously with the design team to identify the most costeffective measures to ensure that the project exceeded the 20% energy saving threshold. These measures include a
high-performance curtain wall system, energy efficient lighting (25% better than the baseline), occupancy sensors,
Energy Star appliances, and a master switch in each of the 144 apartment units to allow residents to turn off all
electronics with a single switch.
All residential and commercial spaces were carefully designed to promote a clean and healthy indoor environment.
In addition to filtering the outdoor air, 100% of this residential building, including the apartments, is smoke-free,
ensuring that the occupants are not exposed to harmful tobacco smoke.

360 STATE STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT
CLIENT REFERENCE

VALUE

Bruce Becker –
bbecker@beckerandbecker.com

$150,000,000

YEAR COMPLETED

700,000 sf

SIZE

2010

VISIONAIRE RESIDENTIAL TOWER
NEW YORK, NY
CLIENT REFERENCE

Marty Dettling –
msd@albaneseorg.com

YEAR COMPLETED

2008

VALUE

$84,000,000

SIZE

423,200 sf

The Visionaire is the first LEED Platinum condominium building in New York City and sets the new standard for
urban sustainable living. Through Atelier Ten’s guidance, the building uses 43% less energy and 27% less water than
comparable residential buildings, and carefully integrates sustainability into every aspect of its innovative design.
Designed to exceed the Battery Park City Authority’s stringent Residential Environmental Guidelines, this 35-story
LEED Platinum residential tower is setting a new standard for green urban living.
The innovative high-performance curtain wall is comprised of a combination of reflective, low-emissivity glazing and
insulated spandrel with a terracotta rain-screen. The construction minimizes cold-bridges and optimizes insulation,
thereby reducing heating and cooling energy consumption while allowing abundant daylight into the building.
The centralized heating and cooling system uses absorption chillers and waste heat from gas-fired micro-turbines to
efficiently meet the heating and cooling demands of the building. A dedicated ventilation system provides fresh air to
every residential unit.

This development boasts the title of first LEED Platinum Plan Project
in the US. Atelier Ten advised the project towards this achievement
through careful interpretation and application of the USGBC’s LEED
ND pilot program, which emphasizes the importance of improved new
urbanism in an existing urban environment.
Comprised of a high-rise residential tower with lower floors parking,
and ground floor retail space, this urban infill development pioneers
green building in the heart of the city of New Haven. This project
exemplifies how LEED ND integrates the principles of smart growth,
new urbanism, and green building.
Early in design, Atelier Ten performed analysis to recommend and
test the feasibility of installing a 400-kw fuel cell — a residential first
in Connecticut. The fuel cell produces 88% of the project’s annual
electrical energy, achieving an energy cost savings of 60% for the
development and supplying year-round domestic hot water. Residents
will be able to track their own energy use as well as the building as a
whole using real time data, via the web.
Efficient HVAC systems in the residential tower, extensive daylighting,
and efficient lighting controls were also integrated into the design.

The building design sets a new bar for the quality of residential construction in New York City. Additional sustainable
design features include green building materials, green roofs, building integrated photovoltaic, grey and black water
systems, as well as advanced controls and operations.
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THE CLARENDON
BOSTON, MA

Copley Wolff Design Group is a landscape architecture
and planning firm located in downtown Boston, MA.
CWDG’s vast experience includes the planning and
design of urban, mixed-use, academic, housing, green
roof, healthcare, corporate, children’s play and discovery,
park, and waterfront landscape projects.
The firm’s specialties include placemaking, the
integration of art into the landscape, cultural and historic
interpretation, environmental education, and community
participation. CWDG’s extensive client list includes
developers, municipalities, architects, and academic,
cultural, public and private institutions.
For each client, CWDG adeptly manages a multidisciplinary project team and assembles the expertise
and approach specific to each project and its context.
CWDG has produced numerous award-winning design,
high-profile, budget-responsive, and schedule-sensitive
projects throughout New England and the United States.
A large percentage of Copley Wolff Design Group’s work
is in the State of Massachusetts and more specifically, in
the City of Boston. Since its founding, the firm has been
working with the BRA and a number of public agencies.
Our experience with permitting and planning complex
projects in Boston provides us with a keen understanding
of the political “landscape,” design guidelines, and
decision makers.
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FIRM SPECIALTIES INCLUDE
PLACEMAKING, THE INTEGRATION OF
ART INTO THE LANDSCAPE, CULTURAL
AND HISTORIC INTERPRETATION,
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION, AND
COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION.

KEY LEADERSHIP

Andrew Arbaugh
ASLA

Project Manager / Landscape Designer
Andrew joined Copley Wolff Design Group with over nine years
of experience as a landscape designer with expertise in campus
and residential projects. He possesses advanced technical skills
working with programs such as AutoCAD, SketchUp, and Adobe
Creative Suite. Andrew provides conceptual design, design
development, technical drawing production, presentation
graphics, and project organization and management on some of
Copley Wolff Design Group’s significant and complex projects.

101 SEAPORT BOULEVARD

INK BLOCK

LOVEJOY WHARF

BOSTON, MA

BOSTON, MA

BOSTON, MA

YEAR COMPLETED

2015

SIZE

6,350,000 sf

YEAR COMPLETED

2015

VALUE

$125,000,000 (entire project)

YEAR COMPLETED

2015

John Copley
ASLA
VALUE

$2,500,000 (site)

VALUE

$126,000,000 (entire project)

101 Seaport Boulevard is the first office tower to go up
in Boston’s Seaport Square and is part of the 6.35 million
square feet of residential, commercial, hotel, retail and civic /
cultural development. The 17-story building is the new Boston
headquarters for PwC and features a fifth floor roof deck.
Copley Wolff Design Group designed the 15,642 sf roof
terrace which is planted with 8-inch-deep pre-vegetated
green roof trays containing a mix of native and adapted
ornamental grasses, perennials, and sedums. Pedestrian
space is paved with pre-cast unit pavers on pedestals and
gathering / respite spaces are paved with IPE wood decking.
The terrace provides excellent northern views of the
ICA and Boston waterfront.
In addition to the roof terrace, Copley Wolff Design
Group’s scope of work included the streetscape and
Harbor Way. The streetscape follows the Seaport Square
Master Plan Guidelines and contains a permeable pre-cast
unit paver strip along the curb edges, large tree pits with
structural soil, aeration, and concrete paving.

The Ink Block building redevelopment contains a total of 472
residential units, commercial spaces, a Whole Foods market,
outdoor seating, ample parking, and space reserved for
car-share programs and bike-rental kiosks. The development
has transformed what was once an industrial property into a
mixed-use complex that incorporates public gardens, outdoor
seating, and other amenities. Copley Wolff Design Group’s
scope of work includes the planning and design of the
streetscapes surrounding the building and a roof terrace.
The new tree lined streetscapes incorporate innovative
stormwater solutions, designated outdoor café spaces,
and useful site furnishings that cater to an active group of
prospective tenants. Sustainable design elements include
the use of terraced rain gardens to slow storm water and
increase on site infiltration, the use of native and adapted
hearty grasses, sedges, and perennials, and providing
amenities to promote alternative modes of transportation
including Hubway bike sharing stations, bike racks, and
outdoor bike repair kiosks.
The design of the outdoor amenity terrace includes a pool
with wood deck, television / lounge space with outdoor
living room furniture, and flexible turf panel for outdoor
games and group exercise programs.

The redevelopment of Lovejoy Wharf presented one of the
best opportunities for the public to reclaim an important
portion of Boston’s waterfront. The site occupies a city
“gateway” location, facing the Leonard P. Zakim Bunker Hill
Bridge and abutting the Boston Harbor Walk and the Charles
River Basin Parkway. Lovejoy Wharf has become an exciting
place to dine, work, and rest.

Principal
John has extensive professional experience in site planning,
design, and implementation of projects throughout the United
States. John’s responsibilities encompass all aspects of office
management, project management, design and construction
observation, and community participation. He is also actively
involved in public planning and design charrettes for a wide
variety of project types.

Copley Wolff Design Group’s design includes a park / plaza
space along the waterfront which provides a link to the North
End and enhances pedestrian access to the Charles River
Dam. The scope includes raised planters with trees, shrubs,
and a green space; a harborwalk along the water; and a large
pedestrian stair from the Washington Street Bridge to the
pier below. There are interpretive elements highlighting the
history of the site and there will be a large-scale wayfinding
marker which acts as a gateway to the harborwalk.
The mix of pedestrian and vehicular access along the
southern edge of the site will also be carefully addressed
through the installation of bollards, pavement variations, and
grade changes to ensure a safe operation for all uses.
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INNOVATION DESIGN BUILDING
BOSTON, MA

GraffitoSP is a Cambridge, MA based retail development
and urban placemaking advisory firm. GSP believes
that great urban neighborhoods can be created through
smart planning, community dialogue and by supporting
street level activity that embraces creativity, context
and connections with an office in the Leather District
located near the Winthrop project site. GSP’s inspired
placemaking and retail leasing strategies result in
more dynamic development projects, more valuable
properties and more vibrant neighborhoods. Through its

work over the last decade in the Cambridge, MA
neighborhood of Kendall Square, widely recognized
as the global prototype for a successful “innovation
district”, GSP has pioneered a retail development
strategy that focuses on partnerships and leases
with small, local, independent operators.
This strategy has transformed the ground-floor of
Kendall Square and has been employed by GSP
on projects throughout Greater Boston and the
Northeast United States.

KEY LEADERSHIP

Jesse Baerkahn

Dave Downing

President & Founder

Vice President and Director of Leasing & Development.

Jesse evaluates all of GSP’s new business, new service
platforms, and entrepreneurial endeavors. Previously he
co-founded and was President of CityRetail, the predecessor
to Graffito’s retail leasing practice. Before GSP and concurrent
to CityRetail Jesse held various roles at Twining Properties,
most recently VP of New Ventures. Separate from GSP, he is
a lawyer and adviser to select group of artists, restaurateurs
and innovators. He has launched several other start-ups over
the past 15 years in the real estate, arts and entertainment
fields. He was previously a Director and Board Member for
the Artisan’s Asylum, a world-renowned non-profit makerspace in Somerville, MA. Jesse holds a JD from Northeastern
University and BA from The University of Wisconsin.
He is a Licensed Real Estate Broker and member of
the MA and NY Bar.

Dave leads GSP’s development and retail leasing practices
and has been involved with all prior related and affiliated
businesses, including CityRetail, where he was the firm’s
first hire in 2007. He is now a Partner in GSP. Previously
he was Development Manager at Twining Properties
and Leasing Manager at CityRetail. He has significant
construction management and retail development
experience as a landlord representative and has advised
GSP clients on leasing and development for ground
floor space totaling over 250,000 sf. Dave has a BS from
Northeastern University. He is a licensed Real Estate
Salesperson in MA and has a Certificate in Real Estate
Finance from Boston University
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DISTRICT HALL

MIDWAY STUDIOS

WATERMARK KENDALL

INNOVATION DESIGN BUILDING

75 NORTHERN AVENUE, BOSTON SEAPORT

CHANNEL CENTER, SOUTH BOSTON

KENDALL SQUARE, CAMBRIDGE

DRYDOCK AVENUE, BOSTON SEAPORT

CLIENT REFERENCE

VALUE

Brian Dacey –
dacey@cictr.com

$10,000,000

YEAR COMPLETED

12,000 sf

SIZE

CLIENT REFERENCE

VALUE

Scott Dumont –
sdumont@keencorp.com

$20,000,000

YEAR COMPLETED

25,000 sf

SIZE

CLIENT REFERENCE

VALUE

Alex Twining –
alex.twining@twiningproperties.com

$150,000,000

YEAR COMPLETED

350,000 sf

SIZE

CLIENT REFERENCE

VALUE

Dana Griffin –
dana.griffin@jamestownlp.com

$2,000,000

YEAR COMPLETED

(8) 160 sf shipping containers

SIZE

2014

2013

2015

2015

“Innovation Hub”

“Theatre Space”

“Mixed-use Residential”

“Container Project”

Graffito was engaged by the Cambridge Innovation Center
(“CIC”) to help recruit and underwrite a suitable long-term
restaurant operator for 3,000 square feet of space located
within the Seaport’s new 12,000 square foot innovation hub,
District Hall. The assignment had its limitations with almost
no financial resources available for the restaurant and
ambitious goals for a diverse menu, long operating hours,
innovative design, etc. Graffito was able to identify and
structure a deal with a local restaurant group,
The Briar Group, to design, build and operate a full-service
American restaurant, bar and café called Gather and Brew
at District Hall.

Graffito was brought-on to help develop a retail strategy
for Midway Artist Studios, a mixed-use development that
includes 89 live-work studios above 25,000 square feet
of ground floor commercial space in South Boston.
This project was particularly contentious given problems
with previous commercial tenants and desire from the
building residents to have uses on the ground floor
that were complimentary to the arts community.
Within 18-months, Graffito leased challenging commercial
space to a diverse mix of uses including a world-class
boxing gym, design studio, the Arts and Business Council
of Greater Boston and an organic snack food company.

Graffito’s earliest and lengthiest assignment to date includes
the retail planning and lease-up of the Watermark Kendall,
a 465-unit residential development that delivered in phases
with 35,000 square feet of retail space. The project was
built-in two phases and Graffito guided the entire retail
lease-up, which started in 2008 and was completed in 2015.
The retail mix is all local, independent business including a
fitness center, urban market, beer / wine shop and five
full-service restaurants.

Graffito was hired by Jamestown to help curate and refine
the retail program for eight (8) custom shipping containers
to be designed, fabricated and located on the promenade
outside the Innovation Design Building. Graffito led the
effort to actively recruit and structure license deals with
local business owners to occupy these containers,
which now house everything from a florist to a barbershop
to popular fast-order restaurants.
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POST OFFICE SQUARE
BOSTON, MA

Haley & Aldrich started out nearly 60 years ago
in geotechnical engineering, and has built on that
foundation nationally with services spanning the entire
built environment life-cycle from initial conception
through adaptive reuse to meet a new need.
Haley & Aldrich’s scientists, engineers, and constructors
think creatively to deliver greater value to capital,
operations and / or environmental projects. They build
the right teams from their nationwide staff. Their clients
are able to reduce overall operational costs, because
Haley & Aldrich considers the whole system and all
potential impacts of any project.

“ YOU CAN COUNT ON THE
HALEY & ALDRICH TEAM TO
DELIVER OUTSTANDING —
AND ENDURING — RESULTS.”
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Haley & Aldrich’s clients span U.S. Fortune 500
organizations, top higher-education institutions, and
government agencies. Haley & Aldrich brings it’s deep and
varied experience to any opportunity as one team — their
experts from a nationwide network work together and
thrive on a culture of collaboration.
Haley & Aldrich leverage and adapt operational
excellence principles to balance conflicting and complex
needs to create higher value at lower cost. They bring
a whole-system approach to traditional engineering
and environmental services that considers the needs
of multiple stakeholders. Similarly, they take emerging
technologies and apply them in innovative ways to deliver
the best solutions to their clients.

KEY LEADERSHIP

Mark Haley
PE,

Principal Consultant

ATLANTIC WHARF

ONE LINCOLN STREET

POST OFFICE SQUARE

BOSTON, MA

BOSTON, MA

BOSTON, MA

The redevelopment of Atlantic Wharf (formerly known as
Russia Wharf) involved the construction of a 6 level deep
underground parking garage (650 spaces) and a 32-story
mixed-use high-rise tower along the historic Boston Harbor
waterfront. The new tower features 550,000 sf of Class A
office space, 30,000 sf of retail and public space, and 70 to
80 residential units. The site consists of filled land created by
extending the shoreline to support expansion of commerce
and trade as the urban population and land needs grew. The
wharf was used for early colonial trade with St. Petersburg,
Russia and subsequent to filling was occupied by three
timber pile-supported buildings built in the early 1900s. Other
historically significant structures surround the property with
a transit line tunnel running beneath a portion of the property,
within 3 ft of the below-grade wall.

Gale & Wentworth, LLC retained Haley & Aldrich’s integrated
geotechnical and environmental services in connection with
the construction of One Lincoln Street, a 36-story, Class A
office building in downtown Boston. With over one million
sq ft of office and retail space and a five-level, below-grade
parking garage, One Lincoln Street was the first office tower
built in the financial district in more than a decade.

Haley & Aldrich contributed to the design and construction
of the first privately financed park in Boston. The project
required extensive cooperation between the city and private
organizations. Haley & Aldrich served as the geotechnical
consultant to the owner throughout the multi-stage design
and construction phases of a seven-level, 1,400-car
underground parking garage constructed using the “topdown” technique. The Norman B. Leventhal Park, consisting
of open green space, walkways, and park structures was
constructed at the street level.

As a trusted advisor to Boston Properties, Haley &
Aldrich’s geotechnical and environmental engineers were
challenged to provide redevelopment solutions to address
relics of waterfront structures (granite block seawalls,
piles, and piers), weak subsurface soil conditions, tidal
ground water levels, and contaminated soils resulting
from previous site usage and filling.

The project involved the demolition of two buildings on the
site. During excavation to depths ranging from 55 to 65 ft, the
excavation and reuse of urban fill soils was conducted under
the provisions of a Remedial Abatement Measures (RAM)
Plan prepared by Haley & Aldrich. Over 80,000 cu yds of soil
were excavated from the site.
Building construction included the installation of a
perimeter concrete diaphragm “slurry” wall around
the limits of the excavation. The slurry wall served as
both the temporary excavation support wall and the
permanent foundation wall. It further acted as a cut-off
wall and barrier to groundwater seepage into the belowgrade garage. The slurry wall extends below the lowest
garage level and is keyed into the underlying relatively
impermeable glacial till soils or bedrock.

Mr. Haley has been senior consultant and project manager for
a wide variety of projects dealing with the geotechnical and
environmental aspects of project design and construction in his
35+ years of experience with Haley & Aldrich. Areas of expertise
include forensic investigations, geotechnical engineering for
playing fields, athletic complexes, low- to high-rise structures
involving spread footings, caissons, piles, and mat foundations;
lateral earth support systems, and waterfront developments
involving anchored bulkheads and pile supported wharf
structures.
The scope of projects have ranged from preliminary feasibility
studies to complete design investigations for major projects
including preparation of data and interpretive reports,
environmental impact reports, contract documents, permitting,
technical specifications, review of contractor submittals,
instrumentation monitoring, and construction consultation.

Haley & Aldrich provided services for the 80-ft excavation,
one of the deepest building excavations in Boston’s history.
The work included an extensive field and laboratory
testing program to gain an understanding of how to
design and construct the innovative development. Haley
& Aldrich completed a survey of foundation conditions at
adjacent buildings, along with a review of the subsurface
information, and it was concluded that the project could
only be constructed using the “top-down” technique.
Haley & Aldrich provided resident engineering services for
foundation construction. The firm reviewed and approved
the contractor’s submittals concerning all aspects of the
foundation and excavation support activities.
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GARDEN GARAGE
BOSTON, MA

Since 1945, R.W. Sullivan Engineering has a longstanding
reputation of providing reliable engineering services to
the design community and select institutional clients
throughout New England and beyond. The firm is in its
third generation of leadership, providing full mechanical,
electrical, plumbing, fire protection and tel-data design
services, building and access code consulting, as well
as commissioning services. They are comprised of over
90 employees located at the Schrafft Center in Boston,
Massachusetts.
Sullivan Engineering offers a wide range of services which
include investigations and reports, systems design and
specification, comprehensive construction administration
services, energy modeling, building assessments, access
and fire prevention consulting, and due diligence surveys.
They utilize the latest design tools and technologies
including fully customized design software, energy
modeling, and building information modeling (BIM). Their
technical expertise is derived from the high caliber of our
employees, many of whom are registered mechanical,
electrical, plumbing and fire protection engineers, as well
as LEED Accredited Professionals.
The Sullivan Code Group is a unique group of
professionals within R.W. Sullivan Engineering. The
staff possesses both the practical experience and the
technical expertise necessary to confidently unravel the
most complicated regulatory issues. The group includes
registered professional engineers, a registered architect,
and LEED certified professionals. Their specialties include
building plan review, accessibility audits, fire safety and
code compliance, code interpretation and equivalency
development, appeals and variances, litigation support,
zoning reviews, fire modeling, and performance-based
fire safety evaluations.
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R.W. Sullivan Engineering commissioning services
offer a comprehensive verification and documentation
process that includes but is not limited to design review,
construction document review, systems inspection,
performance testing and trend data analysis. They work
closely with contractors, building owners and at times
facilities personnel to ensure that when turned over,
building systems function properly as designed.
R. W. Sullivan Engineering recognizes the role of the
engineering disciplines in the design of sustainable, high
performance buildings, and strives to achieve costeffective energy efficient solutions at all times. They have
undertaken an in-house Interdisciplinary Sustainability
Initiative, that meets regularly to discuss the design
process as it relates to energy conservation, indoor air
quality, and life-cycle cost analysis. They believe that the
future of the construction industry as well as the planet
require close attention to all of the energy implications of
each design decision. Their emphasis is on collaboration,
holistic thinking, and knowledge sharing provide a sound
basis for these informed decisions.

KEY LEADERSHIP

Paul Sullivan

PE, LEED AP, President
Principal-in-Charge
Paul has twenty years’ experience in Mechanical and Fire
Protection Engineering. He is also an Adjunct Professor for the
Wentworth Institute of Technology Architecture Department
and presents code seminars yearly for the Boston Society of
Architects and the Boston Architectural Center.

Dorian Alba
ARCHSTONE AVENIR-NORTH STATION
BOSTON, MA

PE, LEED AP, Associate Principal

NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
ONE CANAL
INTERNATIONAL VILLAGE (PARCEL 18) BOSTON, MA

Project Manager / HVAC Engineer

BOSTON, MA
CLIENT REFERENCE

VALUE

ICON Architecture –
617.646.5260

$105,000,000

ANTICIPATED COMPLETION

370,000 sf

SIZE

CLIENT REFERENCE

VALUE

Kyu Sung Woo –
617.547.0128

$175,000,000

YEAR COMPLETED

450,000 sf

SIZE

CLIENT REFERENCE

VALUE

ICON Architecture –
617.451.3333

$140,000,000

ANTICIPATED COMPLETION

450,000 sf

SIZE

2018

2010

2016

Project involves a new 10-story, 370,000 sf high-rise building.
Program includes 241 apartments, open retail kiosk space,
enclosed retail space, and the existing MBTA head houses
for the North Station Green / Orange Line stations. There is
parking for 118 cars.

Project includes 450,000 sf of mixed-use space including
residential, retail, office, and dining. There are 22, 15, 10, and
5-story portions of the building. A total of 1,200 beds were
included in the design and 8,800 sf of retail on the ground
floor below the offices. There is 9,000 sf kitchen, 9,800 sf
dining hall, and 30,800 sf of office space in the five-story
building. This project is LEED Gold Certified.

New 12-story, 450,000 sf mixed use residential building.
Building consisted of 36,000 sf of retail space in the
basement and first floor, 60,000 sf of parking on the 2nd
and 3rd floors for 160 cars, 18,000 sf of common areas and
amenity spaces such as lobby, management offices, yoga,
fitness, club room, lounge, and 320 residential units on the
upper floors. Project was designed to be LEED certifiable and
comply with the stretch energy code.

Dorian joined R.W. Sullivan Engineering in 2009 preceded
by over 12 years of experience in HVAC, Plumbing, and Fire
Protection engineering design. His experience has been in
the roles of both a Project Engineer and Project Manager.
He has been responsible for overseeing and designing MEP
systems for numerous academic, medical, commercial,
and large residential projects. Mr. Alba is dedicated to
sustainable design and has led the MEP engineering design
teams for several LEED projects.
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220 CENTRAL PARK SOUTH
NEW YORK, NY

DeSimone Consulting Engineers provides world class
structural engineering services to architects, owners and
developers. They design some of the most challenging
projects in the world’s most competitive markets.
Founded in New York City in 1969, DeSimone has grown
to have nine offices worldwide. Located in New York,
Miami, San Francisco, New Haven, Las Vegas, Boston,
Hong Kong, Abu Dhabi, and Medellin, their offices are
organized to support our clients around the globe. To
date, we have designed projects throughout the United
States and 18 countries.
The firm’s breadth and diversity are key strengths that
have positioned them to best serve their client needs.
DeSimone performs structural analysis and design for all
types of buildings at all project phases.
DeSimone Consulting Engineers is known for creative
thinking, for producing extremely efficient designs,
and for outright innovation. They combine cuttingedge technology with seasoned experience to provide
professional services unmatched in the industry.
Their approach is process driven, utilizing an open office,
collaborative design environment. Communication and
responsiveness are key strengths that facilitate their
commitment to exceptional service and engender the
creation of a better-built environment.
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DATING BACK TO 1980,
DESIMONE HAS BEEN
COMMITTED TO UTILIZING
THEIR WORLD-RENOWNED
EXPERTISE TO PROVIDE THE
SAME CUTTING-EDGE SERVICES
TO CLIENTS IN THE REGION.

KEY LEADERSHIP

Stephen Desimone
PE, LEED AP

President / Chief Executive
Stephen joined the firm in 1988 and currently holds the position
of President / Chief Executive. During his career, Stephen has
specialized in computer modeling of complex formed structures.

MILLENNIUM TOWER BOSTON

50 WEST

100 EAST 53RD STREET

BOSTON, MA

NEW YORK, NY

NEW YORK, NY

CLIENT REFERENCE

VALUE

Jonathan Rothstein –
JRothstein@millenniumptrs.com

$630,000,000

YEAR COMPLETED

1,048,382 sf

SIZE

CLIENT REFERENCE

VALUE

Robert Singer –
RSinger@timeequities.com

$500,000,000

ANTICIPATED COMPLETED

500,000 sf

SIZE

CLIENT REFERENCE

VALUE

Charles Rosemarino –
CRosemarino@rfrrealty.com

$250,000,000

YEAR COMPLETED

330,000 sf

SIZE

2016

2016

2015

The project at One Franklin Street involves the construction
of a new residential tower and the renovation of the historic
Filene’s Department Store designed by Daniel Burnham.
The new 685' (roof at 646'11") will house condominium
units in 60 stories and will be 1,048,382 sf including three
below-grade levels. It will include nearly 500 luxury
condominiums, all of which will range from one- to threebedrooms, as well as up to 190,000 square feet of retail.
The adjacent Burnham Building will be renovated and
a connecting atrium will be created between the two
buildings. When completed, Millennium Boston will be
Boston’s fourth tallest building.

Located on West Street between Joseph P. Ward and
Rector Streets in lower Manhattan, this new $600 million,
64-story, 780 foot tall tower is expected to contain
approximately 500,000 GSF. The building will house 280
residential units, 155 hospitality guest rooms, two levels of
parking, lobby amenity areas and a green roof. A pedestrian
bridge will span West Street, linking the building to the
southern part of Wall Street. The design incorporates a
fluid viscous damper to control movement. The project
anticipates achieving LEED — Gold Certification.

100 East 53rd Street is a $250 million, 62-story luxury
condominium tower located in midtown Manhattan at the
corner of Lexington Avenue and 53rd Street. The 330,000 sf
building contains three below-grade levels, a ten-story tower
located at the east end of the site, and a 62-story tower
covering the west side of the site. The building contains luxury
condominiums, a restaurant, and various amenities including
a pool and roof deck.
Limited to only a 4,000 sf tower footprint, the building rises
711 feet, giving the structure a very slender aspect ratio of 16:1.
To overcome this challenge, the structure primarily consists of
a rigid central core with only eight perimeter columns in the
tower. Belt trusses at the two intermediate mechanical floors
and a hat truss at the roof help control the building’s lateral
movements. In addition, a two-story rigid link is located at the
top podium level, thereby reducing the effective cantilever
length of the tower. A 450-ton tuned mass damper is also
utilized to control the building’s lateral response. Construction
planning required extensive, complex land-use agreements
with adjacent property owners to ensure the new building
would have minimal impact on the surrounding properties.

For this project, Stephen has developed several techniques
that enable complex surface information to be migrated from
one computer application to another. Other areas of expertise
include wind engineering, the use of composite systems and the
design of high-rise concrete structures.
Throughout his tenure, Stephen has focused on the design of
residential and high-rise projects including 220 Central Park
South (a 950-ft, 65-story residential tower in New York City);
400 Park Avenue South (a 475,000 sf, 510-ft tall, 41-story
residential tower in Manhattan) and Millennium Tower Boston
(a 1,048,382 sf, 685-ft, 60-story residential tower in Boston,
Massachusetts).
Mr. DeSimone received a Bachelor of Civil Engineering
from Manhattan College and his Master of Science in Civil
Engineering from Columbia University.

Jarret Johnson
PE

Associate Principal
Jerret joined DeSimone in 2004 and is currently an Associate
Principal in the Boston office. He began his career in the New
York office, where he established himself as a technical leader
and a mentor while managing a wide variety of some of the
offices most challenging projects.
Through his time at DeSimone he has specialized in new
construction, specifically high-rise residential, institutional,
educational and hospitality projects throughout the North East
region, as well as other large-scale projects throughout the US
and Middle East / Asia.
In addition to Jarret’s project roles, he has been instrumental
in the firm’s adoption and implementation of BIM. He has
completed several challenging projects using Revit for
coordination and production .
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CLIPPERSHIP WHARF
BOSTON, MA

Howard Stein Hudson (HSH) provides traffic engineering,
transportation planning, civil engineering, and public
involvement / strategic planning for municipalities
and other public agencies, institutions, design and
construction firms, developers, corporations, law firms,
and environmental consultants. HSH takes a creative and
collaborative approach with clients, relying on sound
technical, planning, and engineering expertise and
combining it with knowledge of community / stakeholder
issues and needs. HSH staff understands the often
contrasting and complex needs of all parties involved in a
project and offer creative problem-solving and innovative
options to build consensus.
HSH’s multi-disciplinary staff works seamlessly with
project teams from conceptual design, environmental
permitting, and through construction, providing keen
insight into a project’s transportation and site-civil
issues and creatively developing mitigation for project
impacts. HSH is also adept at managing large, multidisciplinary teams that require extensive coordination
with government entities, abutters, neighborhoods,
communities, and other stakeholders.
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HSH offers a well-rounded team of individuals who have
exceptional knowledge and experience, and whose
technical expertise complements that of the other team
members. As with all of its projects, HSH will make the
most appropriate staff available to accommodate not
only the traffic study and site design, but also any site
visits and evening meetings. In particular for this work
effort, HSH has extensive experience in developing the
transportation and infrastructure sections of the City
of Boston’s Article 80 and MEPA impact studies. The
key staff members who will be working on this project
are those who are the best versed in every Boston
neighborhood.

KEY LEADERSHIP

Hilary Holmes
PE, LEED AP BD+C,
Senior Civil Engineer
Hilary is a Civil Engineer with over ten years of professional
experience in the environmental and civil engineering
consulting industry. She has worked on various institutional,
commercial, industrial, residential, and recreational
projects. Areas of specialization include storm water
management, erosion, and sedimentation control,
and land development design.

GOVERNMENT CENTER GARAGE
REDEVELOPMENT

MILLENNIUM TOWER AND
BURNHAM BUILDING

BOSTON, MA

BOSTON, MA

HSH is developing the transportation components of the
City of Boston’s Article 80 Large Project review and
the Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act (MEPA) review
for a proposed 3.4 million sf, mixed-use redevelopment of
the Government Center Garage. The redevelopment of the
approximate 5 acre site in the heart of downtown Boston
includes demolition of a portion of the existing 2,300-car
garage that spans Congress Street with a mix of office,
residential, retail, and hotel uses.

HSH is the transportation planning and traffic engineering
consultant for the design, permitting, and construction of
Millennium Partners’ Millennium Tower-Burnham Building
in Boston’s Downtown Crossing. At 1.2 million square feet,
this mixed-use project will include a new 625-foot tower
and rehabilitation of the historic Burnham Building, formerly
the Filene’s building, to provide retail space, office space,
residential units, and a parking garage. The Project includes
a new Shopper’s Park at the intersection of Washington
Street and Franklin Street and significant public realm
improvements adjacent to and around the site, vastly
improving the look and feel of Downtown Crossing. HSH
assisted the Project Team with resolving issues related
to parking management, loading and building servicing,
pedestrian accommodations, traffic circulation, and
maintenance of traffic and pedestrian safety during
construction. HSH has been developing conceptual
designs for roadway, sidewalk, and bicycle accommodation
improvements to Franklin Street between Devonshire
and Hawley Streets.

Site design issues are complicated by the site’s location
above the MBTA’s Haymarket transit and bus stations.
Primary issues of the redevelopment effort include
traffic impacts, parking supply and demand, loss of
on-site commercial parking, transit impacts, pedestrian
accommodations, and building loading and servicing.
HSH assisted the project team in conceptual and
schematic design efforts, which include site circulation
and access, loading dock design, and roadway, sidewalk
and streetscape improvements to Complete Streets
guidelines and standards.

SEAPORT SQUARE
BOSTON, MA

Richard Latini
PE, LEED Green Associate,
Associate Manager of Civil Engineering

HSH served, and is continuing to assist throughout
construction, as the lead transportation planning, traffic
engineering, and parking consultant for Seaport Square,
the largest urban redevelopment project in New England.
When completed, this 6.5 million square foot mixed-use
development will transform approximately 23 acres of
undeveloped land in South Boston, also known as the
South Boston Waterfront, into the hottest new destination in
the city for world class office and research space, residences,
retail shops, restaurants, hotels, and cultural institutions.
HSH worked with the Project Team in developing the
transportation planning and traffic engineering services
for various permitting needs. As part of this effort,
HSH conducted a comprehensive study of transportation
impacts at over twenty-five intersections. HSH assisted
the Project Team in the determination of overall public
realm improvements as part of the Project’s mitigation
commitments. Seaport Square is viewed as one of Boston’s
most desirable new neighborhoods.

A Senior Civil Engineer with more than 20 years of
experience, Rick’s portfolio includes a rich diversity of
private development projects such as commercial office,
hotel, residential, mixed-use, institutional, and industrial
developments, as well as public projects. Rick has
established strong working relationships with his public
sector clients, particularly with City of Boston departments
and the Massachusetts Department of Transportation
(MassDOT). His site development knowledge includes
sustainable site design, stormwater management, roadway
design, and construction administration. Rick is also familiar
with local, state, and federal permitting and has presented
at community meeting, boards, and commissions.
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Epsilon Associates, Inc. specializes in securing environmental approvals for infrastructure,
real estate, and energy projects for public and private sector clients. Epsilon’s planning,
environmental and historic experts provide the expertise and clarity to successfully guide
development projects through regulatory processes.
Epsilon’s environmental planning staff are experts on the environmental permitting process.
Working on real estate, institutional, and waterfront development projects providing
clients with the knowledge, efficiency and familiarity with the issues and expectations
required before, during and after construction of a project. Epsilon has provided regulatory

permitting consulting services, including Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA) and
Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act (MEPA) review services for numerous projects
within the City of Boston.

Margaret Briggs

Epsilon’s planners, engineers, and environmental scientists provide clients with technical
excellence in a full range of technical and regulatory services, including environmental
permitting such as MEPA and NEPA, Chapter 91, wetland delineation, historic preservation,
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Section 10 / 404 Permit, Section 401 Water Quality
Certification, noise impact analysis, and air quality impact analysis.

Ms. Briggs has an extensive track record of successfully
assisting clients through the complex regulatory process
associated with development, institutional, infrastructure
and energy facility projects. She has played a major role
in countless Massachusetts Environmental Protection
Act (MEPA), Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA),
and National Environmental Protection Agency (NEPA)
permitting efforts over the past 25 years. She regularly
collaborates with lawyers, project proponents,
and regulatory agencies in strategic discussions of
permitting, and project planning. She has developed
streamlined permitting processes for numerous projects.

Managing Principal

In 1997, Ms. Briggs was appointed to the 21 member MEPA
Regulations Working Group. This group was selected from
top industry professionals and agency representatives
in Massachusetts to revisit and, as necessary, revise the
MEPA Regulations. In 2002, Ms. Briggs was elected to
the Board of Selectmen in Concord, MA, and was
re-elected in 2005. She is a Corporator of the Middlesex
Savings Bank. In 2011 she was elected as the Chairman
of the Board of Directors of the Environmental Business
Council of New England. She serves on the Board of
Directors of the Boston Harbor Island Alliance.

THE HUB ON CAUSEWAY

45 STUART STREET

NASHUA STREET RESIDENCES

BOSTON, MA

BOSTON, MA

BOSTON, MA

Located on the old Boston Garden site along Causeway Street,
the Hub on Causeway, is a mixed-use development that will
include more than 1.5 million square feet of retail shops,
restaurants, offices, a hotel, and residences, as well as an
expansion of the TD Garden and transit improvements to
North Station.

Avalon Bay’s proposed 45 Stuart Street Residences
includes the construction of a new 29-story residential
building on a site where Boston’s Downtown, Chinatown,
and Theater District neighborhoods come together.
The new approximately 390,000 sf building replaces an
existing surface parking lot and will house approximately
404 residential units on the upper 22 floors and include
parking spaces on the lower levels.

The Nashua Street Residences Project is a proposed
high-rise residential building located on an air rights parcel
on Nashua Street adjacent to the TD Garden / North Station,
the O’Neill Federal Building and property of the Massachusetts
General Hospital. Avalon Bay’s $500 million, 636,000 sf
project will be 415-feet tall with 38 stories of residential
housing over a four-level, above-grade parking structure.

Epsilon provided environmental consulting services to the
project developers – Delaware North and Boston Properties.
This included leading the preparation of the Expanded Project
Notification Form and Supplemental Information Document for
submittal to the Boston Redevelopment Authority, as well as an
Environmental Notification Form, Draft Environmental Impact
Report and Final Environmental Impact Report in compliance
with the Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act. Epsilon also
provided historic consulting services, coordinating the review
of the project by the Massachusetts Historical Commission.
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Epsilon prepared the Expanded Project Notification Form
and the Notice of Project Change for submittal to the
Boston Redevelopment Authority. Epsilon also provided
historic consulting services, coordinating the review of the
project by the Massachusetts Historical Commission and
the Boston Landmarks Commission.

Epsilon prepared the Notice of Project Change for
submittal to the Boston Redevelopment Authority.
In addition, Epsilon led the preparation of the Notice of
Project Change in compliance with the Massachusetts
Environmental Policy Act.

Geoffrey Starsiak
Senior Consultant

Mr. Starsiak is a project manager with more than 10 years
of experience conducting environmental analyses and
permitting. He works closely with project teams to develop
expeditious and effective permitting strategies and to
prepare environmental regulatory documentation —
including Project Notification Forms (PNFs), Project Impact
Reports (PIRs), Institutional Master Plan Notification Forms
(IMPNFs), Institutional Master Plans (IMPs), Environmental
Notification Forms (ENFs), Environmental Impact Reports
(EIRs) and Environmental Assessments — in compliance
with Article 80 of the Boston Zoning Code as administered
by the Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA),
the Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act (MEPA) and
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). In addition,
he provides consulting services related to Article 37 of
the Boston Zoning Code, including its Green Building
and Climate Change resilience requirements for projects
subject to Article 80. He has managed or is managing the
environmental review process for more than ten million
square feet of development in Boston.

ADDITIONAL CONSULTANTS
MONTAGE
– FURNITURE, FIXTURES & EQUIPMENT (FF&E)

KATE GILBERT
– ARTS CONSULTANT

SHARON LOEWENTHAL
– DEVELOPMENT CONSULTANT

(Woman Owned Business)

(Woman Owned Business)

(Woman Owned Business)

Montage was founded in 1959 By Albert W. Sylvester and Howell A. Bates
(father to Christopher F. Bates, current co-owner) to provide furniture, fabrics
and lighting to the design trade. Montage relocated to 420 Boylston Street in
1963 where it maintained a high profile showroom designed by the New York
design firm of Kiviat / Rappaport.

Kate Gilbert is an artist and activist deeply committed to supporting the arts as a
catalyst for transformation – of our cities, our relationships, and ourselves.
In her artwork, curatorial projects and public art organization she strives
to facilitate joy and spontaneity and to help propel public appreciation of
contemporary art practices. Kate’s 20 year administrative experience with Boston
arts and design organizations culminated in the development of the Greenway’s
public art strategy. She is now parlaying that experience into Now and There,
the reinvigoration of Urban Arts. Now and There is dedicated to delivering
impactful temporary public art projects in Greater Boston.

Sharon Loewenthal began consulting in 1985 to provide private, public, and
non-profit clients with a broad range of professional services essential to the
successful completion of housing and commercial real estate ventures.
She has assisted in the development of thousands of newly constructed and
renovated housing units, as well as commercial and retail space. Residential
developments have included conventional apartments, single family homes,
condominiums, and cooperatives, which house special needs, AIDS, homeless,
elderly, artist, low and moderate income, and market rate renters and buyers.
Commercial and retail developments have centered on the redevelopment of
buildings in older urban commercial districts and technical assistance to small
businesses. Comprehensive services are currently offered in the areas of site
acquisition, market research, feasibility analysis, mortgage underwriting, grant
procurement, proforma preparation, project and construction management,
fiscal impact studies, refinancing options, retail and commercial leasing, small
business plans, and tax syndication analysis.

In 1985 Montage was proud to become one of the charter tenants in the new
Boston Design Center. In November of 2002 after a five-year search for the
perfect location Montage opened its Flagship Store at 75 Arlington Street in
Boston’s fashionable Back Bay, the former home of Paine’s Furniture – the original
grand dame of furniture in Boston.
Originally conceived to introduce the finest in contemporary furniture from Europe
to the Boston design community, Montage’s list of furniture manufacturers reads
like a who’s who of the design world: Acerbis, Alias, B&B Italia, Cassina, DeSede,
Fiam Italia, Matteo Grassi and Poltrona Frau are but a few of the prestigious
companies Montage is proud to partner with in New England.
Montage also has provided opportunities for talented new furniture designers.
One such designer is Massachusetts-born, and San Francisco based
Marc Desplaines, whose hand crafted Antoine Proulx furnishings have been
featured prominently at Montage.
Montage remains a family-run business to this day with Howell’s son
Christopher Bates and his business partner Elizabeth Cingari as co-owners.
Christopher’s son Erik, who has joined the team to manage customer service and
oversee the traffic department, represents the third generation.
As Montage approaches 50 years of sales and service to discriminating
New Englanders, they still remain true to our founding principals: offer the highest
possible level of products and service that are available in the design world.

SELECTED SOLO EXHIBITIONS
• Alone Together, Artist Studio Building, Boston Center for the Arts, Boston, MA
• HIDE:SEEK, Carroll and Sons, Boston, MA
• Synapse, 35 Channel Center, Boston, MA
• Deciphering the Divine, Gallery at Fort Point Framers, Boston, MA
• Something’s Gotta Stick, The Artists Foundation, Boston, MA
• In and Out, Stankowicz Gallery, Boston Architectural Center, Boston, MA
SELECTED EXHIBITIONS
• On the Line, Spoke Gallery, Boston, MA
• Interdependence (with Abigail Anne Newbold curated by Mary M. Tinti),
• Manwaring, Gallery 66 and JTC Gallery at Connecticut College
• Nostalgia, Atlantic Wharf Gallery, Boston, MA
• WIT, School of Museum of Fine Arts Mission Hill Gallery
• Better Living Through Levity, installation at Fort Point Open Studios, Boston, MA
• Tales from a Test Tube, Warner Babcock Institute of Green Chemistry,
Wilmington, MA

A successful real estate development starts with a well-planned and designed
concept. This concept becomes a reality only through the coordinated efforts of
the members of a development team. As a consultant,
Sharon Loewenthal offers an understanding of all aspects of the real estate
development process. She has served not only as a mortgage underwriter and
market researcher for private developers, but also as a full service developer
for a variety of non-profit clients. Her skills bridge the
gap between the concept and a reality which meets
the needs of the client, the market, and the community.
She provides a cost-effective way to bring professional real estate skills and
coordination to the development process. She specializes in the intricacies and
constraints of both public and private regulatory and financing agencies. As a
consultant, she strives to create a cooperative environment among development
team members, a smooth transition from planning to construction completion
and occupancy, and cost conscious financial solutions which meet the client’s
needs in a timely manner.
Sharon Loewenthal has had over 35 years of experience in the planning,
financing, and construction of real estate developments. She became a
consultant after having held positions of increasing responsibility in both the
public and private sectors related to the development of affordable housing and
inner city commercial developments.
As Assistant Director of Development for the City of Boston in the early 80’s, she
created financing programs which are still used today to assist public and private
developers with their inner city ventures. As a development consultant,
she has continued her efforts in the formulation of innovative solutions to the
problems and obstacles encountered by real estate ventures.
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CITY OF CAMBRIDGE | Office of the Mayor

April 18, 2016

April 8, 2016

April 13, 2016
To Whom It May Concern:

To Whom It May Concern:
I write this recommendation with high praise for the Perkins Eastman team, who are the architects
for the recently completed Dr. Martin Luther King School Construction Project in Cambridge,
Massachusetts.
As Mayor and as a Cambridge resident, I have been very impressed with their performance and
the outcomes of the project. The highly sustainable new building has, since its opening last December,
become the pride of the community. The light-filled classrooms and hallways allow for students and
teachers alike to do their very best collaborating, learning, and teaching while being a welcoming
neighborhood center for after-school programs and activities.
When a new building is built, it is important that it fit comfortably within its neighborhood. The
Perkins Eastman team worked collaboratively with the City, the Cambridge Public Schools, the
Department of Human Services, and the neighbors to create a beautiful building that does just that. The
City could not be more pleased with their efforts and certainly welcome future collaborations with the
Perkins Eastman team. Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

___________________________

Mayor E. Denise Simmons

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(617) 349-4321

I write this letter of reference on behalf of Andrew J. Copelotti of Eagle Development
Partners. As a community member of the BRA’s Impact Advisory Committee appointed
to review the Equity Residential Garden Garage Project, I had occasion to observe his
work first-hand over a multi-year period and to collaborate with him on project
mitigation as a board member of the adjacent residential property, West End Place. It
was due to this collaboration and the community benefits emerging therefrom that the
two abutters to the project strongly supported it and urged approval by the Boston
Redevelopment Authority even though other voices in the West End expressed
opposition to height, density, and traffic implications. Throughout the long process,
Andrew Copelotti along with his Equity counterpart were persistent leaders of a complex,
mixed-use development project that ultimately won BRA approval.

To Whom it May Concern:

Canderel in its various capacities as builder and developer has had the pleasure of working with
Barry Graziani, Principal at Graziani + Corazza Architects for more than 20 years.
Canderel has been known to push the envelope and as a result, the owners have always been
careful to engage an architectural firm that was up to the challenge and willing and able to think
creatively.
Barry and his team have been Canderel’s first choice as architect on important projects such as the
51-storey Residences of College Park Phase 1 (built in 2006) and the 45-storey Residences of
College Park Phase 2 (built in 2007).
When Canderel started developing the property for the landmark 80-storey Aura tower, there was
little doubt which architect would be engaged on the project. The complexity of the project, and the
logistical challenges of designing and building Aura were not daunting to Barry and his team and
the documents produced for construction were excellent.

Mr. Copelotti brought to this project many qualities that contributed to its success.
Foremost, he was the organized leader with detailed information at his reach, grasp of the
multiple components, and a capacity to see the full scope and potential of the project.
When the occasion called for presenting information, he could be articulate and
persuasive. When there was skepticism or controversy, he was a respectful listener and
balanced with his responses. He was confident in his work, productive in volume, and
effective in results.

Their ability to marry creativity with practicality sets them apart from their peers and is the primary
reason that they are brought in at the very early stages to help envision what a project may be.
This was exhibited most recently through the design of Canderel’s 66-storey YC Condominium
project and construction of this tower is currently underway.

As a former professor and dean of the graduate management division of Lesley
University with an acquired appreciation for talented managers, I would give Andrew
Copelotti high honors for what I have seen him accomplish. And to the above named
traits, I would add that his personality is admirably suited to the work his profession calls
upon him to perform. I would commend his superior execution of the stated mission of
his firm, Eagle Development Partners – the acquisition, development, and construction
management of high quality real estate assets.

Canderel is proud to have worked closely with the entire team at Graziani + Corazza and would
recommend their services without reservation.

G+C’s reputation in the construction industry is well known and their understanding of the
importance of good design and constructability is a testament to how important their designs and
solutions are to achieving efficiencies during execution on site.

Yours Truly,
CANDEREL

Sincerely,

CITY HALL, CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02139
FAX: (617) 349-4287
TTY/TDD: (617) 349-4242
EMAIL: dsimmons@cambridgema.gov

BEN ROGOWSKI
Executive Vice President

Dr. L. Denton Crews
150 Staniford Street, #331
Boston, MA 02114
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April 5, 2016
To Whom It May Concern:
It is with pleasure that I write this recommendation for the Perkins Eastman team that worked
with the City of Cambridge to plan, design and execute the recently completed Dr. Martin Luther
King School Construction Project.
The City of Cambridge has worked with the Perkins Eastman’s team for the past four and a half
years on this complex urban project. The resulting high performance building is creative,
practical and has exceeded expectations. Since the school opened in December of 2015, the
building has garnered high praise from the City, Cambridge Public Schools, Department of
Human Services, the neighborhood, and the learning community parents, students and staff.
Neighborhood engagement is most important to projects of this scale located in a congested
urban area. John Pears led the community outreach process. He is a rare combination of flexible
designer and active listener and was responsive to the requirements of the Owner while being
approachable and flexible to neighborhood concerns. John expeditiously guided the team
through the Special Permit Process and City Agency reviews by building consensus amidst the
myriad of disparate interests of numerous constituents.
The educational programming process was led by Sean O’Donnell who worked collaboratively
with Cambridge Public Schools and the Department of Human Services. CPS had just adopted a
new grade configuration of JK-5 elementary schools and 6-8 middle schools at the start of this
project. Sean’s broad knowledge of education was invaluable in creating the new middle school
program from scratch without benefit of middle school leadership which had not yet been hired.
Firm believers in the team concept, Perkins Eastman established a very collaborative working
relationship with the City’s project management team, the school department and the project
contractors, making this a very successful project. Alicia Caritano, the Project Manager, has
worked tirelessly to ensure the large team of consultants remain diligent and responsive in order
to maintain project budget while adhering to the schedule. As the project comes to a close,
Alicia continues to protect the City’s best interest and ensure that the project is completed
effectively and efficiently.
The project was also the first in the City to target Net Zero Energy (NZE). Project Architect
Jana Silsby and John Pears worked collaboratively to shape the design to be both energy efficient
and beautiful. Jana was instrumental in the NZE workshops and educating the City and CPS on
their role in saving energy. Her commitment to the project extended throughout design and
construction. Even after the project is occupied, Jana and team are still on-site helping to educate
the school staff and students about the unique features of this highly sustainable building. The
final project features a solar panel array that is estimated at providing 47% of the schools’
required energy with 65 geothermal wells that support the heating / cooling system. This project
has set a very high sustainable prototype for the rest of our schools.
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[t] TwiningProperties

April 20, 2016

31 March 2011

Boston Redevelopment Authority
One City Hall Square
Boston, MA 02201

Mr. Ori Ron
Managing Partner
Hudson Group North America LLC
441 Atlantic Avenue
Swampscott, MA 01907 USA

To Whom It May Concern:
I have had the pleasure of working with Kevin Deabler and his firm RODE Architects over the
past two years on two projects located on Brooklyn’s working waterfront. Kevin and his team are
highly responsive and communicative when it comes to engaging with their clients’ needs and
the City’s design review process. I have witnessed RODE's successful presentations to New
York City’s Public Design Commission (PDC); they were highly capable during the pre-filing
stages as well, quickly responding to questions and requests for information. Of additional note
was their rapid and successful response to the Commission’s feedback and requests for revisions,
which kept the review and approval process on schedule. They respected the urgency of the
Commission schedule and provided a complete and thorough review package.
As part of New York City’s effort to sustain and create economic stability in the industrial
waterfront, the Economic Development Corporation (EDC) has been engaging in long-term lease
arrangements with industrial clients in the historically 'working waterfront'. In the two projects I
reference above, both were complex industrial process facilities located in dense urban
neighborhoods. RODE was able to navigate these complex industrial designs through a process
that yielded to pedestrian, vehicular, environmental, and many other community concerns. They
brought an excitement and enthusiasm to this concept of a working neighborhood- enabling these
sites to fit in to the tight confines of Brooklyn’s Sunset Park and Park Slope environments. Their
designs embody the spirit of such engaged public-private partnerships.
It is with a high-level of confidence that I recommend RODE Architects for work that involves
similar engagement with the public and private entities. Thank your consideration.
Sincerely,
Gale Rothstein
VP, Director of Design Review/Interagency Engagement
Public Design Commission Liaison

RE:

535 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY
(212) 704-2025 tel
(212) 867-7127 fax
www.twiningproperties.com

Reference – Kevin Deabler, RODE Architects

Dear Mr. Ron,
This is a letter of reference to highly recommend Kevin Deabler and his firm, RODE Architects. I
understand you are considering engaging their services for delivering construction documents and
construction administration for a residential high-rise building in Boston. In my 30 years as a developer
including launching AvalonBay’s high-rise urban group in the mid 1990’s I have had the occasion to
work with many architects and construction managers. From this experience I can say, Kevin Deabler
brings that rare combination of intelligence, leadership, diplomacy, design and technical skills that are
critical to the successful completion of a complex urban apartment tower, on time and on budget.
I had the pleasure of working with Kevin over the three-year duration of the design and construction of
the Watermark Residences, while he was employed with CBT. Watermark is a 321 apartment, 23 story
high-rise in Cambridge, MA. As the Project Architect/ Project Manager, Kevin’s devotion to the project
was evident in his constant attention to the details that made Watermark one of the highest quality
apartment towers ever constructed in the Boston marketplace. He was well respected by my development
team and the Construction Manager alike.
Kevin’s breadth of experience was evident in his ability to take on and solve a diversity of complex
problems. This experience included his technical expertise with current materials and methods of
construction, code requirements, approvals and permitting, delivering thoroughly coordinated
construction documents, collaborating with builders and manufacturers to expedite the process and
identifying value engineering opportunities and solving difficult field issues.
Please feel free to contact me at (212) 704-2025 if you would like any additional information about Kevin
Deabler.
Sincerely,

New York City Economic Development Corporation

110 William Street, New York, NY 10038

Tel: 212.312.3707

Fax: 212.312.3911

Alex Twining
CEO
Twining Properties
AT:mc
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TECHNICAL
APPROACH

The Winthrop Square program is designed to capitalize on
the unprecedented opportunity to knit together disparate,
yet vital, places within our city. The Winthrop Square Garage
acts as an impediment to the vitality of the street frontage
along Devonshire and Federal Streets, and has prevented
the activation of Winthrop Square Park. The introduction
of an active and porous street frontage on both streets,
as well as a thoughtfully designed and programmed series
of internal pathways, will transform 115 Winthrop Square
into an actively used pedestrian corridor and a thriving
18-hour environment. Commercial Office and Residential
uses, both apartments and condominiums, support that
environment and are the economic drivers of the project.
These uses not only capitalize on Boston’s exceptional
demographic and economic profile but also will be the
engine that drives a unique and highly sustainable
urban ecosystem. Furthermore, these uses will be
instrumental in delivering the promise of the site and will
reflect a changing downtown dynamic and appetite for
innovative place making.
While the prospect of a tall, iconic tower at Winthrop Square
is an exciting proposition, the success of the proposal will
be determined on the ground. Our proposal embodies this
sentiment in every way and the various ground floor uses
speak to this unprecedented opportunity. The cultural, civic,
and retail uses, in concert with the Observation Deck,
will blend to provide a year-round hub of activity,
both passive and programmed, to unlock the potential of
the place. The ground floor and public realm uses break
down as follows:

CULTURAL PAVILION
The Cultural Pavilion will be the centerpiece of the
Winthrop Square public realm experience. Designed to be
an architectural icon in its own right, it is conceived as an
urban outpost for an established regional arts organization.
It will create the impetus for a collaboration that also
includes FPAC and the Lendlease / Hudson team to provide
access to artwork and programming within the pavilion and
throughout the site, including in the re-imagined Winthrop
Square Park. The planning of the Pavilion encompasses
the expansion of the public realm to both its second and
third floors, with a combination of retail and cultural uses
on the ground floor, a main gallery and event space on
the second level, and a third floor café and roof garden
which also supports the adjacent multi-level, shared office
amenity space via a bridge connection. Though rooted
in Winthrop Square and intertwined with the rest of the
ground floor elements, the Pavilion’s reach will extend to
Boston’s neighborhoods by embracing the arts and inviting
participation and interactivity from city residents.

THE EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE /
THE STEPS
Critical to the circulation and both passive and active uses,
are the steps which address Winthrop Square Park.
Rather than address the park with a building, the park is
confronted with a void that creates passive and active
opportunities as well as circulation to the upper level
public realm. With the adoption of the park, both physically
and through the language of the ground plane,
the Winthrop Square public realm is expanded both
vertically and horizontally, embracing multiple connections
across and within the site. From a programming perspective,
the steps sponsor activity above and below, with the
Experimental Theater offering a focal point and gathering
place that supports year-round cultural, civic and innovation
uses on the site and beyond.

WINTHROP SQUARE PARK
Our proposal seeks to adopt and enhance Winthrop
Square Park. While outside the built program, the park will
comprise an important part of the continuum of civic and
cultural uses across the site. We propose to re-design the
park to become a model for three season programming and a
magnet for events, performances, and an alternative passive
recreation venue that complements other area resources.

RETAIL
Our approach to retail relies on a diversity of sizes that will
accommodate users as small as 150 square feet and up.
Lowering the barriers to entry for local and independent
operators will ensure we attract diverse businesses at all
different lifecycle stages. The key to a successful ground
floor is a highly curated retail experience – one that relies not
just on commerce, but changing events and complementary
cultural resources to activate the public realm.

COMMERCIAL USES
COMMERCIAL OFFICE
The office space at Winthrop Square will be part of
a new generation of advanced office environments.
Highly differentiated from Boston’s existing Class A
office stock, it will be characterized by open floor plates
and cutting edge commitments to sustainability and
human comfort. In working with WeWork as a potential
signature tenant, the focus of the office will be on heavily
amenitized and highly collaborative environments, catering to
individuals and businesses in all stages of development.
For today’s commercial tenants, the focus is no longer on
renting bricks and mortar. It’s about solutions that deliver on
talent recruitment, retention and collaboration. These are
the tools that will drive innovation at Winthrop Square.

RESIDENTIAL USES
MULTI-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL AND CONDOMINIUM
Winthrop Crossing will feature a significant residential
commitment that includes both rental and condominium
components. Today’s renters and homeowners are interested
in culturally unique environments that promote a sense
of community, deliver thoughtful design, and offer services
and amenities that support a busy urban lifestyle.
Boston’s downtown residential renaissance has touched the
financial district in a modest way, mostly because of the
scarcity of sites. Because of its proximity to transit, parks,
and authentic and changing downtown neighborhoods,
Winthrop Crossing offers an exciting take on
downtown living.
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

IT’S ABOUT PEOPLE
115 Winthrop Square will be developed as a model for
sustainable design. Delivering a LEED Platinum building
is technically feasible, and our team has developed a
thoughtful approach to the systems and initiatives that are
required to achieve this. But this effort is more than just a
scorecard and an engineering solution.

To deliver value and prosperity in the places we create
requires focus on what matters along our entire value
chain, to our stakeholders. We have created a Sustainability
Framework, with 12 elements, to describe where we will
focus our efforts on the Winthrop Square project.
The framework has long-term aspirations, with specific
near-term goals for three elements – energy, water,
and waste – where we want to lead performance.

The sustainable aspirations of the City of Boston for
Winthrop Square create a unique alignment of interests
with Lendlease’s longstanding commitments to delivering
sustainable outcomes. The real opportunity is to create
a better future for Boston – to allow its people and
communities to prosper – this is the reason we do what
we do. For individuals and businesses, it requires a
commitment to shared interests and values – shared
opportunity, shared responsibility and shared prosperity.
The opportunity is to create a ‘community of interest’
between stakeholders, employees, customers and the
broader community. In the end, it’s about people!

In the end, it’s places that we create. Places where people
live, learn, work, play, heal, travel and above all, connect.
We see the potential for Financial District to become a truly
mixed-use neighborhood, where employees linger before
and after work, thousands of residents make their homes,
and energy is continuously infused by visitors from near
and far. The Winthrop Square site has the potential to unlock
some impactful public realm interventions and lead the way
for sustainability and innovation for the City of Boston and
the region.

Our vision of creating the best places is underpinned by a
long and proud history of delivering sustainable solutions,
and an approach where environmental and social outcomes
are given equal priority to economic ones. It allows us
to create places where people want to be, places that
contribute to communities, and places that are productive
and valued by all involved.

In a rapidly changing world facing significant global-scale
challenges such as rapid urbanization, climate change,
resource constraints and an aging population, we need to
take a restorative approach where we give back more than
we take out. This rings true in our rapidly changing city now
more than ever.

This is who we are and what we stand for.

Sustainability is about meeting people’s needs for the future
and our mission at Winthrop Square is to be sustaining,
not just sustainable. That mission runs squarely through the
City’s and our mutual aspiration of a model for sustainable
development at Winthrop Square.

WE KNOW THE TOOLS TO GET US THERE…
ENERGY
•
•
•
•
•

Energy Efficient Design
Renewable Energy
District Energy System
Energy Metering
Public Domain PV lighting
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DOCUMENT TITLE HERE

WASTE
• Construction Waste Reduction
• Operating Waste Reduction

SECTION TITLE HERE

HEALTH & WELLBEING
• Safety
• CPTED Strategies
• Health & Wellbeing
Programs & Amenities
• Use of Non Toxic Materials
• Health Building Design
• Operating Waste Reduction

DIVERSITY & INCLUSION
•
•
•
•
•

Affordable Housing
Cultural & Heritage Strategies
Accessibility Strategies
Public Art
Job Training

WE HAVE THE KNOWLEDGE & EXPERIENCE TO MAKE WINTHROP SQUARE HAPPEN

OUR PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS SUPPORT OUR MISSION BOTH GLOBALLY & LOCALLY

United States Green Building Council (USGBC)
• Global integration of ratings
• Learning and development programs
• Public relations support
WELL (Focused On Healthy Buildings)

IN THE AMERICAS, LENDLEASE HAS:

• WELL Accredited Professional Task Force
• Global agreement
• Aligns with our health and well-being aspiration

382 76

1450+ 5

GREEN
PROFESSIONALS

LEED PROJECTS
DELIVERED

RESILIENCE & ADAPTATION
• Climate Change Resilience
• Embodies Carbon Reduction
• Building Carbon Emission
Reductions
• Sustainable Transportation
Strategies
• Severe Weather & Disaster
Preparedness

ACTIVE LEED
PROJECTS

INNOVATION
• Innovation Strategies in Both the
Hardware & Software Delivery of
Building & Placemaking

Water Efficient Design
Water Metering
Sewage & Greywater Treatment
Non Potable Water Use for
Irrigation
• Stormwater Treatment

• Responsible use of land
• Creating and sustaining
thriving communities worldwide

NEIGHBORHOOD
DEVELOPMENT
PROJECTS

WATER
•
•
•
•

Urban Land Institute (ULI)

MATERIALS & CHAIN
•
•
•
•
•

Use of FSC Wood
Buying Local
Recycled Materials
Rapid Renewable Materials
Supply Chain Management

NATURE
•
•
•
•

Biodiversity Enhancement
Tree Planting
Native & Adapted Planting
Green Roofs, Walls,
& Vegetable Gardens
• Biophilic Design
• Natural Habitat & Shoreline
Enhancement
• Light Pollution Reduction

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

TRAINING & EMPLOYMENT

• Community & Stakeholder Plans
& Strategies
• Community Facilities & Amenities
• Community Programming &
Events
• Visible Integrated Sustainability
Strategies

• Training & Job Creation Programs:
Minority, Women, Youth at Risk,
etc.
• Sustainability Training Programs

RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT
• Green Building Rating
Certification
• Meeting Financial Targets

Technical Approach
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BARANGAROO SOUTH
Sydney, Australia
AVOID Water use by replacing cooling towers with harbor water heat rejection.
REDUCE Water use by efficient design combined with education and behavioral initiatives.
REUSE Rainwater capture and reuse.
RECYCLE Backwater treatment plant supplying recycled water to the site.
EXPORT Recycled water export greater than precinct potable use.
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
Discovery is the first step in or process for all of our projects.
We have studied the Boston area’s socio-economic data,
provided by the Hornery Institute’s City on a Page,
the following areas show challenges that Lendlease impact
utilizing our social sustainability / community engagement
processes. We have used this process for East Boston
on our Clippership Project. This project represents an
opportunity for Lendlease to create the best places with
an outcome that has a sense of purpose of place and a
sustainable future.

LEADING WITH ENGAGEMENT
PROCESS-COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT

01
02
03
04
05

DISCOVERY
PLANNING
RELATIONSHIP BUILDING
IMPLEMENTATION
REVIEW AND SHARE
Technical Approach
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CLIPPERSHIP WHARF
• Promoting health and wellbeing through
ACTIVE community engagement
• Partnering with local youth outreach groups
(Zumix, YMCA)
• Partnering with Harbor Arts to enhance
public art program (featuring local artists)
as well as ongoing curatorial role for gallery
space onsite.

SUSTAINABLE BUILDINGS
Lendlease works to create buildings and environments
that give back as much as we take from the environment.
To do this, we introduce smart systems into buildings.
On our Barangaroo Development in Sydney, we have the
ability to provide water to the neighboring community that
is collected on our sites and is suitable for Cooling Tower
Make-up, landscaping and toilets. The Teams’ approach
to sustainable building design is about building toward
a healthy, regenerative built environment. This is a bit of
poetry, a bit of science, and it is good business. It is about
leadership by example.

OBSERVATION DECK
ENERGY IN ACTION (EDUCATION)
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The wide-ranging expertise we have assembled on our team
provides us with deep insight into building energy and water
use efficiency, materials and indoor environmental quality.
Our experience includes hundreds of new construction and
renovation projects consisting of various levels of scale
and complexity. As a team we have developed a
collaborative culture that provides us the ability to work
effectively on complex projects.

The Sustainable design principals we embrace seek to:
• Optimize site potential
• Protect and conserve water
• Minimize non-renewable energy consumption
• Enhance indoor environmental quality
• Use environmentally preferred products
• Optimize operational and maintenance practices
• Increase nature inside and out
• Create healthy spaces

LEED Score

8308 WINTHROP SQUARE

LEED CREDIT CALCULATION

Proposed LEED Score

INTEGRATED DESIGN APPROACH
To successfully embed our framework, an integrated design
approach ensures that sustainable design concepts are
integrated into all aspects of a project design. It is also the
best way to meet the challenges associated with
the development and construction of a new building,
including initial capital costs, long-term operating costs,
flexibility, and recruitment and retention of employees.
This is where real value is achieved and where the synergies
between seemingly small design issues can add up to
substantial savings, in both capital cost and operational cost.
For organizations desiring to create a sustainable building
that maximizes efficiency and functional and aesthetic
excellence while minimizing environmental impact,
an integrated design approach is indispensable. Only by
bringing all stakeholders into the process at the outset,
including the construction manager, engineers,
and commissioning agents, can a project achieve the
communication, collaboration, and synergy necessary
to hone a design to its optimal form and substance.
Integrated design is a very different way of doing things,
and it requires that team members change their mindset.
This mental and procedural shift is an approach that considers
and balances the following eight design objectives:
Accessible: Building elements address the
specific needs of disabled people.
Aesthetics: The physical appearance and
image of building elements and spaces
Cost-Effective: Select building elements
on the basis of life-cycle costs.
Functional / Operational: System performance,
durability and maintenance is considered.
Productive: Occupants’ well-being – physical
and psychological comfort is addressed.
Secure / Safe: Protection of occupants and assets
from man-made and natural hazards is provided.

Making clear and effective decisions early on reduces
the overall project cost, because the team naturally
value-engineers the bad ideas out and brings value-added
judgment to every detail. Experience tells us that with this
type of intense dialogue and scrutiny around so many design
decisions, change orders during construction are reduced,
because the team is so familiar with the project’s every detail.
This in turn can make the construction process much more
smooth, efficient, and productive.
At heart, successful integrated design collaborations are
formed on a foundation of trust that inspires open dialogue
and collegial, interdisciplinary communications. In short,
the integrated design process reflects an active learningenvironment culture. As the integrated design team works
together toward a common goal, team members find
themselves caring intensely about achieving the project’s
shared vision. The overall experience of multidisciplinary
teamwork and project management becomes one of mutual
respect that supports the needs of all team members.

Certified

Silver

94

Gold

Site
Selection

24

Water
Efficiency

8

24
8

Indoor Environmental
Quality

2

2

Energy
and Atmosphere
Materials
and Resources

Platinum

3

9

6
13

2

6

Innovation

4

Recommendation
High

Medium

Low

Not Possible

USGBC LEED PLATINUM CERTIFICATION

SUSTAINABLE SITES

STORMWATER DESIGN

Today there is a tendency to equate energy and water use
efficiency and sustainability with the U.S. Green Building
Council’s Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED®) rating system. LEED was created to define green
design by establishing a national standard of measurement
that recognizes achievement in integrated, whole-building
design practices by calculating performance points in
five categories. The goal of this project is to achieve the
highest level of certification, Platinum.

Sustainable site strategies benefit a project in a variety of
ways including the preservation of open green spaces and
undeveloped project sites, and the incorporation of natural
drainage systems and indigenous landscapes. The project is
targeting Sustainable. The project is targeting 26 of the 28
LEED Site credits using the following strategies.

Rainwater harvesting, is being incorporated to achieve
100% stormwater retention on-site. Low Impact Design (LID)
has evolved over the years and has become the standard
for current civil design. LID covers many items where the
intent is to prevent the moderate storm runoff from leaving
the site. The current design approach includes reuse for
water closet flushing and cooling tower make-up water.
This project will be evaluated to determine the LID impacts
which are practical and engineered for results.

The project is targeting a total of 94 credits utilizing the
following strategies to achieve LEED Platinum certification

SITE SELECTION
The project site is a pre-developed site that does not
displace any farmland, wetland or key habitats. The site is a
dense urban site within ½ mile of thirteen basic community
services and accessible residential neighborhoods.

TRANSPORTATION
The project is ideally located to promote the use of public
transportation and will encourage carpooling and clean
vehicle use through the availability of preferred parking for
carpool commuters and low-emitting vehicles. The project
will also provide electric vehicle charging stations for use by
employees and residents. Available parking will be limited.

SITE DEVELOPMENT

HEAT ISLAND EFFECT
Light colored materials and shading from landscape all
contribute to reducing the heat island effect of this dense
urban site

LIGHT POLLUTION
Both exterior and interior lighting systems will be designed
to reduce light trespass. Interior lights will utilize automatic
controls to shutoff lights at night when the building is
unoccupied and exterior fixtures will be designed with full
cutoff fixtures.

The project site is being developed in a way that maximizes
green space and incorporates a neighboring park to reenergize the area.

Technical Approach
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ELEPHANT AND CASTLE OUR PREMIERE REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT IN LONDON, IS A GOOD EXAMPLE OF HOW SUSTAINABLE SITES LEADS TO A BETTER
DEVELOPMENT. THROUGH TREE PRESERVATION, AND ACTIVATION OF ONCE PASSIVE SPACES, WE ARE CREATING A PLACE PEOPLE WANT TO VISIT.

WINTHROP SQUARE WATER DIAGRAM

POTABLE
WATER

INJECTION WELL

SINKS SHOWERS

STORMWATER

SEWER
BLACKWATER
FILTRATION

URINALS

TOILETS

COOLING IRRIGATION
TOWER

STORAGE

WATER CONSERVATION

WATER EFFICIENCY

This project will maximize water conservation for both
interior and exterior uses including plumbing fixtures,
cooling towers, sewage conveyance and irrigation uses.

Potable water use throughout the building will be reduced
through the use of low-flow fixtures and water closets.
Water closets will be a low-flow design that only uses 1.28
gallons per flush and urinals will be pint flush fixtures which
provide a better solution than waterless urinals which
require daily maintenance and cleaning.

WATER EFFICIENT LANDSCAPING
Potable water use for irrigation will be reduced by at least
50% through the use of native and adaptive plants and an
efficient drip irrigation system using moisture sensors rather
thanCHARACTERIZATION
timers to only water when needed.
SITE ENERGY USE

INNOVATIVE WASTEWATER STRATEGIES
A black water remediation system capable of storing and
treating 10,000 gallons of water a day will be used to collect
storm water, cooling coil condensate and black water
for re-use as cooling tower makeup and 100% of sewage
conveyance.

8308 WINTHROP SQUARE

ELEPHANT & CASTLE

SITE ENERGY USE CHARACTERIZATION

Southwark, London, United Kingdom
3%

2%

• CIRCA USD$2.7 BILLION END VALUE
• ALMOST 3,000 NEW ENERGY EFFICIENT RESIDENTIAL UNITS AND 200,00 SQUARE FEET OF COMMUNITY, LEISURE,
BUSINESS AND RETAIL FLOOR SPACE
• A REGENERATION AGREEMENT AND PARTNERSHIP WITH SOUTHWARK BOROUGH
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ENERGY
END-USE
Cooling
Heating

• MINIMUM 25% OF THE SCHEME WILL BE DELIVERED AS AFFORDABLE HOUSING

Pumps + Fans

• FOUNDING PROJECT OF THE CLINTON CLIMATE INITIATIVE

DHW

• A BRAND NEW PARK CONNECTED TO A VAST ARRAY OF THE OTHER GREEN SPACES THAT WILL HELP RESTORE NATURE
IN THE HEART OF THE CITY

Equipment

• WILL BE DELIVERED OVER A 15 YEAR PERIOD

Technical Approach

1.5%
5%

• ZONE 1 LONDON REGENERATION

• OVER 1,200 NEW TREES PLANTED IN THE SURROUNDING STREETS, PARKS, SCHOOLS AND ESTATES

3%

Lights

4%

19%

1% .5%

14%
11%
21%

33%
2%

6%

LOAD
COMPONENT
Window Solar

Window Conduction

Light Gains

Wall Conduction

Equip Gains

Roof Conduction

Occup Gains

OA Heating

OA Cooling

WINTHROP SQUARE ENERGY DIAGRAM

DOMESTIC
HOT WATER

BOILERS

HOT WATER

NATURAL
GAS

SPACE
HEATING

ABSORPTION
CHILLER

COGENERATION
(FUEL CELL,
MICROTURBINE
OR GAS ENGINE)

SPACE
COOLING
ELECTRICITY

PHOTOVOLTAICS
(RENEWABLE)

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
The project is targeting a 40% reduction in annual purchased
energy cost. Roughly 30% of the savings will be form
increased energy efficiency while the remaining 10%
will be through on-site renewable energy systems and
an on-site gas-fired trigeneration system. The systems
and components proposed to achieve these savings are
described in the Mechanical narrative .

COMMISSIONING
Commissioning during design and construction phases
of the project will help ensure that the project design
meets the owner’s project requirements and that during
construction those systems are installed and tested to
help improve operational efficiency from the first day
of occupancy. The team is looking at commissioning of
mechanical, electrical and envelope systems throughout
the entire building.

There are many design issues related to sustainability in creating
a high quality workplace environment. Materials have a large
impact on indoor environmental quality and the environment.
Concern of the impact buildings have on the environment
is on the rise. One main reason is the huge material flow of
resources taken from the environment and the large waste
production associated with building construction.
The strategies and recommendations outlined emphasize
various material attributes and environmental impacts.
The design team will assess the trade-offs of each material
based on the primary project goals with a target of achieving
eight of the fourteen LEED v3 Materials credits.

The team will strive to reduce project waste that gets
landfilled by at least 75%. The team will separate and recycle
waste streams for wood, metal, paper / cardboards,
plastic and bricks.

ELECTRIC
CHILLER

ELECTRIC
END USES

To maximize efficiencies the design team will design the
building envelope to minimize solar heat gain to reduce
cooling loads and minimize air infiltration to minimize
heat loss. Maximization of day lighting, energy efficient
lighting, controls, sensors and shading devices will also
be employed to reduce energy dependence and loading.
Specific approaches can be defined by the points below:

INDOOR AIR QUALITY
To help ensure the project meets the highest levels of indoor
air quality the team will develop air quality plans to be used
during construction as well as a flush out procedure that
will help clear out construction odors prior to occupancy by
DC Water. The team will also design the ventilation system
to be flexible so that CO2 concentrations can be monitored
and outside air ventilation adjusted to match the changing
needs of the building throughout the day. Minimum outside
air volumes will be designed 30% higher than minimum
standards to help improve worker productivity and
well-being.

CONSTRUCTION WASTE MANAGEMENT

GRID
ELECTRICITY

ENERGY AND ATMOSPHERE

MATERIALS AND RESOURCES

REFRIGERANTS
Focus in envelope and internal load reduction reduces the
installed cooling capacity which reduces the volume of
refrigerant installed on the project. Selected equipment
minimizes the amount of refrigerant needed to meet the
remaining loads.

MEASUREMENT AND VERIFICATION
A base measurement and verification strategy will be
recommended that minimizes the amount of sub-metering
and collected data and instead focuses on verification
that the building operation is as intended. The approach
focuses on educating building operators. Building on this
base approach additional sub-metering can be provided as
part of the educational aspects of the building through an
interactive dashboard display on the observational level.

RENEWABLE ENERGY

MATERIALS
The project team is targeting the use of materials that will
maximize recycled content, locally sourced and regional
materials, as well as materials that are rapidly renewable.
At least 50% of the wood products used on the project
will be FSC – certified ensuring that it was sourced in a
sustainable way.

INDOOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
Environmental and human health considerations are
becoming critical in the control of indoor environments.
Awareness of potential adverse human health effects from
hazardous chemicals in building products is increasing.
Knowing the ingredients used in the materials of the building
helps to ensure a healthy workplace. Materials that emit and
generate secondary contaminants include paint, flooring,
composite wood, adhesives, ceiling tiles, PVC, insulation,
fabric, furnishings, and electronic devices.
Likewise thermal comfort conditions, play an important
role in occupant well-being and health. Designing systems
that allow occupants to adapt and adjust indoor air quality,
thermal comfort, visual comfort, and contribute to increased
productivity and profitability.

DAYLIGHT AND VIEWS
The proposed building massing and envelope design allows
daylight and views to all regularly occupied areas of the
building while protecting areas closest to the perimeter from
glare and thermal comfort concerns.

MATERIAL EMISSIONS
Paints, sealants, glues and other building materials will
be selected that reduce off-gassing of volatile organic
compounds and eliminate the use of toxic compounds like
urea formaldehyde. This directly relates to worker health
and productivity in the workplace.

THERMAL COMFORT & CONTROLLABILITY
HVAC systems and the building envelope will be designed
in an integrated way that will reduce occupant discomfort
form drafts, cold spots and excess solar radiation.
HVAC and Lighting systems will be designed to provide a
high level of controllability for building occupants so that
they can easily change the indoor environmental conditions
as the space needs require or in response to changes in
outdoor conditions due to the change in season.

INNOVATION AND REGIONAL PRIORITY
The team is targeting many strategies that go above and
beyond best practice for sustainable new construction and
will seek LEED credit for several of those credits. The project
is going to pursue innovation credits for green cleaning as
well as the educational aspects of the project as they relate
to sustainability and building performance. The project
will also pursue regional priority credits for stormwater
retention, heat island effect and on-site renewable energy.

The project will investigate the use of on-site and off-site
renewable energy to meet a minimum of 1% of the buildings
electric use.

Technical Approach
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WINTHROP USGBC LEED POINTS SCORECARD

WELL SCORECARD

LEED 2009 for New Construction and Major Renovations

AIR

Project Checklist

WATER

24

NOURISHMENT

Y

2
?

FITNESS

MIND
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Credit 1
Credit 2

6
1
3
2

Lendlease signed a global agreement with the WELL Rating
System to use its product on its development projects
and its own tenancies throughout the world to improve
occupant comfort and improve overall health. The average
American spends about 90% of their time indoors, whether
in
offices or at home. We are proposing the WELL rating for
the core and shell of the building in entirety, and offering
an upgrade to individual units. The core principals of the
WELL rating have some overlaps with the LEED rating
system which works as an advantage on new Projects.
The standard is a performance-based system for
measuring, certifying, and monitoring features of the built
environment that impact human health and wellbeing,
through air, water, nourishment, light, fitness, comfort, and
mind.

Credit 4.2
Credit 4.3
Credit 4.4

Well is based on proven science and was developed by a
consortium of Doctors, Health Professionals, Architects
and Engineer’s. The concepts of WELL come to play
from the beginning of design to ensure that all building
systems and materials are designed to meet the minimum
standards. WELL plays a big role once the building is
complete, and has performance based credits that affect
the operation of the building as well as the cleaning
protocols required.

1
1
1
1
1
1
8
Y
2
2
4

Brownfield Redevelopment
Alternative Transportation—Public Transportation Access
Alternative Transportation—Bicycle Storage and Changing Rooms
Alternative Transportation—Low-Emitting and Fuel-Efficient Vehicles
Alternative Transportation—Parking Capacity

Credit 7.2
Credit 8

Light Pollution Reduction

Credit 6.1
Credit 6.2
Credit 7.1

Water Efficiency

2

2

Y
Y
Y
15 3

Construction Activity Pollution Prevention
Site Selection
Development Density and Community Connectivity

Site Development—Protect or Restore Habitat
Site Development—Maximize Open Space
Stormwater Design—Quantity Control
Stormwater Design—Quality Control
Heat Island Effect—Non-roof
Heat Island Effect—Roof

Credit 5.1
Credit 5.2

24 3

Prereq 1

Water Use Reduction—20% Reduction

Credit 1

Water Efficient Landscaping
Innovative Wastewater Technologies
Water Use Reduction

Credit 2
Credit 3

9

Energy and Atmosphere
Prereq 1
Prereq 2
Prereq 3

2
7

2
2
3
2
8

Credit 3
Credit 4.1

1

HEALTHY BUILDINGS – THE WELL RATING SYSTEM

Possible Points:

Credit 1
Credit 2
Credit 3
Credit 4
Credit 5
Credit 6

6

Y

2

Credit 1.1
Credit 1.2
Credit 2

2

Credit 3

Possible Points:

1
5
1
6
1
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

10
2 to 4
2
2 to 4

Possible Points:

Possible Points:

Storage and Collection of Recyclables
Building Reuse—Maintain Existing Walls, Floors, and Roof
Building Reuse—Maintain 50% of Interior Non-Structural Elements
Construction Waste Management
Materials Reuse

35

1 to 19
1 to 7
2
2
3
2

14
1 to 3
1
1 to 2
1 to 2

We recently adopted the WELL rating on our Urban
Regeneration project in Barangaroo, and are pursuing
it on a dozen other projects that are actively being
built throughout the world including our new offices in
Nashville, Chicago, New York and others.

N

2
2
1
1

Credit 4
Credit 5
Credit 6
Credit 7

Recycled Content
Regional Materials

Indoor Environmental Quality

13 2
Y
Y
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Prereq 1
Prereq 2
Credit 1
Credit 2
Credit 3.1
Credit 3.2
Credit 4.1
Credit 4.2
Credit 4.3
Credit 4.4
Credit 5
Credit 6.1

1

Credit 6.2

1
1

Credit 7.1
Credit 7.2
Credit 8.1

Controllability of Systems—Lighting
Controllability of Systems—Thermal Comfort
Thermal Comfort—Design
Thermal Comfort—Verification
Daylight and Views—Daylight
Daylight and Views—Views

Credit 8.2

6

Innovation and Design Process

1
1
1
1
1
1

Credit 1.1

4

Regional Priority Credits

1
1
1
1

Credit 1.1

Credit 1.2
Credit 1.3
Credit 1.4
Credit 1.5
Credit 2

Credit 1.2
Credit 1.3
Credit 1.4

7 17

Possible Points:

Minimum Indoor Air Quality Performance
Environmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS) Control
Outdoor Air Delivery Monitoring
Increased Ventilation
Construction IAQ Management Plan—During Construction
Construction IAQ Management Plan—Before Occupancy
Low-Emitting Materials—Adhesives and Sealants
Low-Emitting Materials—Paints and Coatings
Low-Emitting Materials—Flooring Systems
Low-Emitting Materials—Composite Wood and Agrifiber Products
Indoor Chemical and Pollutant Source Control

1

87

1 to 2
1 to 2
1
1

Rapidly Renewable Materials
Certified Wood

Possible Points:

Sustianability Educational Programming
Green Cleaning
Exemplerary Performance Energy Use Reduction (40%)
Construction Waste Management 95%
Potable Water use reduction Cooling Tower Make-up
LEED Accredited Professional

SS6.1
SS7.1
SS7.2
SS6.1

15

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

6
1
1
1
1
1
1

Possible Points: 4

Stormwater Design-Quantity Control
Heat island Effect Non-Roof
Heat island Effect Roof
Stormwater Design-Quantity Control

Total
Certified 40 to 49 points

THE GOAL OF THIS PROJECT IS TO ACHIEVE THE
HIGHEST LEVEL OF CERTIFICATION, PLATINUM.
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Minimum Energy Performance
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Optimize Energy Performance
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Winthrop Square

1
1
1
1

Possible Points: 110
Silver 50 to 59 points

Gold 60 to 79 points

Platinum 80 to 110

THE PROJECT IS TARGETING A TOTAL OF 94
CREDITS UTILIZING THE FOLLOWING STRATEGIES
TO ACHIEVE LEED PLATINUM CERTIFICATION

WINTHROP SUSTAINABILITY PLAN

Sustainability Element

Project Commitment

Project Requirement

Actions Required

Responsible

Where Documented

Status

Lendlease

In progress
In progress

Responsible Investment

The Project is aligned with Lendlease principles and values

Partner with CEDC on housing creation in Chinatown

Developer and CEDC committed to
working together.

Responsible Investment

Affordable Housing

Invest in affordable housing program in Chinatown

Developer and CEDC committed to
working together.

Lendlease

Community Development

Collaborative Design

Ensure stakeholder involvement in design

ROAD Process to include all stakeholders

Lendlease

Development Brief

Achieved

Community Development

Provide Public Access to Roofs via observation Deck

Project includes a level / deck for public access

Architect to incorporate

Lendlease

External Stakeholder Plan

In progress

Lendlease

External Stakeholder Plan

In progress

External Stakeholder Plan

In progress

Community Development

Commit to activating Winthrop Park as part of Bid Proposal

None-But Suggested as part of our bid.

Community Engagement Plan highlighting
improvements to activate the space

Community Development

Adopt school (potentially ones we propose solar to) for caring of
gardens, rooftop gardens etc as part of educational platform

Engage with occupants & community by sharing our vision and outcomes (e.g. interactive screens in lobbies and / or on site outlining project strategies,
energy saved etc.) Follow-up with schools to identify roof or solar system installation (part of our carbon footprint reduction).

Design Brief

Lendlease

Community Development

Work together with local Organizations

"LIPSTICK prevents women from being used to buy, hide or hold guns for those who are legally prohibited from possessing guns. Investigate the
possibility of a joint campaign with foundation.”

Community Engagement Plan

Lendlease

Community Development

Work together with local Organizations

"The mission of Boys & Girls Clubs of Boston is to help young people, especially those who need us most, build strong character and realize their full
potential as responsible citizens and leaders. Investigate the possibility of a joint campaign with foundation.”

Community Engagement Plan

Lendlease

Community Development

Work together with local Organizations

Meet with local organization to find out how can we collaborate in their mission.

Community Engagement Plan

Lendlease

Community Development

Work with local Community

Work with South Boston Community Health Center

Community Engagement Plan

Lendlease

Diversity & Culture

Arts pavilion element to include works by Fort Points Arts
Community

Gallery Space & Programming

Architect to incorporate, Lendlease to
provide programming

Lendlease

Development Brief

In progress

Diversity & Culture

Provide a mixed residential product offering to appeal to a
broader market

Provide varied product mix at different price points

Combination of Rental and Condo Market
included

Lendlease

Development Brief

Achieved

Diversity & Culture

Provide a mixed product offering to appeal to a broader market

Diverse Office and Retail to be included

Lendlease

Retail Design Brief

In progress

Energy

Part-load Occupancy

Design and provide building systems to operate at part-load capacity for energy efficiency. Systems should be designed to serve partially occupied areas
during occupied and unoccupied time periods.”

Design Brief

Architects

Design Brief

Energy

Solar

Project team is exploring the idea of utilizing existing Boston School's roof space as part of our delivery solution

Development Brief

Lendlease

External Stakeholder Plan

In progress

Energy

Exterior Wall

Explore % glass / wall ratio contingent on uses, curtain wall types, horizontal shading, etc.

Design Brief

Lendlease &
Architects

Design Brief

In progress

Energy

Energy Efficiency LEED Credits

Deliver 30% better than ASHRAE 90.1 2010. Enhanced Commissioning and Verification. Building-Level Energy Metering; Fundamental Refrigerant
Management; – Renewable Energy Production (Solar, Geo, Co-gen) – Green Power and Carbon Offsets. These initiatives must be adhered to fulfill LEED
Platinum status.

Design Brief

Architects

LEED

In progress

Health & Wellbeing

Promote health and wellbeing activities

Suggest on-going health and wellness as part of Bid Solution. Including "take the stairs", healthy options for food and retail. No chain restaurants.
Promote Bike Use or provide Bike Share Stop at site. Would need to highlight this in our submission and on site plans (Bikes).

Design Brief

Lendlease &
Atelier Ten

LEED / WELL

In progress

Health & Wellbeing

Use health & wellbeing as a brand builder

Ensure place pillars and sustainability initiatives are represented within the branding

Sustainability Team and Marketing

Lendlease

Marketing Material

In progress

Innovation

WELL Standard

Analyze the potential of achieving the WELL certification. Well for Core & Shell + Well for individualized units

Development Brief

In progress

Innovation

Track Metrics

Implement a Measurement and Verification Plan capable of tracking all metrics during operation. It is a requirement for LL to track: energy; water and
waste on all projects.

Lendlease

Team to coordinate

In progress

Materials & Supply Chain

Local and Sustainable materials

20% materials Source materials locally per LEED

LEED Scorecard and utilize LEED
Specifications

Lendlease &
Architects

Procurement Strategy

In progress

Materials & Supply Chain

Local and Sustainable materials

"Ensure high sustainability content for materials e.g. recycled material.

All Buildings

DMs

Procurement Strategy

In progress

Materials & Supply Chain

Construction Materials

Ensure high recycled content for concrete and steel to contribute positively towards LEED Credits

All Buildings

DMs

Procurement Strategy

In progress

Materials & Supply Chain

Procurement

Ensure LL Sustainability Exhibit is included in all bids

All Bid Packages

DMs

Procurement Strategy

In progress

Materials & Supply Chain

Sustainable Timber

Procure at least 50% of Timber from sources that undertake sustainability land management practices (e.g. FSC, AFS or PEFC) or reused Timber

All Bid Packages

DMs

Design Brief

In progress

Materials & Supply Chain

Recycled Materials

Implement 20% recycled materials per LEED

All Bid Packages

DMs

Design Brief / PCD

In progress

Resilience & Adaption

Enable the community to deal with a changing environment

Prepare a Climate Change Adaption and Resilience Strategy & Plan

Educate occupants on the resilient
components of the project

DM's

Design Brief

In progress

Resilience & Adaption

Design Resilient Buildings

Analyze the RELi Resiliency Action List

http: / / c3livingdesign.org

Waste

Storage & Collection of recyclables

Include areas with easy access to storage and collect recyclables.

Use LEED minimums contingent on use.

In progress

Waste

Waste Management Plan During Construction

Develop a WMP to be implemented during Construction

Use LendLease CWM Plan

In progress

Waste

Waste Management Plan During Operations

Develop a WMP to be implemented during Operation of the building.

Waste

Design Out Waste

Investigate options to design out waste including modularization, off-site prefabrication, and supplier packaging

On-Going

DMs

ROAD

In progress

Water

Water Efficient Appliances

Use captured water (stormwater, grey water or black water)

Include in specifications

DMs

Basis of Design

In progress

Water

Water Efficiency LEED Credits

Reduce Water use by 40%. Innovative Waste water technologies. Water efficient landscaping

Per LEED ID+C

In progress

In progress
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TRANSPORTATION AND PARKING
PARKING
Parking for vehicles and bicycles will be provided in a
below grade garage with access from a widened
Federal Court. Bicycle parking on site will be seen as an
amenity to the tenants and guests of the site and not treated
as a requirement where the minimum must be satisfied.
The City of Boston Bicycle Parking Guidelines will be followed,
including providing a Hubway station on site and showers for
employees that commute via walking or bicycling. Secured /
covered spaces for residents and employees and public bike
racks will also be provided. The bicycle storage facility will
be easily accessible and prominently located to encourage
the highest bicycle use.
Vehicular parking will implement a shared parking model
that allows a limited number of on-site parking spaces
(based on the low parking ratios for each land use) to be
shared by different users throughout the day. The residential
parking that is vacated during the workday will be used
by office tenants and again by residential users during the
evening and overnight hours.
Vehicular parking supply is determined by a combination
of Boston Transportation Department (BTD) guidelines,
market trends, and available physical space. Current trends
in parking demand in downtown Boston (and nationally)
are decreasing across all land uses. A variety of reasons
influence parking trends, but in the downtown Boston core
these primarily involve:
• Shifting demographics
• Cost of parking and auto ownership
• Access to transit service
• Aggressive implementation by the City of on-street
bicycle facilities (bike lanes, cycle tracks)
• On-site bicycle storage and parking facilities
• The advent of both car sharing (Zipcar) and bicycle
sharing services (Hubway)
• The rise in ride sharing services (Uber, Lyft)
• The general social and environmental concerns of car
ownership and use

The parking ratios listed below were determined based on
expected market demand for each use. The ratios are lower
than the BTD maximum guidelines for this area of Boston for
each proposed land use.

Office
Retail
Apartments
Condos

PARKING RATIOS
Ratio
0.25 per 1,000 sf
0.0 per 1,000 sf
0.25 per unit
1.0 per unit

BTD Max
0.4
0.4
1.0
1.0

TRANSPORTATION STRATEGIES
We are committed to implementing Transportation Demand
Management (TDM) measures to minimize automobile
usage and Project-traffic impacts. The TDM program may
include an on-site transportation coordinator, transit pass
subsidies for employees, secure bicycle parking areas, and
distributions of transit maps and schedules to residents,
guests, and employees. TDM measures will be described
and evaluated in the DPIR and Transportation Access Plan
Agreement (TAPA).
On-site management will keep a supply of transit information
(schedules, maps, and fare information) to be made available
to the residents and patrons of the site. We will work with the
City to develop a TDM program appropriate to the project
and consistent with its level of impact.
Our team is prepared to take advantage of good transit
access in marketing this project to future residents and
office tenants by working with them to implement the
following TDM measures to encourage the use of nonvehicular modes of travel.
The TDM measures for the project may include but are not
limited to the following:

ALTERNATIVE MODE BENEFITS / TACTICS
The primary alternative transportation modes to be
encouraged will be public transportation, bicycling,
and walking.
• Designate a transportation coordinator to oversee
transportation issues, including parking,
service and loading, and deliveries.
• On-site management will work with tenants as they move
in to help facilitate transportation for new arrivals.

• Provide orientation packets to new tenants containing
information on available transportation choices,
including public transportation routes / schedules,
nearby vehicle sharing and bicycle sharing locations, and
walking opportunities.
• Provide an annual (or more frequent) newsletter or
bulletin summarizing transit, ride-sharing, bicycling,
alternative work schedules, and other travel options.
• Provide information on travel alternatives for employees,
residents, and visitors via the Internet and in the
building lobby.

BICYCLE / PEDESTRIAN
Promotions and incentives to encourage bicycle and
pedestrian trips include:
• Providing bike and pedestrian access information on the
Project website
• Providing covered, secure bicycle storage for
building occupants
• Providing on-site external bike racks for visitors
• Installation of a Hubway bike sharing station on site
• Encouraging tenants to provide a “Guaranteed Ride Home”
for those commuting on foot or by bike
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PFL SPACES
PFL Spaces are thought leaders in the design and execution
of bicycle parking and end-of-trip facilities (showers, lockers
and change rooms).
Operating out of offices in the United States and Australia,
PFL Spaces has delivered more than 175 tailored facility
designs, 150+ installations and manage services in over
100 commercial office building end-of-trip facilities.
Their combined experience and direct focus means they
see space differently and work collaboratively with project
teams to achieve state of the art outcomes whilst minimizing
spatial requirements.
PFL Spaces designed and manufactured bike parking
systems are innovative, space efficient and user friendly.
Everything is built for purpose, designed for its environment
and thoughtfully considers space.

PFL CASE
STUDY

ONE MAIN PLACE
CLIENT
New York Life / JLL
SQFT
315,000
BIKE PARKS
96
LOCKERS
24

PORTLAND, OREGON
OUTCOMES
• Consolidated 4 existing
bike parking locations
into one secure location
– increasing bike parking
capacity from 42 to 96
with a net loss of a single
car bay
• Class leading bike parking
specification to set One
Main apart in the Portland
office market and create a
new leasing angle
• Improved layout and
inclusions for mens and
womens change areas at
level 2 fitness center

TESTIMONIAL
“I have been remiss in not sending a “job well done” message
sooner about our new bike facility at One Main Place.
Through your guidance and work, we improved our bike
facilities from a lackluster, poorly planned bike parking for 42
to a professionally planned bike concept for 96. The new bike
rooms have been a huge hit with our Tenant base and it has
been a pleasure to show this facility to competing building
managers. We have a certain amount of “bike room envy”
now in our market and this amenity is a key piece of regular
leasing tours.
The only down-side of the new facility is I believe we
will outgrow it soon and need to start planning the next
phase with you. Thank you to both you and your staff on a
successful and professional install of our bike amenity”.

PFL CASE
STUDY

BARANGAROO SOUTH
CLIENT
Lendlease
SQFT
3,250,000
BIKE PARKS
1,120
PROJECT COMPLETION DATE
2015

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA
OUTCOMES:
• Reconfigured the bike
parking space to deliver
required capacities within
a reduced footprint, and at
a lower cost to the project
• Specification of
convenience service
amenities providing
an enhanced tenant
experience

TESTIMONIAL
“Tenants are really crying out for these facilities nowadays.
We wanted to tap into someone who is expert in the area,
who could provide a peer review, in order to provide the
best facility possible for the tenants who are coming into
Barangaroo. They (PFL Spaces) know what people (users) are
demanding and how people use the facilities within End of
Trip spaces.”
Mark Turner, Barangaroo Development Manager, Lendlease

• Assisted in wayfinding and
signage strategy providing
for an informed and safe
path of travel for cyclists
and pedestrians

David Genrich, General Manager JLL CBRE
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PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
PFL CASE
STUDY

The goal of the following promotion and incentive
measures are to increase public transit use to and
from the site:
• Posting information about public transportation.
• Providing transit access information on the Project
website including information on bus and subway
routes and schedules.
• Providing one free annual MBTA subway pass per
residential unit during the first year of operation;
• Encourage employers to subsidize on-site full-time
employees’ purchase of monthly transit passes.
• Promote to commercial tenants that, as employers,
they can save on payroll-related taxes and provide
employee benefits when they offer transportation
benefits such as subsidized public transportation.
• Encourage employers to arrange to provide
Guaranteed Ride Home during hours in which
public transit service is no longer available to
employee’s home.

ELECTRIC VEHICLE
The goal of the following promotion and incentive
measures are to accommodate motorists traveling to
the site in an electric vehicle:
• Provide electric vehicle charging stations to
accommodate 10% percent of the total parking

15 WILLIAM STREET
CLIENT
Deka
SQFT
450,000
BIKE PARKS
280
LOCKERS
430
PROJECT COMPLETION DATE
2015

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA
OUTCOMES
• Delivered additional 375
sqft of change area space
by increased design
efficiency
• Provided a design that can
accommodate future shifts
in gender user demand
• Provided a well connected
facility via an informative
wayfinding and graphics
package
• Raised an already high
benchmark bar in the
city of Melbourne among
competitive assets

TESTIMONIAL
“You can be justifiably proud as I am, of what has been
achieved through your participation. My thanks and
gratitude to each one of you for having shown ownership
throughout this project. You have set the new benchmark
in the marketplace, and possibly also for Australia – which
again demonstrates Deka’s commitment to holding 15
William Street to a Grade A+ standard, with several Premium
features as a bonus.
By and large the feedback we received was overwhelmingly
positive – “very impressive” was probably the most commonly
used phrase, but a couple of more memorable ones were:
“wow this is better than my gym” & “I’ve worked in lots of
buildings but I’ve never seen anything like this before”. The
volume and variety of bike racks, the size of the changing
rooms and the number of lockers all drew positive comment,
with towel service a particular highlight for many”.
Dino Mancini, Executive Director CBRE
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• Install sufficient infrastructure capacity for future
accommodation of at least 25% of the total
parking spaces
• Designate up to 5 percent of the parking spaces as
preferred parking for low emission vehicles with
the idea that this ratio may increase in the future.

RIDE-SHARING
The goal of the following promotion and incentive
measures are to increase ridesharing:
• Encouraging tenants to participate in area airport
shuttle services.
• Provide access to information on area carpool and
vanpool participants.
• Encouraging tenants to provide on-line registration
for the RideSource ride-matching program
• Encouraging tenants to organize an internal
ride-matching program for employees who would
be more willing to participate in a ride-matching
service with fellow employees than with a large
regional database
• Vehicle Sharing Program: We will explore the
feasibility of providing spaces in the garage for a
car sharing service (eg, Zipcar and / or Enterprise
CarShare).

INFRASTRUCTURE PROVISION

UTILITIES
WATER
The Boston Water and Sewer Commission (BWSC) owns
and maintains several water mains near the site including
a 10-inch and 12-inch cement-lined ductile iron pipes in
Devonshire Street. It is anticipated that the development’s
domestic water service would connect to the 10-inch main.
It is anticipated that the building would have redundant fire
protection services. One would tie into the 10-inch main and
the other would likely tie into the 12-inch pit cast iron main
in Federal Street. There are hydrants on Federal Street and
Devonshire Street that appear to provide sufficient coverage
for the development.

WASTEWATER
The proposed development is expected to have two
wastewater service connections. It is anticipated that one
service would tie into the 24" x 36" combined sewer in
Federal Street and another service would exit the westerly
side of the proposed building and tie into the 16' x 24"
combined sewer in Devonshire Street. Floor drains from the
parking structure would be connected to an oil and sand
separator before tying into the municipal sewer system.

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
The BWSC requires that infiltration of stormwater be
provided if feasible. It is expected that rooftop runoff from
the proposed building will be diverted to a storage tank
that has the capacity to hold the equivalent volume of 1 inch
times the impervious area of the site. This stored runoff
would be pumped to an infiltration system or injection wells
on site or, in the case of injection wells, possibly within the
adjacent sidewalk. Overflows during larger storm events
are expected to be directed to the 24" x 36" combined
sewer in Federal Street, which is the larger of the two
combined sewers. This will be coordinated with the BWSC
during the design development phase.

GROUNDWATER / GEOTECHNICAL
SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS
Available subsurface data and geologic information was
researched for the site based on published sources to
define existing subsurface soil and groundwater conditions.
In general, subsurface conditions anticipated in order of
increasing depth below ground surface are comprised
of approximately 10 to 15 feet of miscellaneous fill.
Naturally occurring marine deposits (primarily stiff to medium
stiff clay) underlie the fill to a depth of approximately 50 feet.
The clay unit is underlain by a layer of glacial marine soils
and a relatively thin (up to 10 feet thick) glacial till deposits.
Bedrock is anticipated to be encountered at approximately
70 to 80 feet below the ground surface.
Groundwater levels in the project area measured and
reported at adjacent sites range from El. 11 to El. 13 Boston
City Base (BCB) datum. Site grades are approximately
El. 24 to El. 27 BCB.

PROPOSED FOUNDATION CONSTRUCTION METHODOLOGY
The proposed site development includes construction of a
high-rise building which will include three to five levels of
below grade space. Therefore, the below grade space
will be below ground water levels. Column loads for the
high-rise structure are expected to require deep foundations
that extend into bedrock, or alternatively be supported on
a mat foundation bearing on glacial till or rock. The type
of foundations being considered at this time are concrete
drill shafts supported in the bedrock. The new foundations
would be installed from near the ground surface.
Construction for the below grade portion of the building
will require an excavation extending to the depth required
for the basement levels. The depth of excavation will be
40 to 60 feet below ground surface depending on the
number of basement levels. A lateral earth support system
will be installed prior to excavation to provide excavation
support during construction. The system must also limit
impacts to adjacent properties, control groundwater
seepage, and maintain groundwater levels outside the
excavation. Although the wall system has not been selected,
it will likely consist of a reinforced concrete diaphragm
wall (slurry wall) installed to the glacial soils. This relatively
impervious wall system is commonly used on projects of
similar magnitude in the Boston area and is a system that
will maintain area groundwater levels and minimize adjacent
ground and building movements.

Any penetrations through the temporary support walls and
permanent basement walls will be sealed.

POTENTIAL IMPACTS DURING EXCAVATION AND
FOUNDATION CONSTRUCTION
Potential impacts during excavation and foundation
construction will be addressed in the design and construction.
The foundation design and construction will be conducted
to limit potential adverse impacts, especially to adjacent
structures and to groundwater levels.
The Project is not located in the Groundwater Conservation
Overlay District (GCOD), but will be designed to not lower
area ground water levels. A groundwater recharge system
as required by the BWSC will be installed and will result
in a benefit to area groundwater levels. In addition,
ground water monitoring will be undertaken during the
design phase and continue through construction area
ground water observation wells.

Due to the depth of excavation, temporary lateral bracing
of the walls will be required and will consist of an internal
cross-lot bracing system. Pre-excavation will be required
along the building perimeter to remove obstructions prior
to installing the excavation support system and foundations.
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ENVIRONMENTAL
REMEDIATION

THE GOAL IS TO DEVELOP DYNAMIC, FLEXIBLE SPACES –
SPACES THAT INVITE EXCITEMENT, THOUGHT,
AND URBAN EXPERIENCES THAT HAVE
NEVER BEEN SEEN IN BOSTON BEFORE.

SITE IMPROVEMENTS
AND OFF-SITE IMPROVEMENTS
The landscape concept for 115 Winthrop Square creates a
transformative public space in heart of the city. The goal
is to develop dynamic, flexible spaces – spaces that invite
excitement, thought, and urban experiences that have never
been seen in Boston before. The landscape is defined by a
bold paving pattern that extends throughout and beyond
the site, knitting together a range of disparate spaces and
architectural styles that define the neighborhood.
Portions of Devonshire Street and Federal Court would be
raised to flush-curb level. This move would both calm traffic
and accommodate larger street festivals and arts events
planned throughout the year.
Unit pavers and permeable unit pavers would be integrated
to provide a streamline design that allows for stormwater
infiltration. Targeted “infiltration cell” planters would expand
this effort and contribute to the achievement of the project’s
green imperatives. Permanent bollards and seat walls would
become armatures for urban planting and lighting explorations.
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LANDSCAPING IMPROVEMENTS
The proposal effectively extends the space traditionally
known as Winthrop Square to Federal Street and beyond.
The existing square would be re-imagined as a user-driven
landscape; a flexible space that engages the public and is
designed for programmable change. This would include a
“movable forest” – a stand of street trees on underground
rails that can be programmed for multiple needs. On warm,
sunny days, they can be spread out to provide shade.
On festival days they could be cloistered to allow for
maximum open space. Flush water features and lighting
integrated into the paving would contribute to the cultivated
sense of “surprise” in the new Winthrop Square. Tying these
and major digital media walls into smartphone technology
would also create opportunities for user engagement and
participation.
The Steps would engage Devonshire Street, pulling the
energy of a renewed Winthrop Square upwards towards
the prow extending towards Federal Street. The Steps
would integrate seating, stairs, and planting while providing
universal access to the Federal Street overlook. Trees,
pavers, and water features on this level would create an
open, urban sanctuary while cut-outs and glass paving allow
natural light to the fill public space below.

THE EXISTING SQUARE WOULD BE
RE-IMAGINED AS A USER-DRIVEN
LANDSCAPE – A FLEXIBLE SPACE THAT
ENGAGES THE PUBLIC AND IS DESIGNED
FOR PROGRAMMABLE CHANGE.

Reaching beyond the boundaries of the site, our intent is to
adopt and enhance two underutilized urban gems:
Winthrop Lane and Leather District Park.
Winthrop Lane is a charming example of Boston’s historic
alleyways and has great potential to layer in the storytelling
aspect of this project, as well as further adding connectivity
to the site. We are committed to preserving the Boston Bricks
public art installation by Kate Burke and Gregg Lefevre.
The Winthrop Square Park design will echo this form with
modern pavers that transition into public right of way.
Winthrop Lane will also be beautified with infrastructure
improvements, lighting, and wayfinding elements.
We also propose to fund improvements to Leather District Park,
a hardscape plaza two blocks south of Winthrop Square.
This edge of the Leather District is a heavily trafficked
pedestrian crossroads to and from South Station and a
crossing of the Greenway along Surface Road. We are
committed to working with the Leather District Neighborhood
Association, Mass DOT, and the Rose Kennedy Greenway
Conservancy to catalyze the conversation for these
improvements and fund significant upgrades. Leather
District Park should not only be elevated as a gathering
place for residents, but also be part of the greater dialogue
around Winthrop Square’s neighboring green spaces and
public plazas.

Initially, an evaluation of the property to assess
environmental conditions associated with site history,
existing observable conditions, visual site inspections (VSI),
current and former site uses, and current and former uses of
adjoining properties will be conducted as part of a Phase I
Environmental Site Assessment (Phase I ESA), using methods
consistent with ASTM E1527-13. The Site Assessment
will provide an opinion / summary on the potential for
environmental conditions that may indicate a release or
threat of release of Oil, Hazardous Materials, and other
contaminants to soils or groundwater at the Site. If required,
a Phase II ESA will be conducted.
The project will retain a Licensed Site Professional (LSP) to
manage the environmental aspects of the Project, using ISO
14001 guidelines and including the proper management,
handling and oversight for the disposal of contaminated soils
and groundwater encountered during construction. Prior to
general excavation, the soils anticipated to be excavated and
groundwater expected to be encountered will be evaluated
for environmental contaminants and characterized in
accordance with current MassDEP policies and procedures.
The LSP will also prepare required documents for submission
to MassDEP if the Site is deemed reportable under current
regulations (MCP).
Following completion of the construction, the LSP will
provide documentation for closure and an opinion for a
permanent solution under the MCP.
Based on adjacent sites that we have been associated
with, the presence of urban fill containing low levels of
contaminants can be expected, but past site uses would not
indicate significant environmental conditions / issues.
Based on the age (1950s) and use (garage) of the buildings,
several types of common asbestos containing materials
(ACM), and Hazardous Materials (e.g., LBP, PCBs, universal
waste in equipment and petroleum) are potentially present
in various building materials. An Environmental Evaluation
of the building will be conducted. Prior to conducting
demolition activities, Massachusetts licensed abatement /
environmental contractors will be retained to remove
regulated ACM and other regulated materials.

IMPLEMENTATION
PLAN
The major regulatory approvals that impact the project
schedule are the City of Boston’s Article 80 process, and,
if applicable, the State’s MEPA process.
The Article 80 process may involve up to three steps:
and Project Notification Form (PNF), Draft Project Impact
Report (DPIR) and a Final Project Impact Report (FPIR).
The City has great flexibility to truncate the process after
each step, waiving further review, if it finds that impacts are
adequately studied and mitigated. The Article 80 process is
designed to provide an open and public process. The BRA
often waives further review after the PNF, if the information in
the PNF thoroughly studies potential impacts.
In order for the project to complete the Article 80 process
in 180 days, as required in the RFP, this expedited process is
important. We propose to complete an Expanded PNF which
analyzes impacts and provides for mitigation measures,
in the interest putting the City in a position to waive
further review. We believe this is appropriate for this project
for several reasons. The City has studied the site and held a
public process as part of the developer RFP and selection.
We have proposed a project that we believe will have minimal
impacts on the environment, meets the shadow regulatory
requirements, and is sustainable. The nature of the site and
surroundings make it ideal for such a dense development.
For these reasons, an Expanded PNF waiving further review
is warranted with an appropriately comprehensive filing.
The proposed Article 80 schedule describes this scenario.
Other tasks such as Boston Civic Design Commission review,
demolition delay, and the FAA filing will be pursued
concurrently.
The State’s MEPA review is also a three step process, in a
similar manner to Article 80. However, the MEPA regulations
do not provide the same flexibility to expedite the process.
As explained below, it will be challenging not to say
impossible to meet the 180 day schedule with MEPA
jurisdiction over the project. The only potential State action
associated with this project that could result in MEPA
jurisdiction would be if the BRA owned the site and then
disposed of it to the developer. In such a case, the BRA would
be acting as a State Authority, rather than a City planning
agency and the action would be a state action. If that is
the case, the project would be subject to MEPA. If MEPA
review is required, or if a DPIR must be filed as part of the
Article 80 process, it is likely that the 180 day schedule
cannot be met due to lengthy agency reviews. In either case,
an extension of the deadline would be required.

ZONING
Map 1 of the Boston Zoning Maps indicates that the Project
site is located in a B-10, or commercial, zoning district. This
parcel is therefore within an area of Boston where land use
continues to be regulated by the so-called “Base Code”
provisions of the Boston Zoning Code. The property is
additionally within the Downtown Interim Planning Overlay
District, or IPOD, and the Restricted Parking District.
The underlying zoning for the RFP parcel authorizes a building
height of 125 feet and a maximum floor area ratio, or FAR, of
8. The Code further authorizes the Board of Appeal to grant
proposed projects in this district an enhanced buildout of 155
feet in height and an FAR of 10.

Because the zoning for the site does not accommodate a
building of the landmark scale and innovative use mix that are
anticipated for the project, zoning relief will be necessary.
There are multiple pathways to permitting the project. Given
the extensive planning focus on this site as a catalyst for
transforming its surrounding area, some form of targeted
rezoning of the parcel may be appropriate. One potential
option is the establishment of a Planned Development Area,
or PDA, Development Plan. According to the RFP, the site
is approximately 47,738 square feet, or just over one acre,
in area, and it otherwise appears to be eligible for PDA
designation.

We note that the PDA zoning overlay district, expressly
authorized by Articles 3 and 80C of the Code, was
developed to integrate planning and development review
of large, complex projects that are not accommodated by
standard zoning. Because a PDA can both authorize the
redevelopment of the property and set appropriate land-use
controls for this unique site, we believe that the PDA zoning
mechanism may be well-suited to the redevelopment of the
Winthrop Square parcel. We look forward to continuing the
discussion with the BRA on the most effective approach to
entitling the Project.
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project undergoes necessary administrative and regulatory approvals,
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The design-assist Building Enclosure package should be also awarded
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fabrication.
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that the Demolition and Site preparation activities would be ready
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to start
with a minimal delay after the closing. It’s assumed that the demolition
portion of the project would be concluded within 3 months, followed by the
Excavation / Foundation phase.
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TOP-DOWN APPROACH

The Excavation will be performed using a conventional (open cut) approach,
followed by foundations and the concrete superstructure activities. Topping out
of the tower superstructure with the subsequent completion of the roofing, rooftop equipment and high-rise elevators would likely to control the critical path
leading for achievement of initial TCOs for Offices and Apartments. However,
it’s anticipated that construction of Office Spaces would be well progressed
ahead of that time, and these spaces would be handed over to the Office fit-out
contractors allowing a sufficient time for completion of these spaces by the time
of the TCO.
After the topping out of the concrete superstructure, the overall project
completion would be largely driven by the interior fit-out program, that would
follow
installation
of the building
enclosure. The hoist removal program
Page 1closely
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will proceed upon completion and sign-off of the high-rise elevators and loading
of major construction materials on all floors. Building areas adjacent to the hoist
run will be completed and delivered as a part of the final TCO.
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24-Mar-21
19-Oct-18
17-Mar-21
11-Dec-20
23-Jun-21
16-Sep-20
25-Aug-21
09-Dec-19
06-Mar-20
16-Sep-20
26-May-20
26-Sep-19
30-Dec-20
11-Dec-20

TOP-DOWN APPROACH

115 WINTHROP SQUARE - PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE
TOP-DOWN APPROACH

Project ID: 115WINTHROP-4-18-16

Milestone

Data Date: 01-Apr-16

Actual Work
Remaining Work

Run Date: 18-Apr-16

26-Sep-19
Finish
11-Dec-20
14-Nov-19
21-Apr-21
27-Jan-20
14-Jun-19
15-Feb-17
06-Mar-20
09-Jul-20
20-Nov-17
09-Jul-20
15-Jan-20
20-Nov-17
21-Apr-21
11-Dec-20
31-May-17
25-Aug-21
20-Aug-20
20-Aug-19
21-Apr-21
02-Mar-20

27-Sep-18
17-Jun-16

190
165 23-Jan-18
17-Jun-16
700
413
640
413
445
100
580
674
Original
385
Duration
255
557

19-Oct-18
21-Apr-21
04-Apr-19
02-Oct-20
12-Sep-19
02-Oct-20

115 WINTHROP SQUARE - PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE
TOP-DOWN APPROACH
Technical Approach

4.39

4.40

Technical Approach

20 CITY SQUARE, 2FL
BOSTON, MA 02129

